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Abstract
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 not necessarily perfect. Using Berthelot’s theory of arithmetic
D-modules, we construct a p-adic formalism of Grothendieck’s six operations for realizable k-schemes of
finite type.
Introduction
Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0. Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic
(0, p), π be a uniformizer, k := V/πV be its residue field and K be its fraction field. In order to build
a p-adic formalism of Grothendieck six operations for k-varieties (i.e. separated k-schemes of finite type),
Berthelot introduced an arithmetic avatar of the theory of modules over the differential operators ring. The
objects appearing in his theory are called arithmetic D-modules or complexes of arithmetic D-modules (for
a introduction to his theory, see [Ber02]).
In the case where k is perfect, within Berthelot’s arithmetic D-modules theory, such a p-adic formalism
was already known in different contexts. Let us describe these known cases. With N. Tsuzuki (see [CT12]),
we got such a formalism for overholonomic F -complexes of arithmetic D-modules (i.e. complexes together
with a Frobenius structure) over realizable k-varieties (i.e. k-varieties which can be embedded into a proper
formal V-scheme). Another example was given later (do not focus on the publication date) with holonomic F -
complexes of arithmetic D-modules over quasi-projective varieties ([Car11c]). In a wider geometrical context,
T. Abe established a six functors formalism for admissible stacks, namely algebraic stacks of finite type with
finite diagonal morphism (see [Abe18, 2.3]). The starting point of his work was the case of quasi-projective
k-varieties. Again, some Frobenius structures are involved in his construction. Finally, without Frobenius
structure, in [Car18], we explained how to build such a p-adic formalism of Grothendieck’s six functors, e.g.
with quasi-unipotent complexes of arithmetic D-modules (see [Car18]).
In this paper, we construct such a p-adic formalism for some realizable k-scheme of finite type, without
the hypothesis of perfectness on k. Similarly to T. Abe in [Abe18, 2.3], we might a priori expect to extend
from a six functors formalism for quasi-projective varieties, a six functors formalism for admissible stacks.
But, we will focus our study to realizable k-varieties. We check in this paper that we can extend (with some
slight changes) from what was made in the perfect case in [Car18] to the general case. Moreover, we give
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a second construction of a p-adic formalism of Grothendieck six functors (see below in the introduction for
more details). A lot of preliminary results which were stated with the perfectness condition are still valid
without any change in the proof. In this case, most of the time (when we do not have found a better proof)
we will only refer to some published proofs. We have also improved some results, e.g. the relative duality
isomorphism of the form 9.3.1 was not known in this context for coherent complexes. These improvements
sometimes simplify the presentation. We have sometimes given simpler proofs of known results. For instance,
the base change isomorphism is a consequence of some basic properties of the exterior tensor products whose
study here is given with details. For completeness, it also happens that we incorporate some unpublished
proofs of Berthelot (e.g. see 6.2.8 which was a letter of Berthelot to the author in 2007). Since these results
are scattered in the literature, this paper might at least help the reader to better understand the steps (in
the right order) in order to get a six functors formalism in Berthelot’s theory of arithmetic D-modules. Even
if we tried to make this paper as self-contained as possible (at least for the statements), we have used freely
[Ber96b], [Ber00]. Moreover, if this is not already the case, we advise the reader to read [Ber02] which
contains a lot of fundamental properties that we sometimes use (in that case, we have tried to give each time
some reference).
Let us clarify the content of the paper. Let P be a separated smooth formal V-scheme (for the p-adic
topology). The special fiber of P, the k-variety equal to its reduction modulo π, is denoted by P . In the
first chapter we recall Berthelot’s notion of derived categories of inductive systems of arithmetic D-modules
on P. Some objects in theses categories will give our coefficients satisfying a six functors formalism. Two
Berthelot’s notions are fundamental in theses categories : that of quasi-coherence and that of coherence. In
the second chapter, we study the localization functor outside a divisor T of P and the forgetful functor of
a divisor T of P . We check both functors preserve the quasi-coherence. Next, we give a coherence stability
criterion involving a change of divisors which is one fundamental property of the theory (see 2.4.1). In the
third chapter, we give the notion of extraordinary inverse image, pushforward and duality. We also recall the
stability of the coherence under the pushforward by a proper morphism and under the pullback by a smooth
morphism. After, we study the standard properties of exterior tensor products and some consequences. In
the arithmetic D-modules case, this is slightly more technical since for instance the base is not always a field
then exterior tensor products are not always exact (see 4.1.2).
Let T be the (support of a) divisor of P , let X be a smooth closed subscheme of P of codimension r,
Y := X \ T . In the fifth chapter, we define the notion of coherent arithmetic D-modules over (Y,X)/V (see
5.3.3). Roughly speaking, first choose (Xα) an affine open covering of X , and for each α choose a smooth
formal V-scheme Xα which is a lifting of Xα. Then, a coherent arithmetic D-module over (Y,X)/V is the data
of a family of coherent arithmetic D-module on Xα with overconvergent singularities along T ∩Xα together
with glueing isomorphisms satisfying a cocycle condition. We check that we have a canonical equivalence of
categories between that of coherent arithmetic D-modules over (Y,X)/V and that of coherent arithmetic D-
modules on P with overconvergent singularities along T and support in X (see Theorem 5.3.7). This extends
Berthelot’s theorem of his arithmetic version of Kashiwara theorem appearing in the D-modules classical
theory. In the sixth chapter, we construct a fully faithful functor denoted by sp+ from the category of
overconvergent isocrystals over (Y,X)/V to that of arithmetic D-modules over (Y,X)/V. Its essential image
has a precise description (see 6.4.7). The functor sp+ is some kind of pushforward under sp: PK → P, the
specialisation morphism from the rigid analytic variety associated to P. In the seventh chapter, we adapt
Berthelot’s proof of the coherence of the constant coefficient with overconvergent singularities OP(
†T )Q. The
first step is to check explicitly this coherence when T is a strict normal crossing divisor (see 7.1.3). In the
general context, using de Jong’s desingularisation theorem, we reduce by descent to the SNCD case. Two
key ingredients which makes possible the descent are the isomorphism sp+(O]X[P)
∼
−→ HrRsp∗Γ
†
X(OPK )
(see 7.1.8), and the commutation of sp+ with the duality.
In the eigth chapter, we introduce the local cohomological functor with strict support over a subvariety
Y of P that we denote by RΓ†Y . Roughly speaking, to define the functor RΓ
†
Y we reduce by devissage
to the case where Y is open. Again by devissage, we reduce to the case where Y is the complementary
of a divisor T of P . In this later case, RΓ†Y is the localisation outside the divisor T functor (that was
defined previously in the second chapter). We should also clarify that one key ingredient to be able to
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define this local cohomological functor is the coherence of the constant coefficient. In the next chapter, we
check that expected properties satisfied by local cohomological functors are still valid, e.g. its commutation
with pushforwards and extraordinary pullbacks. We also check some base change isomorphism (see 9.2.4)
and a relative duality isomorphism that extends that of Virrion (we replace the properness hypothesis of a
morphism f by the properness via f of the support of our complexes).
In the tenth chapter, we adapt the construction given in [Car18] of a formalism of Grothendieck six
functors. For instance, we change the notion of data of coefficients by replacing the base V by some fixed
perfectification of V → V♭ (see the definition 10.1.1) in the sense of 7.4.4. It seems unavoidable to fix such
a perfectification. We also introduce a notion of special descent of the base. Such notion allows us to use
de Jong’s desingularization theorem as if the base field was perfect. In fact, we improve the construction
given in [Car18] since we also consider the stability under the cohomological functors Hr which allows us to
endow our triangulated categories with a canonical t-structure. Via Theorem 10.3.6 and the example 10.3.7,
we explain how to build a data of coefficient which contains the constant coefficient, which is local, stable
under devissages, direct summands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks,
base change, tensor products, duals, cohomology and special descent of the base. In order to get such
stable data but which moreover contains convergent isocrystals on smooth k-varieties, we propose a second
construction which uses a little more external tensor products (see Theorem 10.3.10). Recall that since we
do not have some Frobenius structures, then it is impossible to put every overconvergent isocrystals in our
categories.
Finally, in the last chapter, we get a p-adic formalism of Grothendieck six operations over couples of
k-varieties (Y,X) which can be enclosed by a frame of the form (Y,X,P) where P is a realizable (i.e. which
can be embedded into a proper smooth scheme over V) smooth formal scheme over V, X is a closed subscheme
of the special fiber of P and Y is an open of X . For an enough stable data of coefficients C, a coefficient
over (Y,X,P) is a coefficient over P with support in X and having overconvergent singularities along X \Y
(i.e. which is isomorphic under its image via RΓ†X\Y ). We prove the independence with respect to the choice
of the frame enclosing (Y,X) of the coefficients of such C over (Y,X,P) (11.2.1). When C is stable under
cohomology, this independence preserves t-structures. When X is proper over k, then the coefficients of
such C over (Y,X) is independent (up to canonical equivalence of categories) of the choice of such proper
varieties X enclosing Y . This yields a formalism of Grothendieck’s six operations over k-varieties (which can
be enclosed into a frame).
Acknowledgment
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Notation
Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p), π be a uniformizer, k := V/πV
be its residue field and K its fraction field. We set S := Spf V, the p-adic formal scheme (in the sense of
Grothendieck’s terminology of EGA I.10) associated with V. A formal V-scheme X or formal S-scheme X
means a p-adic formal scheme endowed with a structural morphism of p-adic formal schemes X → Spf V.
Schemes and formal schemes are supposed to be separated and quasi-compact. Formal schemes will be
denoted with gothic letters and their special fiber with the associated roman letter. Unless otherwise stated,
a subscheme of the special fiber of a formal V-scheme are always supposed to be reduced.
Sheaves will be denoted with calligraphic letters and their global sections with the associated straight
letter. By default, a module means a left module. We denote p-adic completions with some hat and if E is an
abelian sheaf of groups, we set EQ := E⊗ZQ. Let R be a commutative sheaf on X . By convention, R-algebras
are always unital and associative. Let A,B be R-algebras. Unless otherwise stated, an A-module is a left
A-module and an (A,B)-bimodule is an R-module endowed with a compatible structure of left A-module
and right B-module. If ∗ is one of the symboles +, −, or b, D∗(A) (resp. D∗(A,B)) means the derived
category of the complexes of A-modules (resp. of (A,B)-bimodules) satisfying the corresponding condition
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of vanishing of cohomological spaces. When we would like to clarify between right and left, we will write
D∗(lA) or D∗(rA) (resp. D∗(lA, lB) or D∗(rA, rB)). We denote by Dbcoh(A) the subcategory of D(A) of
bounded and coherent complexes.
When f : X → P is a smooth morphism of formal V-schemes, for any integer i ∈ N, we denote by
fi : Xi → Pi the induced morphism modulo π
i+1.
1 Derived categories of inductive systems of arithmetic D-modules
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S and T be a divisor of P . Divisors of P will be supposed to be
reduced divisors (in our context, this is not really less general). Remark that since P is regular, then Weil
divisors correspond to Cartiel divisors. Hence, in our context, a divisor is determined by its irreducible
components. To reduce the amount of notation, we set D̂
(m)
P/S(T ) := B̂
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S, where B̂
(m)
P (T )
is the sheaf constructed in [Ber96b, 4.2] and D
(m)
P/S is the sheaf of differential operators of level m over
P/S (see [Ber96b, 2.2]). We fix λ0 : N → N an increasing map such that λ0(m) ≥ m for any m ∈ N. We
set B˜
(m)
P (T ) := B̂
(λ0(m))
P (T ) et D˜
(m)
P/S(T ) := B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S. Finally, we set D
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ) := V/πi+1 ⊗V
D̂
(m)
P/S(T ) = B
(m)
Pi
(T )⊗OPi D
(m)
Pi/Si
and D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ) := B˜
(m)
Pi
(T )⊗OPi D
(m)
Pi/Si
.
1.1 Localisation of derived categories of inductive systems of arithmetic D-
modules
1.1.1 (Berthelot’s localized categories of the form LD−→Q). We recall below some constructions of Berthelot
of [Ber02, 4.2.1 and 4.2.2] which are still valid by adding singularities along a divisor. We have the inductive
system of rings D˜
(•)
P/S(T ) := (D˜
(m)
P/S(T ))m∈N. We get the derived categories D
♯(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), where ♯ ∈
{∅,+,−, b}. The objects of D♯(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) are denoted by E
(•) = (E(m), α(m
′,m)), where m,m′ run over non
negative integers such thatm′ ≥ m, where E(m) is a complex of D˜
(m)
P/S(T )-modules and α
(m′,m) : E(m) → E(m
′)
are D˜
(m)
P/S(T )-linear morphisms.
• Let M bet the filtrant set (endowed with the canonical order) of increasing maps χ : N → N. For any
map χ ∈M , we set χ∗(E(•)) := (E(m), pχ(m
′)−χ(m)α(m
′,m)). We obtain the functor χ∗ : D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→
D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) as follows: if f
(•) : E(•) → F(•) is a morphism of D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), then the morphism of
level m of χ∗f (•) : χ∗(E(•))→ χ∗(F(•)) is f (m). If χ1, χ2 ∈M , we compute χ∗1 ◦χ
∗
2 = (χ1+χ2)
∗, and in
particular χ∗1 and χ
∗
2 commute. Moreover, if χ1 ≤ χ2, then we get the morphism χ
∗
1(E
(•))→ χ∗2(E
(•))
defined at the level m by pχ2(m)−χ1(m) : E(m) → E(m). A morphism f (•) : E(•) → F(•) of D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
is an “ind-isogeny” if there exist χ ∈M and a morphism g(•) : F(•) → χ∗E(•) of D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) such that
g(•) ◦ f (•) and χ∗(f (•)) ◦ g(•) are the canonical morphisms described above (in the case χ1 = 0 and
χ2 = χ). The subset of ind-isogenies is a multiplicative system (this follows from Proposition [Har66,
I.4.2] and the analogue of Lemma [Car16b, 1.1.2] still valid without the hypothesis that k is perfect).
The localisation of D♯(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) with respect to ind-isogenies is denoted by D−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
• Let L be the filtrant set of increasing maps λ : N → N such that λ(m) ≥ m. For any λ ∈ L, we put
λ∗(E(•)) := (E(λ(m)), α(λ(m
′),λ(m)))m′≥m. When λ1, λ2 ∈ L, we compute λ∗1 ◦ λ
∗
2 = (λ1 ◦ λ2)
∗. When
λ1 ≤ λ2, we have the canonical morphism λ
∗
1(E
(•))→ λ∗2(E
(•)) defined at the level m by the morphism
α(λ2(m),λ1(m)) : E(λ1(m)) → E(λ2(m)). Similarly to [Ber02, 4.2.2], we denote by Λ♯ the set of morphisms
f (•) : E(•) → F(•) of D−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) such that there exist λ ∈ L and a morphism g
(•) : F(•) → λ∗E(•)
of D−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) such that the morphisms g
(•) ◦ f (•) and λ∗(f (•)) ◦ g(•) of D−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) are the
canonical morphisms (i.e. we take λ1 = id and λ2 = λ). The morphisms belonging to Λ are called
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“lim-isomorphisms”. We check that Λ♯ is a multiplicative system (again, use [Har66, I.4.2] and the
analogue of Lemma [Car16b, 1.1.2]). By localizing D−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) with respect to lim-isomorphisms
we get a category denoted by LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
• Let χ1 ≤ χ2 in M and λ1 ≤ λ2 in L. We get by composition the canonical morphism λ∗1χ
∗
1 → λ
∗
2χ
∗
2.
By considering χ1 ◦ λ1 as an element of M , we get the equality λ∗1χ
∗
1 = (χ1 ◦ λ1)
∗λ∗1. Let S
♯ be
the set of morphisms f (•) : E(•) → F(•) of D♯(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) such that there exist χ ∈ M , λ ∈ L and a
morphism g(•) : F(•) → λ∗χ∗E(•) of D(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) such that g
(•) ◦ f (•) and λ∗χ∗(f (•)) ◦ g(•) are the
canonical morphisms. The elements of S♯ are called “ lim-ind-isogenies”. We check as usual that S♯ is
a multiplicative system.
1.1.2. Similarly to [Car16b, 1.1.5], we check the canonical equivalence of categories S♯−1D♯(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼=
LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), which is the identity over the objects.
1.1.3. Similarly to [Car16b, 1.1.6], for any E(•),F(•) ∈ LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), we have the equality
Hom
LD
−→
♯
Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(E(•),F(•)) = lim−→
λ∈L
lim−→
χ∈M
Hom
D♯(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(E(•), λ∗χ∗F(•)). (1.1.3.1)
1.2 Point of view of a derived category of an abelian category
1.2.1. We denote by M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the category of D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-modules. The D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-modules are denoted
by E(•) = (E(m), α(m
′,m)), wherem,m′ run through non negative integersm′ ≥ m, where E(m) is a D˜
(m)
P/S(T )-
module and α(m
′,m) : E(m) → E(m
′) are D˜
(m)
P/S(T )-linear morphisms. For any χ ∈ M , we denote similarly
to 1.1.1 the object χ∗(E(•)) := (E(m), pχ(m
′)−χ(m)α(m
′,m)). In fact, we get the functor χ∗ : M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→
M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). Moreover, similarly to 1.1.1, for any λ ∈ L, we set λ
∗(E(•)) := (E(λ(m)), α(λ(m
′),λ(m))).
Similarly to 1.1.1, we define the notion of ind-isogenies (resp. of lim-ind-isogenies) of M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
and we denote by M−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) (resp. S
−1M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) the localization by ind-isogenies (resp. par les
lim-ind-isogenies). We define also the multiplicative system of lim-isomorphisms of M−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) and we
denote by LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the corresponding localized category.
1.2.2. The results of [Car16b, 1.2.1] are still valid in our context: we check the canonical equivalence of
categories S−1M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). Moreover, for any E
(•),F(•) ∈ LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
Hom
LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(E(•),F(•)) = lim−→
λ∈L
lim−→
χ∈M
Hom
M(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(E(•), λ∗χ∗F(•)). (1.2.2.1)
Lemma 1.2.3. The category LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is abelian and the multiplicative system of lim-ind-isogenies
of M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is saturated.
Proof. We can copy the proof of [Car16b, 1.2.4].
1.2.4. We denote by M(D†P(
†T )Q) the abelian category of D
†
P(
†T )Q-modules. By tensoring by Q and next
by applying the inductive limit on the level, we get the functor lim−→ : M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) → M(D
†
P(
†T )Q). Since
this functor sends a lim-ind-isomorphism to an isomorphism, it factorizes canonically through the functor
lim−→ : LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→M(D
†
P(
†T )Q). (1.2.4.1)
Similarly, we get
lim−→ : LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ D
b(D†P(
†T )Q). (1.2.4.2)
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Proposition 1.2.5. The canonical functor Db(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ D
b(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) of triangulated categories
induced by the functor of abelian categories M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) factorizes canonically through
the equivalence of triangulated categories
LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))). (1.2.5.1)
Proof. We can copy the proof of [Car16b, 1.2.11].
1.2.6. The equivalence 1.2.5.1 commutes with cohomological functors, i.e. we have for any n ∈ N the
commutative diagram
Db(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
//
H
n

LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= //
H
n

Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
H
n

M(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
// LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
(1.2.6.1)
where the middle vertical arrow is the one making commutative by definition the left square (see [Car16b,
1.2.6]).
1.3 Coherence
Similarly to [Car16b, 2.2.1], we have the following definition.
Definition 1.3.1 (Coherence up to lim-ind-isogeny). Let E(•) be a D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-module. The module E
(•) is
said to be a D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-module of finite type up to lim-ind-isogeny if there exists an open covering (Pi)i∈I of P
such that, for any i ∈ I, there exists an exact sequence of LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of the form:
(
D˜
(•)
Pi
(T ∩ Pi)
)ri
→
E(•)|Pi → 0, where ri ∈ N. Similarly, we get the notion of D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-module locally of finite presentation up
to lim-ind-isogeny (resp. coherence up lim-ind-isogeny).
Notation 1.3.2. We denote by LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the full subcategory of LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) consisting in
coherent D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-modules up to lim-ind-isogeny.
Proposition 1.3.3. The full subcategory LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is stable by isomorphisms,
kernels, cokernels, extensions.
Proof. We can copy the proof of [Car16b, 2.2.8].
Notation 1.3.4. For any ♯ ∈ {0,+,−, b, ∅}, we denote by D♯coh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) the full subcategory of
D♯(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) consisting in complexes E
(•) such that, for any n ∈ Z, Hn(E(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
(see notation 1.3.2). These objects are called coherent complexes of D♯(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))).
1.3.5. By definition, the property that an object of LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is an object of LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is
local in P. This yields that the notion of coherence of 1.3.4 is local in P, i.e. the fact that a complex E(•)
of D♯(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) is coherent is local.
Definition 1.3.6 (Coherence in the sense of Berthelot). Let ♯ ∈ {∅,+,−, b}. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
The complex E(•) is said to be coherent if there exist λ ∈ L and F(•) ∈ LD−→
♯
Q(λ
∗D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) together with an
isomorphism in LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of the form E
(•) ∼−→ F(•), such that F(•) satisfies the following conditions:
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1. For any m ∈ N, F(m) ∈ D♯coh(D˜
(λ(m))
P/S (T )) ;
2. For any 0 ≤ m ≤ m′, the canonical morphism
D˜
(λ(m′))
P/S (T )⊗
L
D˜
(λ(m))
P/S
(T )
F(m) → F(m
′) (1.3.6.1)
is an isomorphism.
Notation 1.3.7. Let ♯ ∈ {∅,+,−, b}. We denote by LD−→
♯
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the strictly full subcategory of
LD−→
♯
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) consisting in coherent complexes.
Proposition 1.3.8. 1. The functor 1.2.4.1 induces the equivalence of categories
lim−→ : LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= Coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q), (1.3.8.1)
where Coh(D†P(
†T )Q) is the category of coherent D
†
P(
†T )Q-modules.
2. The functor 1.2.4.2 induces the equivalence of triangulated categories
lim−→ : D
b
coh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
∼= Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q). (1.3.8.2)
3. The equivalence of triangulated categories LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) of 1.2.5.1 induces
the equivalence of triangulated categories
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))). (1.3.8.3)
Proof. We can copy the proof of Theorems [Car16b, 2.4.4, 2.5.7].
1.3.9. 1. Using 1.3.3, we get that Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) is a thick triangulated subcategory (some au-
thors say saturated or épaisse) of Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))), i.e. is a strict triangulated subcategory closed
under direct summands. Hence, using 1.2.5.1 and 1.3.8.3, we get that LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is a thick
triangulated subcategory of LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
2. Using the same arguments, it follows from 1.3.5 the following local property : the fact that a complex
of LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is a coherent complex (i.e. a complex of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) is local in P.
1.3.10. For any n ∈ N, the cohomological functor Hn : LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) → LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of 1.2.6.1 in-
duces Hn : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) and we have the commutative diagram (up to canon-
ical isomorphism)
Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
H
n

// Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
H
n

LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
H
n

∼=
oo
LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
(1.3.10.1)
Indeed, the commutativity of the left square is obvious and that of the right one is almost tautological (see
the commutative diagram 1.2.6.1).
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1.4 Indcoherence
We denote by D(m) either D˜
(m)
P/S(T ) or D˜
(m)
P/S(T )Q. We denote by D either D˜
(m)
P/S(T ) or D˜
(m)
P/S(T )Q or
D
†
P/S(
†T )Q. We put D
(m) := Γ(P,D(m)), D := Γ(P,D).
1.4.1. We denote by Mod(D) (resp. Coh(D)) the abelian category of left D-modules (resp. coherent left
D-modules). We denote by ι : Coh(D)→ Mod(D) the canonical fully faithful functor. Since Mod(D) admits
small filtrant inductive limits, from [KS06, 6.3.2] we get a functor denoted by Jι : Ind(Coh(D))→ Mod(D)
such that Jι commutes with small filtrant inductive limits and the composition Coh(D)→ Ind(Coh(D))→
Mod(D) is isomorphic to ι.
Let E ∈ Coh(D). For any functor α : I → Mod(D) with I small and filtrant, the natural morphism
lim−→HomD(E, α)→ HomD(E, lim−→α) is an isomorphism (indeed, since this is local we can suppose that E has
finite presentation and then using the five lemma we reduce to the case where E is free of finite type which
is obvious). This means that Coh(D) ⊂ Mod(D)fp, where Mod(D)fp is the full subcategory of modules of
finite presentation in Mod(D) (in the sense of the definition [KS06, 6.3.3]). From [KS06, 6.3.4], this implies
that Jι is fully faithful. We denote by IndCoh(D) the essential image of Jι. By definition, the category
IndCoh(D) is the subcategory of Mod(D) consisting in objects which are filtrante inductive limits of objects
of Coh(D). Since P is noetherian, the category Coh(D) is essentially small. From [KS06, 8.6.5.(vi)], this
yields that IndCoh(D) is a Grothendieck category.
We set Dbindcoh(D) := D
b
IndCoh(D)(Mod(D)).
Replacing D by D, we define the categories Coh(D), IndCoh(D) Mod(D).
Lemma 1.4.2. We keep the notation of 1.4.1.
1. We have the equalities Coh(D) = Mod(D)fp = IndCoh(D)fp.
2. Suppose P affine. We have the equalities IndCoh(D) = Mod(D), Coh(D) = Mod(D)fp.
Proof. 1) We have already seen that Coh(D) ⊂ Mod(D)fp. Moreover, since Jι commutes with small filtrant
limits, we get Mod(D)fp ⊂ IndCoh(D)fp. Let E ∈ IndCoh(D)fp. In particular, E ∈ IndCoh(D) and then
there exists a functor α : I → Coh(D) with I small and filtrant, such that E
∼
−→ lim−→α. Using the definition
of finite presentation for E and α, the isomorphism E
∼
−→ lim−→α implies that E is a direct summand of α(i)
for some i ∈ I. Hence, E is also coherent.
2) Suppose P affine. Since D is coherent, then Coh(D) = Mod(D)fp. We conclude following [KS06,
6.3.6.(ii)].
Lemma 1.4.3. We keep the notation of 1.4.1. We suppose P affine.
1. The functors D⊗D− and Γ(P,−) are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between IndCoh(D) and
Mod(D) (resp. Coh(D) and Coh(D)). Moreover Coh(D) (resp. Coh(D(m))) is equal to category of
D-module finitely presented (resp. the category of D(m)-module finitely generated).
2. For any E ∈ IndCoh(D), q ≥ 1, Hq(P,E) = 0.
Proof. From [SGA1, VI.5.1-2], the functors Hq(P,−) for q ≥ 0 commutes with small filtrant inductive limits.
This is also the case for the functor D⊗D −. Since an ind-coherent object is a small filtrant inductive limits
of coherent modules, we reduce to the coherent case which is already known (see [Ber96b, 3]).
Proposition 1.4.4. We keep the notation of 1.4.1. We suppose P affine. The canonical functor
Db(IndCoh(D))→ Dbindcoh(D) (1.4.4.1)
is an equivalence of categories.
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Proof. Since DbIndCoh(D)(D) is generated as a triangulated category by the objects of IndCoh(D), there
remains to see that the functor is fully faithful (use [BGK+87, I.2.18]). Since the functor 1.4.4.1 is t-
exact and is the identity over the objects, when no confusion is possible, we omit writing it. Let E,E′ ∈
Db(IndCoh(D)). Since the functors F = RHomDb(IndCoh(D))(E,−) and G = RHomDb(D)(E,−) are way-
out right, using [Har66, I.7.1.(iv)], we reduce to check that the canonical morphism F (E′) → G(E′) is an
isomorphism when E′ is an injective object of IndCoh(D). Again, using [Har66, I.7.1.(iv)] (this time we use the
functors RHomD(IndCoh(D))(−,E
′) and RHomD(D)(−,E
′)), we reduce to the case where E is a free D-module.
Hence, we reduce to check that the canonical morphism RHomD(IndCoh(D))(E,E
′)→ RHomDb(D)(E,E
′) is an
isomorphism when E is a free D-module of rank one and E′ is an injective object of IndCoh(D). By injectivity
of E′, we getHiRHomD(IndCoh(D))(E,E
′) = 0 if i 6= 0, andH0RHomD(IndCoh(D))(E,E
′) = Γ(P,E′). Moreover,
HiRHomD(D)(E,E
′) = Hi(P,E′) for any i ∈ N. Hence, we conclude using 1.4.3.
Lemma 1.4.5. We suppose P affine. The category Coh(D(m)) is a Serre subcategory of IndCoh(D(m)).
Proof. This is a consequence of 1.4.3 and the fact that D(m) is noetherian (see [Ber96b, 3.3-3.4]).
Remark 1.4.6. It seems false that the categoryCoh(D†
P/S(
†T )Q) is a Serre subcategory of IndCoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q).
Lemma 1.4.7. We suppose P affine. Let α : E ։ F be an epimorphism of IndCoh(D(m)) such that F ∈
Coh(D(m)). Then there exists G ⊂ E such that G ∈ Coh(D(m)) and α(E) = F.
Proof. This is a consequence of 1.4.3 and the fact that D(m) is noetherian (see [Ber96b, 3.3-3.4]).
Lemma 1.4.8. We suppose P affine. Let α : E → F be a morphism of Cb(IndCoh(D(m))) such that E ∈
Cb(Coh(D(m))). Then there exists a subcomplex G of F such that G →֒ F is a quasi-isomorphism, α(E) ⊂ G
and G ∈ Cb(Coh(D(m))).
Proof. Replacing E by α(E), we can suppose α is a monomorphism. Using 1.4.3, we can replace IndCoh(D(m))
by Mod(D(m)) and Coh(D(m)) by Coh(D(m)). Then, we can proceed as in the part (a) of the proof of
[BGK+87, VI.2.11].
Proposition 1.4.9. We keep the notation of 1.4.1. We suppose P affine. The canonical functor
Db(Coh(D(m)))→ Dbcoh(D
(m))
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Since Dbcoh(D
(m)) is generated as a triangulated category by the objects of Coh(D(m)), there re-
mains to see that the functor is fully faithful (use [BGK+87, I.2.18]). Using 1.4.4, we reduce to check
that Db(Coh(D(m)) → Db(IndCoh(D(m))) is fully faithful. Let E,F ∈ Cb(Coh(D(m))). We have to
check that µ : HomD(Coh(D(m)))(E,F) → HomD(IndCoh(D(m)))(E,F) is a bijection. Let us check the sur-
jectivity. Let v ∈ HomD(IndCoh(D(m)))(E,F). Let F
′ ∈ Cb(IndCoh(D(m))), β : F → F′ a quasi-isomorphism of
Cb(IndCoh(D(m))), α : E→ F′ a morphism of Cb(IndCoh(D(m))) such that v is represented by (α, β). Using
1.4.5, α(E) + β(F) ∈ Coh(D(m)). Hence, using 1.4.8, there exists a subcomplex F′′ of F′ such that F′′ →֒ F′
is a quasi-isomorphism, α(E) + β(F) ⊂ F′′, and F′′ ∈ Cb(Coh(D(m))). Let u ∈ HomD(Coh(D(m)))(E,F) be
the element represented by α : E→ F′′ and β : F → F′′. Then u is sent to v.
Let us check the injectivity. Let u ∈ HomD(Coh(D(m)))(E,F) whose image in HomD(IndCoh(D(m)))(E,F) is
zero. Let F′ ∈ Cb(Coh(D(m))), β : F → F′ a quasi-isomorphism of Cb(Coh(D(m))), α : E → F′ a morphism
of Cb(Coh(D(m))) such that u is represented by (α, β). By hypothesis, there exists a quasi-isomorphism
γ : F′ → F′′ of Cb(IndCoh(D(m))) such that γ ◦ α is homotopic to zero. The homotopy is given by a
morphism of the form k : E→ F′′[−1]. Using 1.4.8, there exists a subcomplex G of F′′ such that G →֒ F′′ is a
quasi-isomorphism, γ(F′) + k(E)[1] ⊂ G, and G ∈ Cb(Coh(D(m))). Hence, γ has the factorization γ′ : F′ → G
such that γ′ ◦ α is homotopic to zero, and u is represented by γ′ ◦ α and γ′ ◦ β. Hence, u = 0.
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Corollary 1.4.10. We keep the notation of 1.4.1. We suppose P affine. The canonical functors
Db(Coh(D†
P/S(
†T )Q))→ D
b
coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q), (1.4.10.1)
Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))→ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) (1.4.10.2)
are essentially surjective.
Proof. Using 1.3.8, it is sufficient to check the first statement. Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q). Following 1.3.8,
there exists E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) together with an isomorphism lim−→E
(•) ∼−→ E. By definition 1.3.6,
there exist λ ∈ L and F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q(λ
∗D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) together with an isomorphism in LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of the
form E(•)
∼
−→ F(•), such that F(•) satisfies the conditions 1.3.6.1 and 1.3.6.2. Hence, lim−→F
(•) ∼−→ E. This
yields F(0) ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(λ(0))
P/S (T )), and the isomorphism
D
†
P/S(
†T )Q ⊗D˜(λ(0))
P/S
(T )Q
F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ E.
Using 1.4.9, there exists G(0) ∈ Db(Coh(D˜
(λ(0))
P/S (T )Q)) together with an isomorphism G
(0) ∼−→ F
(0)
Q in
Db(D˜
(λ(0))
P/S (T )Q). Set G := D
†
P/S(
†T )Q ⊗D˜(λ(0))
P/S
(T )Q
G(0) ∈ Db(Coh(D†
P/S(
†T )Q)). By applying the exact
functor D†
P/S(
†T )Q ⊗D˜(λ(0))
P/S
(T )Q
− to G(0)
∼
−→ F
(0)
Q , we get the isomorphism G
∼
−→ E of Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q).
Proposition 1.4.11. Let U := P \ T be a smooth formal S-scheme. Let E ∈ IndCoh(D†
P/S(
†T )Q). If
E|U ∈ Coh(D†
U/S,Q) then E ∈ Coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q).
Proof. Since this is local, we can suppose that P is affine. From 1.4.3, we reduce to check that E := Γ(P,E)
lies in Coh(D†
P/S(
†T )Q). Since D
†
P/S(
†T )Q|U = D
†
U/S,Q, with 1.4.3 we get E|U
∼
−→ D†
U/S,Q ⊗D†
P/S
(†T )Q
E
∼
−→ D†
U/S,Q ⊗D†
U/S,Q
E′, where E′ := D†
U/S,Q ⊗D†
P/S
(†T )Q
E. Since E|U is D†
U/S,Q-coherent, then using
1.4.3 we get that E′ is D†
U/S,Q-coherent. Since the extension D
†
P/S(
†T )Q → D
†
U/S,Q is faithfully flat, we are
done.
2 Localization functor outside a divisor
We keep the notation of chapter 1.
2.1 Tensor products, quasi-coherence, forgetful functor, localization functor
outside a divisor
2.1.1. For any E,F ∈ D−(lD˜
(m)
P/S(T )) and M ∈ D
−(rD˜
(m)
P/S(T )), we set:
Mi := M⊗
L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ), Ei := D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )⊗L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
E,
M⊗̂L
B˜
(m)
P
(T )
E := Rlim
←−
i
(Mi ⊗
L
B˜
(m)
Pi
(T )
Ei), E⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(T )
F := Rlim
←−
i
(Ei ⊗
L
B˜
(m)
Pi
(T )
Fi),
M⊗̂L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
E := Rlim
←−
i
(Mi ⊗
L
D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )
Ei). (2.1.1.1)
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2.1.2. For any E(•) ∈ D−(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )), M
(•) ∈ D−(rD˜
(•)
P/S(T )), we set
M
(•)⊗̂L
D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )
E
(•) := (M(m)⊗̂L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
E
(m))m∈N. (2.1.2.1)
For ? = r or ? = l, we define the following tensor product bifunctor
−⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
− : D−(?D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))×D
−(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ D
−(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), (2.1.2.2)
by setting, for any E(•) ∈ D−(?D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), F
(•) ∈ D−(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )),
E
(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
F
(•) := (E(m)⊗̂L
B˜
(m)
P
(T )
F
(m))m∈N.
When T is empty, B˜
(•)
P (T ) will simply be denoted by O
(•)
P , i.e. O
(•)
P is the subring of D̂
(•)
P/S whose
transition morphisms are the identity of OP.
Notation 2.1.3 (Quasi-coherence and partial forgetful functor of the divisor). Let D ⊂ T be a second
divisor.
• Let E(m) ∈ Db(lD˜
(m)
P/S(T )). Since D˜
(m)
P/S(T ) (resp. B˜
(m)
P (T )) has not p-torsion, using the Theorem
[Ber02, 3.2.2] we get that E(m) is quasi-coherent in the sense of Berthelot as object of Db(lD
(m)
P )
(see his definition [Ber02, 3.2.1]) if and only if E
(m)
0 ∈ D
b
qc(OP ) and the canonical morphism E
(m) →
D˜
(m)
P/S(T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
E(m) (resp. E(m) → B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(T )
E(m)) is an isomorphism. In particular, this
does not depend on the divisor T . We denote byDbqc(
l
D˜
(m)
P/S(T )), the full subcategory ofD
b(
l
D˜
(m)
P/S(T ))
of quasi-coherent complexes. We get the partial forgetful functor of the divisor oubD,T : D
b
qc(
l
D˜
(m)
P/S(T ))→
Dbqc(
l
D˜
(m)
P/S(D)) which is induced by the canonical forgetful functor oubD,T : D
b(lD˜
(m)
P/S(T ))→ D
b(lD˜
(m)
P/S(D)).
• Similarly, we denote by Dbqc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the full subcategory of D
b(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of complexes E
(•) such
that, for any m ∈ Z, E
(m)
0 ∈ D
b
qc(OP ) and the canonical morphism E
(•) → D˜
(•)
P/S(T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )
E(•) is an
isomorphism ofDb(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We get the partial forgetful functor of the divisor oubD,T : D
b
qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→
Dbqc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(D)).
• We denote by LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the strictly full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of complexes which
are isomorphic in LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) to a complex belonging toD
b
qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). Since the functor oubD,T
sends a lim-ind-isogeny to a lim-ind-isogeny, we obtain the factorization of the form :
oubD,T : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). (2.1.3.1)
• We still denote by oubD,T : Db(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) → Db(D
†
P/S(
†D)Q) the partial forgetful functor of the
divisor.
Remark 2.1.4. 1. A morphism E(•) → F(•) of Db(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is an isomorphism if and only if the
induced morphism E(m) → F(m) is an isomorphism of Db(lD˜
(m)
P/S(T )) for every m ∈ Z.
2. Let E(•) ∈ Db(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )). Using the first remark, we check the property E
(•) ∈ Dbqc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) is
equivalent to the property that, for any m ∈ Z, E(m) ∈ Dbqc(
l
D˜
(m)
P/S(T )). Hence, the above defini-
tion of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) corresponds to that of Berthelot’s one formulated in [Ber02, 4.2.3] without
singularities along a divisor.
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Lemma 2.1.5. The bifunctor 2.1.2.2 induces
−⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
− : LD−→
−
Q (
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))× LD−→
−
Q (
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
−
Q (
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). (2.1.5.1)
Proof. Let E(•) ∈ D−(?D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), F
(•) ∈ D−(lD˜
(•)
P/S(T )). Let χ ∈ M , λ ∈ L. By using a left resolution of
F(•) by flat D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-modules (remark also that a D˜
(•)
P/S(T )-module P
(•) is flat if and only if the D˜
(m)
P/S(T )-
module P(m) is flat for any m), there exists a morphism E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
λ∗χ∗F(•) → λ∗χ∗
(
E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
F(•)
)
inducing the commutative canonical diagram
E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
F(•) //

E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
λ∗χ∗F(•)
ss
λ∗χ∗
(
E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
F(•)
)
// λ∗χ∗
(
E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
λ∗χ∗F(•)
)
.
This yields the factorization E(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
− : LD−→
−
Q (
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
−
Q (
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) and then by functoriality,
−⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
− : D−(?D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))× LD−→
−
Q (
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
−
Q (
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
Similarly, we get the factorization with respect to the first factor.
2.1.6. Let D ⊂ T be a second divisor. For any E(•) ∈ D−(lD˜
(•)
P/S(D)), similarly to [Car06, 1.1.8] we get the
commutative diagram in D−(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )):
(B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(D)
E(m))m∈N
def
∼

B˜
(•)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(•)
P
(D)
E(•)
∼

(D˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(m)
P
(D)
E(m))m∈N
def
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(•)
P/S
(D)
E(•) =: (†T,D)(E(•)).
(2.1.6.1)
As for Lemma 2.1.5, we get the the localization outside T functor :
(†T, D) := D˜
(•)
P/S(T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(•)
P/S
(D)
− : LD−→
−
Q (D˜
(•)
P/S(D))→ LD−→
−
Q (D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). (2.1.6.2)
2.2 Preservation of the quasi-coherence
Let m′ ≥ m ≥ 0 be two integers, D′ ⊂ D ⊂ T be three (reduced) divisors of P . We have the canon-
ical morphisms B˜
(m)
Pi
(D′) → B˜
(m)
Pi
(D) → B˜
(m′)
Pi
(T ). Similarly to the notation of [Ber02], we denote by
D−Q,qc(B˜
(m)
P (D)) (resp. D
−
Q,qc(B˜
(m′)
P (D)⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S)) the localization of the category D
−
qc(B˜
(m)
P (D)) (resp.
D−qc(B˜
(m′)
P (D)⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S)) by isogenies.
Lemma 2.2.1. 1. The kernel of the canonical epimorphism B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂OPB˜
(m′)
P (T ) → B˜
(m′)
P (T ) is a
quasi-coherent OP -module.
2. The canonical morphism B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂
L
OP
B˜
(m′)
P (T )→ B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂OPB˜
(m′)
P (T ) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.1].
2.2.2. Let us clarify some terminology.
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1. A morphism of rings f : A → B is a pn-isogeny if there exists a morphisms of rings g : B → A such
that f ◦ g = pnid and g ◦ f = pnid.
2. A morphism f : A → B of D−(B˜
(m′)
P (T )) is a p
n-isogeny if there exists a morphisms g : B → A of
D−(B˜
(m′)
P (T )) such that f ◦ g = p
nid and g ◦ f = pnid.
Proposition 2.2.3. The canonical homomorphisms of D−(B˜
(m′)
P (T )) or respectively of rings
B˜
(m′)
P (T )→ B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(D′)B˜
(m′)
P (T )→ B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂B˜(m)
P
(D′)
B˜
(m′)
P (T )→ B˜
(m′)
P (T ) (2.2.3.1)
are p-isogenies.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.2].
Corollary 2.2.4. 1. The functors of the form B
(m′)
Pi
(T ) ⊗L
OPi
− have cohomological dimension 1. The
functor B˜
(m′)
P (T )⊗̂
L
OP
− is way-out over D−(OP) with bounded amplitude independent of m′ and m.
2. The functor B˜
(m′)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(D)− : D
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m)
P (D))→ D
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m′)
P (T )) is way-out with bounded ampli-
tude independent of m′ and m. We have the factorization B˜
(m+•)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(m)
P
(D)− : D
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m)
P (D)) →
LD−→
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m+•)
P (T )).
3. The functor
(B˜
(m′)
P (T )⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S)⊗̂
L
(B˜
(m)
P
(D)⊗̂OP D̂
(m)
P/S
)− : D
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m)
P (D)⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S)→ D
b
Q,qc(B˜
(m′)
P (T )⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S)
is way-out with bounded amplitude independent of m′ and m.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.3].
2.2.5. With Corollary 2.2.4 which implies the stability of the boundedness of the cohomology, we check the
factorization of the functor of 2.1.6.2 as follows:
(†T, D) := D˜
(•)
P/S(T )⊗̂
L
D˜
(•)
P/S
(D)
− : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). (2.2.5.1)
We also write E(•)(†D, T ) := (†T, D)(E(•)). This functor (†T, D) is the localization outside T functor. When
D = ∅, we omit writing it. We write in the same way the associated functor for coherent complexes:
(†T,D) := D†
P/S(
†T )Q ⊗D†
P/S
(†D)Q
− : Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†D)Q)→ D
b
coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q). (2.2.5.2)
The functor 2.2.5.2 is exact, which justifies the absence of the symbol L.
Proposition 2.2.6. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
1. The functorial in E(•) canonical morphism :
(†T, D) ◦ oubD,T (E
(•))→ E(•) (2.2.6.1)
is an isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
2. The functorial in E(•) canonical morphism :
oubD,T (E
(•))→ oubD,T ◦ (
†T,D) ◦ oubD,T (E
(•)) (2.2.6.2)
is an isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)).
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3. The functor oubD,T : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)) is fully faithful.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.6].
Corollary 2.2.7. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). The functorial in E
(•) canonical morphism
(†T, D′) ◦ oubD′,D(E
(•))→ (†T, D)(E(•)) (2.2.7.1)
is an isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.7].
Notation 2.2.8. Let D ⊂ T ⊂ T ′ be some divisors of P . Following 2.2.7, by forgetting to write some
forgetful functors, the functors (†T ′, D) and (†T ′, T ) are canonically isomorphic over LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P (T )).
Hence, we can simply write (†T ′) in both case.
Notation 2.2.9. We denote by Dbtdf(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the full subcategory of D
b(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) consisting in com-
plexes of finite Tor-dimension. We denote by LD−→
b
Q,qc,tdf(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the strictly full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
consisting in objects isomorphic in LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) to an object of D
b
tdf(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
Corollary 2.2.10. 1. The bifunctor 2.1.5.1 factorizes throught the bifunctor
−⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
− : LD−→
b
Q,qc(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))× LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). (2.2.10.1)
2. With notation 2.2.9, we have the equality LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) = LD−→
b
Q,qc,tdf(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.9].
Corollary 2.2.11. Let M(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(D)), and E
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). We have the canonical
isomorphism in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) of the form
(†T, D)(M(•))⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
(†T, D)(E(•))
∼
−→ (†T, D)
(
M(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(D)
E(•)
)
. (2.2.11.1)
Proof. Using the bounded quasi-coherence of our objects, this is straightforward from the associativity of
the tensor products (use the equivalence of categories of [Ber02, 3.2.2] to reduce to the case of usual tensor
products of complexes).
Corollary 2.2.12. Let M(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
?
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), and E
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We have the isomor-
phism
oubD,T (M
(•))⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(D)
oubD,T (E
(•))
∼
−→ oubD,T
(
M(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)
)
. (2.2.12.1)
Proof. Using 2.2.6.1, we getM(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)
∼
−→ M(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
(
B˜
(•)
P (T )⊗̂
L
B˜
(•)
P
(D)
(oubD,T (E
(•)))
)
. We con-
clude by associativity of the tensor product.
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2.3 Composition of localisation functors
Lemma 2.3.1. Let T, T ′ be two divisors of P whose irreducible components are distinct, U′′ the open set
of P complementary to T ∪ T ′.
1. For any i ∈ N, the canonical morphism B˜
(m)
Pi
(T ) ⊗L
OPi
B˜
(m)
Pi
(T ′) → B˜
(m)
Pi
(T ) ⊗OPi B˜
(m)
Pi
(T ′) is an
isomorphism.
2. The canonical morphism B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂
L
OP
B˜
(m)
P (T
′) → B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPB˜
(m)
P (T
′) is an isomorphism and the
OP-algebra B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPB˜
(m)
P (T
′) has no p-torsion.
3. The canonical morphism of OP-algebras B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPB˜
(m)
P (T
′) → j∗OU′′ , where j : U′′ →֒ P is the
inclusion, is a monomorphism.
4. Let χ, λ : N → N defined respectively by setting for any integer m ∈ N χ(m) := pp−1 and λ(m) :=
m + 1. We have two canonical monomorphisms α(•) : B˜
(•)
P (T )⊗̂OPB˜
(•)
P (T
′) → B˜
(•)
P (T ∪ T
′) and
β(•) : B˜
(•)
P (T ∪ T
′) → λ∗χ∗(B˜
(•)
P (T )⊗̂OPB˜
(•)
P (T
′)) such that λ∗χ∗(α(•)) ◦ β(•) and β(•) ◦ α(•) are the
canonical morphisms.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.10].
Proposition 2.3.2. Let T ′, T be two divisors of P . For any E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), we have the isomorphism
(†T ′) ◦ (†T )(E(•))→ (T ′ ∪ T )(E(•)) functorial in T, T ′, E(•).
Proof. Using 2.3.1, we can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, 3.2.11].
2.4 A coherence stability criterion by localisation outside a divisor
Theorem 2.4.1. Let T ′ ⊃ T be a divisor, E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )) and E := lim−→E
(•) ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q).
We suppose that the morphism E → (†T ′, T )(E) is an isomorphism of Db(D†P(
†T )Q). Then, the canonical
morphism E(•) → (†T ′, T )(E(•)) is an isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )).
Proof. We can copy [Car16b, 3.5.1].
Corollary 2.4.2. Let T ′ ⊃ T be a divisor, E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T
′)) and E′ := lim−→E
′(•) ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ′)Q).
If E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q), then E
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )).
Corollary 2.4.3. Let T ′ ⊃ T be a divisor, E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q)∩Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ′)Q). Let E
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T ))
and E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T
′)) such that we have the D†P(
†T )Q-linear isomorphisms of the form lim−→E
(•) ∼−→ E
and lim−→E
′(•) ∼−→ E. Then, we have the isomorphism E(•)
∼
−→ E′(•) of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )).
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of 2.4.2 and of the full faithfulness of the functor lim−→ on
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )).
Proposition 2.4.4. Let T ⊂ D ⊂ T ′ be some divisors of P .
1. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )) ∩ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T
′)). Then E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (D)).
2. Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q) ∩Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ′)Q). Then E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†D)Q).
Proof. Using 2.2.6.1, we check that the canonical morphism (†D, T )◦oubT,D(oubD,T ′(E
(•)))→ oubD,T ′(E
(•))
of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P (D)) is an isomorphism. Hence, we get the first assertion. Using 2.4.2, this yields the second
one.
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Notation 2.4.5. LetP andQ be two smooth formal schemes overS, T be a divisor of P , U be a divisor ofQ,
and φ(•) : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
Q/S(U)) be a functor. We denote by CohT (φ
(•)) : Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q)→
Db(D†
Q/S(
†U)Q) the functor CohT (φ
(•)) := lim−→ ◦ φ
(•) ◦ (lim−→T )
−1, where (lim−→T )
−1 is a quasi-inverse functor
of the equivalence of categories
lim−→ : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T ))
1.3.8.3
∼= Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P (T )))
1.3.8.2
∼= Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q). (2.4.5.1)
Remark 2.4.6. Let T ⊂ T ′ be a second divisor. Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ′)Q) ∩Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q). Using 2.4.3,
the corresponding objects of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T )) and LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P (T
′)) (via the equivalence of categories
2.4.5.1) are isomorphic. With notation 2.4.5, the functors CohT (φ
(•)) and CohT ′(φ
(•)) are then isomorphic
over Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ′)Q) ∩Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q).
Remark 2.4.7. • For any divisors D ⊂ T , we have the isomorphism of functors CohD((†T ′, D))
∼
−→
(†T ′, D) (see notation 2.2.5) Hence, both notation of 2.2.5 are compatible.
• Let T andD ⊂ D′ be some divisors of P . We obtain the functor (†T ) := CohD((
†T )) : Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†D)Q)→
Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T ∪D)Q) (see notation 2.2.8). With the remark 2.4.6, since the functors CohD((†T )) and
CohD′((
†T )) are isomorphic over Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†D)Q)∩Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†D′)Q), then it is not necessary to clarify
D.
3 Extraordinary inverse image, direct image, duality
3.1 Definitions of the functors
Let f : P′ → P be a morphism of smooth formal schemes over S, T and T ′ be some divisors of respectively
P and P ′ such that f(P ′ \T ′) ⊂ P \T . We define in this section the extraordinary inverse image and direct
image by f with overconvergent singularities along T and T ′, and the dual functor.
We fix λ0 : N→ N an increasing map such that λ0(m) ≥ m for anym ∈ N. We set B˜
(m)
P (T ) := B̂
(λ0(m))
P (T )
et D˜
(m)
P/S(T ) := B˜
(m)
P (T )⊗̂OPD̂
(m)
P/S. Finally, we setD
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ) := V/πi+1⊗VD̂
(m)
P/S(T ) = B
(m)
Pi
(T )⊗OPiD
(m)
Pi/Si
and D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ) := B˜
(m)
Pi
(T ) ⊗OPi D
(m)
Pi/Si
. We use similar notation by adding some primes, e.g. B˜
(m)
P′ (T
′) :=
B̂
(λ0(m))
P′ (T
′) .
Notation 3.1.1. (a) Since f−1(T ) ⊂ T ′, we get the canonical morphism f−1B˜
(m)
Pi
(T )→ B˜
(m)
P ′i
(T ′). Hence,
the sheaf B˜
(m)
P ′i
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
f∗i D
(m)
Pi/Si
∼
−→ B˜
(m)
P ′i
(T ′)⊗
f−1B˜
(m)
Pi
(T )
f−1D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ) is endowed with a canonical
structure of (D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′), f−1D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ))-bimodule. We denote this bimodule by D˜
(m)
P ′i→Pi/Si
(T ′, T ).
(b) By p-adic completion, we get the following (D˜
(m)
P′/S(T
′), f−1D˜
(m)
P/S(T ))-bimodule : D˜
(m)
P′→P/S(T
′, T ) :=
lim
←−
i
D˜
(m)
P ′i→Pi/Si
(T ′, T ).
(c) We get a (D†
P′/S(
†T ′)Q, f
−1D
†
P/S(
†T )Q)-bimodule by settingD
†
P′→P/S(
†T ′, T )Q := lim
−→
m
D˜
(m)
P′→P/S(T
′, T )Q.
3.1.2 (Extraordinary inverse image). 1. The extraordinary inverse image by f with overconvergent sin-
gularities along T and T ′ is a functor of the form f
!(•)
T ′,T : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) → LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′))
which is defined for any E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) by setting:
f
!(•)
T ′,T (E
(•)) := D˜
(•)
P′→P/S(T
′, T )⊗̂L
f−1D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )
f−1E(•)[dP′/P],
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where the tensor product is defined similarly to 2.1.2.1.
2. The extraordinary inverse image by f with overconvergent singularities along T and T ′ is also a
functor of the form f !T ′,T : D
b
coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) → Db(D
†
P′/S(
†T ′)Q) which is defined for any E ∈
Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) by setting:
f !T ′,T (E) := D
†
P′→P(
†T ′, T )Q ⊗
L
f−1D†
P/S
(†T )Q
f−1E[dP′/P]. (3.1.2.1)
3. Mostly when f is smooth, we can also consider the functors Lf
∗(•)
T ′,T := f
!(•)
T ′,T [−dP′/P], and Lf
∗
T ′,T :=
f !T ′,T [−dP′/P]. Beware that our notation might be misleading since Lf
∗(•)
T ′,T is not necessarily a left
derived functor of some functor (except for coherent complexes). When f is smooth, these functors
are t-exact over coherent complexes, and we denote them respectively f
∗(•)
T ′,T and f
∗
T ′,T .
4. When T ′ = f−1(T ), we simply write respectively f
!(•)
T , f
!
T , and f
∗
T . If moreover T is empty, we write
f !(•), f !, and f∗.
Notation 3.1.3. (a) We define a (f−1D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ), D˜
(m)
P ′i
(T ′))-bimodule by setting
D˜
(m)
Pi←P ′i/Si
(T, T ′) := B˜
(m)
P ′i
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
(
ωP ′i/Si ⊗OP ′i
f∗l
(
D
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )⊗OPi ω
−1
Pi/Si
))
,
where the symbol l means that we choose the left structure of left D
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )-module.
(b) This yields by completion the (f−1D˜
(m)
P/S(T ), D˜
(m)
P′/S(T
′))-bimodule :
D˜
(m)
P←P′/S(T, T
′) := lim
←−
i
D˜
(m)
Pi←P ′i/Si
(T, T ′).
(c) We get the (f−1D†
P/S(
†T )Q, D
†
P′/S(
†T ′)Q)-bimodule D
†
P←P′/S(
†T, T ′)Q := lim
−→
m
D˜
(m)
P←P′/S(T, T
′)Q.
3.1.4. (a) The direct image by f with overconvergent singularities along T and T ′ is a functor of the form
f
(•)
T,T ′,+ : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) defined by setting, for any E
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′)):
f
(•)
T,T ′,+(E
′(•)) := Rf∗(D˜
(•)
P←P′/S(T, T
′)⊗̂L
D˜
(•)
P′/S
(T ′)
E
′(•)).
(b) The direct image by f with overconvergent singularities along T and T ′ is a functor of the form
fT,T ′,+ : D
b
coh(D
†
P′/S(
†T ′)Q)→ Db(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q), defined by setting, for any E
′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′/S(
†T ′)Q) :
fT,T ′,+(E
′) := Rf∗(D
†
P←P′/S(
†T, T ′)Q ⊗
L
D
†
P′/S
(†T ′)Q
E′). (3.1.4.1)
(c) When T ′ = f−1(T ), we simply write respectively f
(•)
T,+ and fT,+. If moreover T is empty, we write f
(•)
+
and f+.
3.1.5. With notation 2.4.5, we have the isomorphism of functors CohT ′(f
(•)
T,T ′,+)
∼
−→ fT,T ′,+ andCohT (f
!(•)
T ′,T )
∼
−→
f !T ′,T (this is checked similarly to [Ber02, 4.3.2.2 and 4.3.7.1]).
We recall the following fundamental theorem.
Theorem 3.1.6 (Noot-Huyghe). The sheaf of rings D†P(
†T )Q is of finite ohomological dimension.
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Proof. This is proved in [NH07].
Notation 3.1.7 (Duality). (a) Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q). The D
†
P/S(
†T )Q-linear dual of E is defined by
setting
DT (E) := RHomD†
P/S
(†T )Q
(E,D†
P/S(
†T )Q ⊗OP ω
−1
P/S))[dP ].
Following 3.1.6, we get Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) = D
b
parf(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q), where the right category is that of
perfect bounded complexes of D†
P/S(
†T )Q-modules. This yields DT (E) ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q). Hence, by
biduality, we get the equivalence of categories DT : D
b
coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) ∼= D
b
coh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q).
(b) We denote by D
(•)
T : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) → LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) the equivalence of categories such that
CohT (D
(•)
T )
∼
−→ DT .
3.2 Commutation with localization functors outside of a divisor
We keep notation 3.1.
Lemma 3.2.1. Suppose T ′ := f−1(T ). We have the canonical isomorphism
OP ′i ⊗
L
f−1OPi
f−1B
(m)
Pi
(T )
∼
−→ B
(m)
P ′i
(T ′).
We have also the canonical isomorphism f !(•)(B˜
(•)
P (T ))
∼
−→ B˜
(•)
P′ (T
′)[dP ′/P ] in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′)).
Proof. This is checked similarly to [Car16b, 5.2.1].
3.2.2. 1. Let E′(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P′ (T
′)). Similarly to [Car06, 1.1.9 ], we check that we have the canonical
isomorphism oubT ◦ f
(•)
T,T ′,+(E
′(•))
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ ◦ oubT ′(E
′(•)). Hence, it is harmless to write by abuse of
notation f
(•)
+ instead of f
(•)
T,T ′,+.
Using the remark 2.4.6 this yields that the functors CohT ′(f
(•)
T,T ′,+) and Coh(f
(•)
+ ) are isomorphic over
Dbcoh(D
†
P′,Q)∩D
b
coh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q). Since we have the canonical isomorphisms of functorsCohT ′(f
(•)
T,T ′,+)
∼
−→
fT,T ′,+ and Coh(f
(•)
+ )
∼
−→ f+ (3.1.5), then it is harmless to write f+ instead of fT,T ′,+ and we get the
functor f+ : D
b
coh(D
†
P′,Q) ∩D
b
coh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q)→ D
b
coh(D
†
P,Q) ∩D
b
coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q).
2. Let D and D′ be some divisors of respectively P and P ′ such that f(P ′ \D′) ⊂ P \D, D ⊂ T , and
D′ ⊂ T ′. Let E(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). Similarly to [Car06, 1.1.9], we check easily the isomorphism
(†T ′, D′) ◦ f
!(•)
D′,D(E
(•))
∼
−→ f
!(•)
T ′,T ◦ (
†T,D)(E(•)).
3.2.3. Let F(•),E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We check easily (see [Car15, 2.1.9.1]) the following isomorphism
of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′))
f
!(•)
T ′,T (F
(•))⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P′
(T ′)
f
!(•)
T ′,T (E
(•))
∼
−→ f
!(•)
T ′,T
(
F(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)
)
[dP ′/P ]. (3.2.3.1)
Proposition 3.2.4. Suppose T ′ = f−1(T ).
1. Let E(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S). We have the canonical isomorphism f
!(•) ◦ oubT ◦ (†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ oubT ′ ◦
(†T ′) ◦ f !(•)(E(•)), which we can simply write f !(•) ◦ (†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ (†T ′) ◦ f !(•)(E(•)).
2. Let E(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We have the canonical isomorphism oubT ′ ◦ f
!(•)
T (E
(•))
∼
−→ f !(•) ◦
oubT (E
(•)). Hence, it is harmless to write by abuse of notation f !(•) instead of f
!(•)
T .
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Proof. Using 3.2.3.1,3.2.1, for any E(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), we get the isomorphism
f !(•) ◦oubT ◦ (
†T )(E(•)) = f !(•)
(
B˜
(•)
P (T )⊗̂
L
O
(•)
P
E(•)
)
∼
−→ B˜
(•)
P′ (T
′)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P′
f !(•)(E(•)) = oubT ′ ◦ (
†T ′)◦f !(•)(E(•)).
By using 2.2.6.1 and 3.2.2.2, we check the second part from the first one.
Remark 3.2.5. With notation 3.2.4, using the remark 2.4.6 we check that the functors CohT (f
!(•)
T ) and
Coh(f !(•)) are isomorphic over Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q) ∩D
b
coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q). Since we have the canonical isomorphisms of
functors CohT (f
!(•)
T )
∼
−→ f !T and CohT (f
!(•))
∼
−→ f ! (3.1.5), then it is harmless to write f ! instead of f !T .
Proposition 3.2.6. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )), and E
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′)). We have the following
isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
f
(•)
T,T ′,+(E
′(•))⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)[dP ′/P ]
∼
−→ f
(•)
T,T ′,+
(
E′(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P′
(T ′)
f
!(•)
T ′,T (E
(•))
)
. (3.2.6.1)
Proof. Since the functor oubT is fully faithful (see 2.2.6.3), we reduce to check the existence of such isomor-
phism in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S). Using 2.2.12.1 and 3.2.2, we get the isomorphism
oubT ′
(
f
(•)
T,T ′,+(E
′(•))⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)
)
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ (oubT (E
′(•)))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
oubT (E
(•)).
Using 2.2.12.1, 3.2.4 and 3.2.2, we get the isomorphism
oubT ′ ◦ f
(•)
T,T ′,+
(
E′(•)⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P′
(T ′)
f
!(•)
T ′,T (E
(•))
)
∼
−→ f
(•)
+
(
oubT (E
′(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
f !(•)(oubT (E
(•)))
)
.
Hence, we reduce to check the case where T and T ′ are empty. In that case, the proof is identical to that of
[Car04, 2.1.4].
Corollary 3.2.7. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We have the isomorphism
f
(•)
T,T ′,+
(
B˜
(•)
P′ (T
′)
)
⊗̂L
B˜
(•)
P
(T )
E(•)[dP ′/P ]
∼
−→ f
(•)
T,T ′,+ ◦ f
!(•)
T ′,T (E
(•)). (3.2.7.1)
Proof. We apply 3.2.6 to the case where E′(•) = B˜
(•)
P′ (T
′).
Corollary 3.2.8. Let E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P′/S). We have the isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P/S):
f
(•)
T,T ′+ ◦ (
†T ′)(E′(•))
∼
−→ (†T ) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)).
Proof. Use 3.2.6 and 3.2.1, we get the isomorphism
f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
B˜
(•)
P (T )
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P′
B˜
(•)
P′ (T
′)). (3.2.8.1)
We conclude using 3.2.2.
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3.3 Stability of the coherence, adjunction for a proper smooth morphism
Let f : P′ → P be a morphism of smooth formal schemes over S, T and T ′ be some divisors of respectively
P and P ′ such that f(P ′ \ T ′) ⊂ P \ T .
Lemma 3.3.1. Suppose fi : P
′
i → Pi is smooth. For any E ∈ D
−
coh(D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )), we have f
(m)!
i,T ′,T (E) ∈
D−coh(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)).
Proof. Since this is local in P ′i , using locally free resolution, we reduce to the case E = D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ). Then we
compute in local coordinates that the canonical morphism D
(m)
P ′i/Si
→ f∗i D
(m)
Pi/Si
is surjective whose kernel has
the usual description in local coordinates.
Proposition 3.3.2. Suppose f is smooth.
1. For E ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(m)
P/S(T )), we have f
(m)!
T ′,T (E) ∈ D
b
coh(D˜
(m)
P′/S(T
′)).
2. For E ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(m)
P/S(T )Q), we have
D˜
(m+1)
P′/S (T
′)Q ⊗
L
D˜
(m)
P′/S
(T ′)Q
f
(m)!
T ′,T (E)
∼
−→ f
(m+1)!
T ′,T (D˜
(m+1)
P/S (T )Q ⊗
L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )Q
E).
3. The functor f
!(•)
T ′,T sends LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )) to LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′)).
4. For E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q), we have f
!
T ′,T (E) ∈ D
b
coh(D
†
P′ (
†T ′)Q).
Proof. The first part is a consequence of 3.3.1. We check the second part similarly to [Ber02, 3.4.6]. The
third and forth parts are a consequence of the previous ones.
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose f is proper, and T ′ = f−1(T ).
1. The functor f
(m)
i,T+ sends D
−
coh(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)) to D−coh(D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )).
2. For E′ ∈ D−coh(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)), we have the canonical isomorphism
D˜
(m+1)
Pi/Si
(T ′)⊗L
D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T ′)
f
(m)
i,T+(E
′)
∼
−→ f
(m+1)
i,T+
(
D˜
(m+1)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗L
D˜
(m)
P ′
i
/Si
(T ′)
E
′
)
.
Proof. The proof is identical to Berthelot’s one: since fi+ is “way out right” (see [Har66, I.7]), in order to
check the coherence of f
(m)
i,T+(E
′) for E′ ∈ D−coh(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)) we can suppose that E′ is a module. Since E′ is the
inductive limit of its coherent OP ′i -submodules, there exists a coherent OP ′i -submodule F
′ of E′ such that the
canonical map D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
F′ ։ E′ is surjective. Hence, we get a resolution of E′ by D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)-modules
of the form D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
F′. This yields that we reduce to the case where D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
F′ = E′. Using
the projection isomorphism, we get
fi+(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
F′) = Rf∗
((
f∗i,r
(
D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )⊗OPi ω
−1
Pi/Si
)
⊗OP ′
i
ωP ′i/Si
)
⊗L
D˜
(m)
P ′
i
/Si
(T ′)
(D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗OP ′
i
F′)
)
∼
−→ D˜
(m)
Pi/Si
(T )⊗OPi
(
ω−1Pi/Si ⊗
L
OPi
Rf∗
(
ω−1P ′i/Si
⊗OP ′
i
F′
))
. (3.3.3.1)
Since f is proper and Si is locally noetherian, then the functor Rf∗ preserves the O-coherence, hence
ω−1Pi/Si ⊗
L
OPi
Rf∗(ω
−1
P ′i/Si
⊗OP ′
i
F′) ∈ D−coh(OPi) and we conclude.
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Let us check the second statement. We construct the morphism by using the canonical semi-linear
morphisms D˜
(m)
Pi←P ′i/S
(T, T ′)→ D˜
(m+1)
Pi←P ′i/S
(T, T ′) and E′ → D˜
(m+1)
P ′i/Si
(T ′)⊗L
D˜
(m)
P ′
i
/Si
(T ′)
E′. To check that this is
an isomorphism, we reduce to the case where D˜
(m)
P ′i/Si
(T ′) ⊗OP ′
i
F′ = E′. We conclude via the isomorphism
3.3.3.1.
Proposition 3.3.4. Suppose f is proper, and T ′ = f−1(T ).
1. For E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(m)
P′/S(T
′)), we have f
(m)
T,+(E
′) ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(m)
P/S(T )).
2. For E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D˜
(m)
P′/S(T
′)), we have
D˜
(m+1)
P/S (T )⊗
L
D˜
(m)
P/S
(T )
f
(m)
T,+(E)
∼
−→ f
(m+1)
T,+ (D˜
(m+1)
P′/S (T
′)⊗L
D˜
(m)
P′/S
(T ′)
E).
3. The functor f
(•)
T,+ sends LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P′/S(T
′)) to LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )).
4. For E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q), we have fT,+(E
′) ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q).
Proof. This is a consequence of 3.3.3.
We will extend later for realizable morphisms the following theorem and its first corollary (see 9.3.2).
Theorem 3.3.5. Suppose f is proper, and T ′ = f−1(T ). Let E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q).We have in D
b
coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q)
the isomorphism
fT+ ◦ DT (E
′)
∼
−→ DT ◦ fT+(E
′). (3.3.5.1)
Proof. We construct the morphism 3.3.5.1 similarly to that of [Vir04, IV.1.3] (for more details, see [Car06,
1.2.7]). The restriction of this morphism 3.3.5.1 to P \ T is the same as that of Virrion in [Vir04, IV].
Hence, the restriction to P \ T of this morphism is an isomorphism and then by faithfulness this is an
isomorphism.
Corollary 3.3.6. Suppose f is proper, and T ′ = f−1(T ). Let E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q), and E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q).
We have the isomorphisms
RHom
D
†
P
(†T )Q
(fT+(E
′),E)
∼
−→ Rf∗RHomD†
P′
(†T ′)Q
(E′, f !T (E)). (3.3.6.1)
RHom
D
†
P
(†T )Q
(fT+(E
′),E)
∼
−→ RHom
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
(E′, f !T (E)). (3.3.6.2)
Proof. The proof is identical to that of [Vir04, IV.4.1 and IV.4.2]: this is a formal consequence of the relative
duality isomorphism 3.3.5. For the reader, let us clarify it below: following 3.1.6, we haveDbcoh(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q) =
Dbparf(D
†
P/S(
†T )Q). Hence, using [Car05, 2.1.17], we construct the canonical isomorphism:
RHom
D
†
P
(†T )Q
(fT+(E
′),E)
∼
−→
(
ωP ⊗OP E
)
⊗L
D
†
P
(†T )Q
RHom
D
†
P
(†T )Q
(
fT+(E
′),D†P(
†T )Q ⊗OP ω
−1
P
)
.
Hence, using 3.3.5, we get by composition the isomorphism
RHom
D
†
P
(†T )Q
(fT+(E
′),E)
∼
−→
(
ωP ⊗OP E
)
⊗L
D
†
P
(†T )Q
fT+ (DT (E
′)) [−dP ]. (3.3.6.3)
Using the projection formula for the morphism of ringed spaces f : (P′,D†P′(
†T ′)Q) → (P,D
†
P(
†T )Q), the
right term of 3.3.6.3 is isomorphic to
Rf∗
(
f−1
(
ωP ⊗OP E
)
⊗L
f−1D†
P
(†T )Q
D
†
P←P′(
†T )Q ⊗
L
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
DT (E
′)
)
[−dP ]. (3.3.6.4)
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Using the isomorphisms
(
f−1
(
ωP ⊗OP E
)
⊗L
f−1D†
P
(†T )Q
D
†
P←P′(
†T )Q
)
⊗OP′ ω
−1
P′ [dP ′/P ]
∼
−→ f !T (E) and
ωP′ ⊗OP′ DT (E
′)[−dP ′ ]
∼
−→ RHom
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
(E′,D†P′(
†T ′)Q), the term of 3.3.6.4 is isomorphic to
Rf∗
(
RHom
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
(E′,D†P′(
†T ′)Q)⊗
L
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
f !T (E)
)
∼
−→
[Car05,2.1.17]
Rf∗
(
RHom
D
†
P′
(†T ′)Q
(E′, f !T (E)
)
.
Corollary 3.3.7. Suppose f is proper, and T ′ = f−1(T ).
1. Let E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′ (
†T ′)Q). We have the adjunction morphism E
′ → f !T fT+(E
′).
2. Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P(
†T )Q) such that f
!
T (E) ∈ D
b
coh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q). We have the adjunction morphism
fT+f
!
T (E)→ E.
3. Suppose f is proper and smooth. Then fT+ : D
b
coh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q) → D
b
coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q) is a right adjoint
functor of f !T : D
b
coh(D
†
P(
†T )Q)→ Dbcoh(D
†
P′(
†T ′)Q).
4 Exterior tensor products
4.1 Exterior tensor products on schemes
Let S be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. Since the base scheme S is fixed, so we can remove
it in the notation. If φ : X → S is a morphism, by abuse of notation, we sometimes denote φ−1OS simply
by OS . Moreover, S-schemes will be supposed to be quasi-compact and separated.
For i = 1, . . . , n, let Xi be a smooth S-scheme. Set X := X1 ×S X2 ×S · · · ×S Xn. For i = 1, . . . , n, let
pri : X → Xi, be the projections. We denote by ̟ : X → S and by ̟i : Xi → S the structural morphisms.
4.1.1. 1. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei be a sheaf of ̟
−1
i OS-module. We get the ̟
−1OS-module by setting
⊠
i
top
Ei := pr
−1
1 E1 ⊗OS pr
−1
2 E2 ⊗OS · · · ⊗OS pr
−1
n En.
2. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei be an OXi-module. The sheaf ⊠
i
top
Ei has a canonical structure of ⊠
i
top
OXi-
module. We put ⊠
i
Ei := OX ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
⊠
i
top
Ei. Moreover, by commutativity and associativity of tensor
products, we get the canonical isomorphism of ⊠
i
top
OXi -modules
⊠
i
top
Ei
∼
−→
(
pr−11 E1 ⊗pr−11 OX1
⊠
i
top
OXi
)
⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
· · · ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
(
pr−1n En ⊗pr−1n OXn ⊠i
top
OXi
)
.
(4.1.1.1)
Using the isomorphism 4.1.1.1, we get the isomorphism of OX -modules
⊠
i
Ei
∼
−→ pr∗1E1 ⊗OX · · · ⊗OX pr
∗
nEn. (4.1.1.2)
Since pr−1i D
(m)
Xi
are OS-algebras, we get a canonical structure of OS-algebra on ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
.
3. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Fi be a left D
(m)
Xi
-module (resp. Gi be a right D
(m)
Xi
-module). Then ⊠
i
top
Fi (resp.
⊠
i
top
Gi) has a canonical structure of left (resp. right) ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
-module. The canonical homomorphism
of OS-algebras ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
→ D
(m)
X induces the canonical isomorphism of OX -modules ⊠i
D
(m)
Xi
∼
−→
D
(m)
X . This yields the isomorphism of OX -modules ⊠i
Fi
∼
−→ D
(m)
X ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
⊠
i
top
Fi (resp. ⊠
i
Gi
∼
−→
⊠
i
top
Fi ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
D
(m)
X ). Via this isomorphism, we endowed ⊠i
Fi (resp. ⊠
i
Gi) with a structure of left
(resp. right) D
(m)
X -module.
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4. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Fi be a left D
(m)
Xi
-module. Then pr∗1F1 ⊗OX · · · ⊗OX pr
∗
nFn has a canonical
structure of left D
(m)
X -module (see [Ber96b, 2.3.3]). We check that the isomorphism 4.1.1.2 is in fact
an isomorphism of left D
(m)
X -modules.
4.1.2. 1. When S is the spectrum of a field, the multi-functor ⊠
i
top is exact. Since the extensions
⊠
i
top
OXi → OX and ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
→ D
(m)
X are right and left flat, this yields that the multi-functor ⊠i
is
also exact.
2. When S is not the spectrum of a field, the multi-functor ⊠
i
top is not necessarily exact. We get the multi-
functor
L
⊠
i
top : D−(̟−11 OS)× · · · ×D
−(̟−1n OS)→ D
−(̟−1OS) by setting for any Ei ∈ D−(̟
−1
i OS)
L
⊠
i
topEi := pr
−1
1 E1 ⊗
L
OS
pr−12 E2 ⊗
L
OS
· · · ⊗LOS pr
−1
n En.
3. We have the multi-functor
L
⊠
i
: D−(OX1)×· · ·×D
−(OXn)→ D
−(OX) by setting for any Ei ∈ D−(OXi)
L
⊠
i
Ei := OX ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
L
⊠
i
topEi
∼
−→ pr∗1E1 ⊗
L
OX
· · · ⊗LOX pr
∗
nEn, (4.1.2.1)
where the last isomorphism is, after using flat resolutions, a consequence of 4.1.1.2.
4. For any i = 1, . . . , n, let Fi ∈ D−(lD
(m)
Xi
), Mi ∈ D−(rD
(m)
Xi
). Since we have the canonical isomorphisms
L
⊠
i
D
(m)
Xi
∼
−→ ⊠
i
D
(m)
Xi
∼
−→ D
(m)
X , then the canonical morphisms
OX ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
L
⊠
i
top
Fi → D
(m)
X ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
L
⊠
i
top
Fi and
OX ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
L
⊠
i
topMi
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
topMi ⊗⊠
i
top
OXi
OX →
L
⊠
i
topMi ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
D
(m)
X
are isomorphisms. Hence, there is no problem (up to canonical isomorphim) with respect to 4.1.2.1
to set
L
⊠
i
Fi := D
(m)
X ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
L
⊠
i
topFi and
L
⊠
i
Mi :=
L
⊠
i
topMi ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
D
(m)
X . For ∗ ∈ {l, r}, we get the
multi-functor
L
⊠
i
: D−(∗D
(m)
X1
)× · · · ×D−(∗D
(m)
Xn
)→ D−(∗D
(m)
X ).
5. If we would like to clarify the base, we will add it in the notation. For instance, we write
L
⊠
S,i
top and
L
⊠
S,i
(or
L
⊠
OS,i
top and
L
⊠
OS ,i
) for
L
⊠
i
top and
L
⊠
i
.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let R be a commutative sheaf on X. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ai, Bi be R-algebras, Mi be a
(Ai,Bi)-bimodule, Ei be a left Bi-module. Set ⊗
i
Ai := A1 ⊗R A2 ⊗R · · · ⊗R An, and similarly replacing Ai
by R-modules. We have the canonical isomorphism of left ⊗
i
Ai-modules of the form
⊗i (Mi ⊗Bi Ei)
∼
−→ ⊗i(Mi)⊗⊗i(Bi) ⊗i(Ei).
Proof. This is an exercise.
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Lemma 4.1.4. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Di be a sheaf of ̟
−1
i OS-algebras, Mi ∈ D
−(Di,OXi), Ei ∈ D
−(OXi),
Ni ∈ D−(Di,D
(m)
Xi
), Fi ∈ D−(D
(m)
Xi
).
1. We have the canonical isomorphism of D−(⊠
i
top
Di,⊠
i
top
OXi)
L
⊠
i
top(Mi ⊗
L
OXi
Ei)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
topMi ⊗
L
⊠
i
top
OXi
L
⊠
i
topEi. (4.1.4.1)
2. We have the canonical isomorphism of ⊠
i
top
Di-modules
L
⊠
i
top(Ni ⊗
L
D
(m)
Xi
Fi)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
topNi ⊗
L
⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
L
⊠
i
topFi. (4.1.4.2)
Proof. By using flat resolutions, we remove L. Then, this is a consequence of Lemma 4.1.3.
Lemma 4.1.5. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Di be a sheaf of ̟
−1
i OS-algebras.
(i) For i = 1, . . . , n, for ∗ ∈ {l, r}, let Mi ∈ D−(∗Di,OXi), Ei ∈ D
−(OXi). We have the canonical
isomorphism of the form
L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗LOXi
Ei)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
Mi ⊗LOX
L
⊠
i
Ei of D
−(∗ ⊠
i
top
Di,OX). Moreover, this
isomorphism is compatible with that of 4.1.4.1, i.e. the following diagram of D−(∗ ⊠
i
top
Di,⊠
i
top
OXi)
L
⊠
i
top(Mi ⊗LOXi
Ei)
∼
4.1.4.1
//

L
⊠
i
topMi ⊗L⊠
i
top
OXi
L
⊠
i
topEi

L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗LOXi
Ei)
∼ //
L
⊠
i
Mi ⊗LOX
L
⊠
i
Ei
(4.1.5.1)
is commutative.
(ii) For i = 1, . . . , n, for ∗ ∈ {l, r}, let Mi ∈ D−(∗Di, lD
(m)
Xi
), Ei ∈ D−(lD
(m)
Xi
). Then, the isomorphism
L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗LOXi
Ei)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
Mi ⊗LOX
L
⊠
i
Ei constructed in 4.1.5.i is in fact an isomorphism of D
−(∗ ⊠
i
top
Di,
lD
(m)
X ).
Proof. We construct the isomorphism of the form
L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗LOXi
Ei)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
Mi ⊗LOX
L
⊠
i
Ei as follows :
L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗
L
OXi
Ei)
∼
−→
4.1.2.1
pr∗1(M1 ⊗
L
OX1
E1)⊗
L
OX
· · · ⊗LOX pr
∗
n(Mn ⊗
L
OXn
En)
∼
−→
(
pr∗1M1 ⊗
L
OX
· · · ⊗LOX pr
∗
nMn
)
⊗LOX
(
pr∗1E1 ⊗
L
OX
· · · ⊗LOX pr
∗
nEn
) ∼
−→
4.1.2.1
L
⊠
i
Mi ⊗
L
OX
L
⊠
i
Ei. (4.1.5.2)
We check by an easy computation the commutativity of the diagram 4.1.5.1. Finally, whenMi ∈ D−(∗Di, lD
(m)
Xi
),
Ei ∈ D−(lD
(m)
Xi
), the isomorphisms of 4.1.5.2 are D
(m)
X -linear.
4.1.6. We have the splitting of OX -modules ⊕ni=1Ω
1
Xi
∼
−→ Ω1X . By applying determinants, this yields the
isomorphism of OX -modules ⊠
i
ωXi
∼
−→ ωX . Using the canonical structure of right D
(m)
Xi
-module on ωXi , we
get a structure of right D
(m)
X -module on ⊠i
ωXi . By local computations, we check the canonical isomorphism
⊠
i
ωXi
∼
−→ ωX is in fact an isomorphism of right D
(m)
X -modules.
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For i = 1, . . . , n, Ei be a left D
(m)
Xi
-module, and Fi be a right D
(m)
Xi
-module. Then we have the canon-
ical morphism of right D
(m)
X -modules (resp. left D
(m)
X -modules) ⊠i
(ωXi ⊗OXi Ei)
∼
−→ ωX ⊗OX ⊠
i
Ei (resp.
⊠
i
(Fi ⊗OXi ω
−1
Xi
)
∼
−→ ⊠
i
Fi ⊗OX ω
−1
X ). Taking flat resolutions, we have similar isomorphisms in derived
categories.
4.2 Commutation with pull-backs and push forwards, base change in the pro-
jection case
Let S be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. For i = 1, . . . , n, let fi : Xi → Yi be a (quasi-
separated and quasi-compact) morphism of smooth S-schemes. Set X := X1 ×S X2 ×S · · · ×S Xn, Y :=
Y1 ×S Y2 ×S · · · ×S Yn. For i = 1, . . . , n, let pri : X → Xi, pr′i : Y → Yi be the projections. We denote by
̟ : X → S and ̟i : Xi → S, ̟′ : Y → S and ̟′i : Yi → S the structural morphisms
Remark 4.2.1. Suppose n = 2 and f2 is the identity. In that case, denoting by T := X2 = Y2, we get the
cartesian square
X = X1 ×S T
f=f1×id //
pr1

Y = Y1 ×S T
pr′1

X1
f1 // Y1.
(4.2.1.1)
4.2.2. We recall the following fact. Let F : A → B and G : B → A be functors of abelian categories such
that F is a right adjoint to G. Let M be a complex of A and let N be a complex of B. If RF is defined at
M and LG is defined at N, then there is a canonical isomorphism
HomD(B)(N,RF (M))
∼
−→ HomD(A)(LG(N),M).
This isomorphism is functorial in both variables on the triangulated subcategories of D(A) and D(B) where
RF and LG are defined.
In particular, let u : (U,OU )→ (V,OV ) be a morphism of ringed spaces. Since the functors Ru∗ and Lu
∗
are well defined, we get
HomD(OV )(N,Ru∗(M))
∼
−→ HomD(OU )(Lu
∗(N),M) (4.2.2.1)
bifunctorially in M ∈ Ob(D(OU )) and N ∈ Ob(D(OV )).
Suppose the functor Ru∗ induces the functor Ru∗ : D
−(OU )→ D−(OV ). Then, for anyM,M′ ∈ D−(OU ),
we have the canonical morphism of D−(OV ) :
Ru∗(M)⊗
L
OV
Rf∗(M
′)→ Ru∗(M ⊗
L
OU
M′). (4.2.2.2)
bifunctorially in M,M′ ∈ Ob(D−(OU )). Indeed, using 4.2.2.1, since tensor products commute with inverses
images, we reduce to construct a canonical morphism Lu∗Ru∗(M) ⊗LOU Lu
∗Rf∗(M
′) → M ⊗L
OU
M′, which
again a consequence of 4.2.2.1.
Lemma 4.2.3. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Di be a sheaf of ̟
′−1
i OS-algebras, Ni ∈ D
−(Di,D
(m)
Yi
). We have the
canonical isomorphism of D−(⊠
i
top
Di,D
(m)
Xi
):
Lf∗(
L
⊠
i
Ni)
∼
−→
L
⊠
i
Lf∗i (Ni).
Proof. This is a consequence of 4.1.2.1 and of the commutation of inverse images with tensor products.
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Lemma 4.2.4. Let f : X → Y , g : Y → Y ′, f ′ : X ′ → Y ′ and g′ : X → X ′ be some morphism of S-schemes
such that g ◦ f = f ′ ◦ g′. We suppose g and g′ flat. For any E′ ∈ D(OX′), the canonical diagram
g−1Rf ′∗(E
′)
adj //

Rf∗g
′−1(E′)

g∗Rf ′∗(E
′)
adj // Rf∗g′∗(E′)
(4.2.4.1)
is commutative.
Proof. Since f has finite cohomological dimension, then E′ has a resolution I′ by f∗-acyclic modules (see
[Har66, Lemma I.4.6]). Then, the lemma follows from the commutative diagram.
g−1f ′∗(I
′)
adj //

f∗f
−1g−1f ′∗(I
′)
∼ //

f∗g
′−1f ′−1f ′∗(I
′)
adj //

f∗g
′−1(I′) //

Rf∗g
′−1(E′)

g∗f ′∗(I
′)
adj // f∗f∗g∗f ′∗(I
′)
∼ // f∗g′∗f ′∗f ′∗(I)
′ adj // f∗g′∗(I′) // Rf∗g′∗(E′).
(4.2.4.2)
Lemma 4.2.5. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Di be a sheaf of ̟
′−1
i OS-algebras.
(a) For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei ∈ D−(f
−1
i Di). Then we have the canonical morphism
L
⊠
i
top(Rfi∗Ei)→ Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
topEi)
of D−(⊠
i
top
Di).
(b) For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei ∈ D−(f
−1
i Di,OXi). Then the canonical morphism
L
⊠
i
top(Rfi∗Ei)→ Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
topEi)
is also a morphism of D−(⊠
i
top
Di,⊠
i
top
OYi). Moreover we have the canonical morphism
L
⊠
i
(Rfi∗Ei) →
Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
Ei) of D
−(⊠
i
top
Di,OY ) making commutative the diagram
L
⊠
i
top(Rfi∗Ei) //

L
⊠
i
(Rfi∗Ei)

Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
topEi) // Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
Ei).
(4.2.5.1)
Proof. If Gi ∈ D−(̟
−1
i OS) (resp. Gi ∈ D
−(̟′−1i OS)), then we set
L
⊗
i
Gi := G1 ⊗LOS G2 ⊗
L
OS
· · · ⊗L
OS
Gn.
1) Let us check the first part. By applying 4.2.2.2 to the morphism of ringed spaces (X,̟−1OS) →
(Y,̟′−1OS), we get the morphism
L
⊗
i
(Rf∗pr
−1
i Ei) → Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr−1i Ei)
)
. By functoriality, since pr−1i Ei ∈
D−(f−1pr′−1i Di, ̟
−1OS) this latter morphism belongs to D
−(⊠
i
top
Di). The morphism is the one making
commutative the left rectangle of the diagram 4.2.5.2 below.
2) Similarly, by applying 4.2.2.2 to the morphism of ringed spaces (X,̟−1OS)→ (Y,̟′−1OS), we get the
morphisms
L
⊗
i
(Rf∗pr
−1
i Ei)→ Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr−1i Ei)
)
and
L
⊗
i
(Rf∗pr
∗
i Ei)→ Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr∗i Ei)
)
ofD−(⊠
i
top
Di,⊠
i
top
OYi).
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Finally, by applying 4.2.2.2 to the morphismX → Y , we get the morphisms⊗L
OY
(Rf∗pr
∗
i Ei)→ Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr∗i Ei)
)
of D−(⊠
i
top
Di,OY ). The morphism to build is the one making commutative the right rectangle of the dia-
gram 4.2.5.2. Consider the following diagram.
L
⊠
i
top(Rfi∗Ei)

L
⊗
i
(pr′−1i Rfi∗Ei)
//
adj

L
⊗
i
(pr′∗i Rfi∗Ei)
//
adj

L
⊗
OY
(pr′∗i Rfi∗Ei)
∼ //
adj

L
⊠
i
(Rfi∗Ei)

L
⊗
i
(Rf∗pr
−1
i Ei)
//
4.2.2.2

L
⊗
i
(Rf∗pr
∗
i Ei)
4.2.2.2

//
L
⊗
OY
(Rf∗pr
∗
i Ei)
4.2.2.2

Rf∗
L
⊠
i
top(Ei) Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr−1i Ei)
)
// Rf∗
(
L
⊗
i
(pr∗i Ei)
)
// Rf∗
(
L
⊗
OX
(pr∗i Ei)
)
∼ //
L
⊠
i
(Rfi∗Ei)
(4.2.5.2)
Using 4.2.4, we get the commutativity of the top left square. We check the commutativity of the bottom
right square by construction of both vertical arrows. The other squares are commutative by functoriality.
Finally, the right and left rectangles are commutative by definition.
4.2.6. By flatness, the morphism
L
⊠
i
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
→ ⊠
i
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
is an isomorphism. Moreover, using 4.1.6, we get
by functoriality the canonical isomorphism of (f−1 ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi
,D
(m)
X )-bimodules
⊠
i
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
= ⊠
i
(
ωXi ⊗OXi f
∗
i (D
(m)
Yi
⊗OYi ω
−1
Yi
)
)
∼
−→
4.2.3
ωX ⊗OX f
∗(⊠
i
D
(m)
Yi
⊗OY ω
−1
Y )
∼
−→ D
(m)
Y←X , (4.2.6.1)
where the last isomorphism is a consequence of the canonical isomorphism ⊠
i
D
(m)
Xi
∼
−→ D
(m)
X . This yields
a canonical structure of (f−1D
(m)
Y ,D
(m)
X )-bimodule on ⊠i
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
making (f−1D
(m)
Y ,D
(m)
X )-bilinear the com-
posite isomorphism 4.2.6.1.
Theorem 4.2.7. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei ∈ Dbqc(OXi). The canonical morphism
L
⊠
i
Rfi∗(Ei)→ Rf∗(
L
⊠
i
Ei). (4.2.7.1)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. i) By construction of the morphism 4.2.7.1 (i.e. the one making commutative the right rectangle of
4.2.5.2), we reduce to the case where n = 2. We have to check that the composition
pr′∗1 Rf1∗(E1)⊗
L
OY
pr′∗2 Rf2∗E2 → Rf∗pr
∗
1(E1)⊗
L
OY
Rf∗pr
∗
2E2 → Rf∗(pr
∗
1(E1)⊗
L
OX
pr∗2E2) (4.2.7.2)
is an isomorphism.
ii) We reduce to the case where f2 = id as follows. Consider the commutative diagram
X1 X = X1 ×X2
pr2 //pr1oo
f˜2:=id×f2

X2
f2

X1
f1

Y˜ := X1 × Y2
p˜r2 //p˜r1oo
f˜1:=f1×id

X2
Y1 Y := Y1 × Y2
pr′2 //pr
′
1oo X2.
(4.2.7.3)
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By adjunction with respect to the left bottom square of 4.2.7.3 (resp. the left top square of 4.2.7.3) the
morphism pr′∗1 Rf1∗(E1)
adj
−→ Rf˜1∗p˜r
∗
1(E1) and p˜r
∗
1(E1) = p˜r
∗
1id∗(E1)
adj
−→ Rf˜2∗pr∗1(E1). By transitivity, we get
that the composition pr′∗1 Rf1∗(E1)
adj
−→ Rf˜1∗p˜r
∗
1(E1)
adj
−→ Rf˜1∗Rf˜2∗pr∗1(E1)
∼
−→ Rf∗pr∗1(E1) is the adjunction
morphism with respect to the left rectangle of 4.2.7.3 (i.e. the composite of both left squares). Similarly, we
get by transitivity that the composition pr′∗2 Rf2∗E2
adj
−→ Rf˜1∗p˜r
∗
2Rf2∗E2
adj
−→ Rf˜1∗Rf˜2∗pr∗2E2
∼
−→ Rf∗pr∗2E2
is the adjunction morphism. This yields the commutativity of the top left square of the following diagram:
pr′∗1 Rf1∗(E1)
L
⊗
OY
pr′∗2 Rf2∗E2
adj //
adj

Rf˜1∗p˜r
∗
1(E1)
L
⊗
OY
Rf˜1∗p˜r
∗
2Rf2∗E2
4.2.2.2 //
adj

Rf˜1∗
(
p˜r∗1(E1)
L
⊗
OY˜
p˜r∗2Rf2∗E2
)
adj

Rf∗pr
∗
1(E1)
L
⊗
OY
Rf∗pr
∗
2E2
∼ //
4.2.2.2

Rf˜1∗Rf˜2∗pr
∗
1(E1)
L
⊗
OY
Rf˜1∗Rf˜2∗pr
∗
2E2
4.2.2.2// Rf˜1∗
(
Rf˜2∗pr
∗
1(E1)
L
⊗
OY˜
Rf˜2∗pr
∗
2E2
)
4.2.2.2

Rf∗
(
pr∗1(E1)
L
⊗
OX
pr∗2E2
)
∼ // Rf˜1∗Rf˜2∗
(
pr∗1(E1)
L
⊗
OX
pr∗2E2
)
(4.2.7.4)
The commutatBy transitivity of the morphism of the form 4.2.2.2, we get the commutativity of the bottom
rectangle. The top right square is commutative by functoriality. Hence, 4.2.7.4 is commutative. By stability
of the quasi-coherence under (topological) push-forwards, Rf2∗E2 is quasi-coherent. Hence, the case where
f1 or f2 is the identity implies the general case. By symmetry, we can suppose f2 = id.
iii) Using [Har66, I.7.1.(i)], we reduce to the case where Ei is a quasi-coherent OXi -module. Since this is
local in Y1 and Y2 = X2, we can suppose Y1 andX2 affine. Using [Har66, I.7.1.(iv)], since E2 7→ Rf1∗(E1)
L
⊠
OS
E2
and E2 7→ Rf∗(E1
L
⊠
OS
E2) are way-out left, we reduce to the case E2 is a free OX2-module, and then to the
case where E2 = OX2 . In that case, 4.2.7.2 is the composition pr
′∗
1 Rf1∗(E1) → Rf∗pr
∗
1(E1) ⊗
L
OY
Rf∗OX →
Rf∗pr
∗
1(E1), which is equal to the base change morphism. Since this latter is an isomorphism (see [Har66,
II.5.12]), we conclude.
Theorem 4.2.8. For i = 1, . . . , n, let Ei ∈ Dbqc(D
(m)
Xi
). We have the canonical isomorphism
L
⊠
i
f
(m)
i+ (Ei)
∼
−→ f
(m)
+ (
L
⊠
i
Ei). (4.2.8.1)
Proof. 1) We construct the morphism as follows.
L
⊠
i
f
(m)
i+ (Ei) = D
(m)
Y ⊗⊠
i
topD
(m)
Yi
L
⊠
i
topRfi∗(D
(m)
Yi←Xi
⊗L
D
(m)
Xi
Ei) −→
4.2.5.a
D
(m)
Y ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi
Rf∗
L
⊠
i
top(D
(m)
Yi←Xi
⊗L
D
(m)
Xi
Ei)
∼
−→
4.1.4.2
D
(m)
Y ⊗⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi
Rf∗
(
⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
⊗L
⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Xi
L
⊠
i
topEi
)
→ Rf∗
(
⊠
i
D
(m)
Yi←Xi
⊗L
⊠
i
D
(m)
Xi
L
⊠
i
Ei
)
∼
−→
4.2.6.1
Rf∗
(
D
(m)
Y←X ⊗
L
D
(m)
X
L
⊠
i
Ei
)
= f
(m)
+ (
L
⊠
i
Ei). (4.2.8.2)
2) It remains to check the morphism constructed at the step 1) is an isomorphism. Using [Har66,
I.7.1.(i)], we reduce to the case where Ei is a quasi-coherent D
(m)
Xi
-module. We remark that such Ei is a
quotient of a D
(m)
Xi
-module of the form D
(m)
Xi
⊗OXi Li, where Li is a quasi-coherent OXi -module (e.g. take
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Li = Ei). Since both functors of 4.2.8.1 are way-out right, using [Har66, I.7.1.(iv)] we reduce to the case
where Ei = D
(m)
Xi
⊗OXi Li.
3) To simplify notation, put
L
⊠˜
i
:=
L
⊠
i
top, Mi := D
(m)
Yi←Xi
, Di := D
(m)
Xi
, OXi := Oi, D
′
i := D
(m)
Yi
, O′i :=
OYi . Since ⊠
i
topf−1i D
(m)
Yi
= f−1 ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi
, we get the the following diagram in the category D−(f−1 ⊠
i
top
D
(m)
Yi
,OX):
L
⊠˜
i
(
Mi ⊗
L
Di
(Di ⊗Oi Li)
)
∼

∼
4.1.4.2
// ⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗
L
⊠˜
i
Di
L
⊠˜
i
(Di ⊗Oi Li)
∼
4.1.4.1
// ⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗
L
⊠˜
i
Di
(⊠˜
i
Di ⊗⊠˜
i
Oi
L
⊠˜
i
Li)
∼

L
⊠˜
i
(Mi ⊗Oi Li)
∼
4.1.4.1
//

⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗⊠˜
i
Oi
L
⊠˜
i
Li

L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗Oi Li)
∼
4.1.5.2
// ⊠
i
Mi ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li.
(4.2.8.3)
Using 4.1.5.1, we get the commutativity of the bottom rectangle. The commutativity of the top rectangle is
straightforward. Consider now the following diagram:
⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗L
⊠˜
i
Di
L
⊠˜
i
(Di ⊗Oi Li) //
∼4.1.4.1

⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗L
⊠˜
i
Di
L
⊠
i
(Di ⊗Oi Li)
∼4.1.5.2

// ⊠
i
Mi ⊗L⊠
i
Di
L
⊠
i
(Di ⊗Oi Li)
∼

⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗L
⊠˜
i
Di
(⊠˜
i
Di ⊗⊠˜
i
Oi
L
⊠˜
i
Li) //
∼

⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗L
⊠˜
i
Di
(⊠
i
Di ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li) // ⊠
i
Mi ⊗L⊠
i
Di
(⊠
i
Di ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li)
∼

⊠˜
i
Mi ⊗⊠˜
i
Oi
L
⊠˜
i
Li // ⊠
i
Mi ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li.
(4.2.8.4)
The left top square is commutative because of that of 4.1.5.1. The right top square is commutative by
functoriality. Taking OXi -flat resolutions of Li, we check the commutativity of the bottom rectangle.
Compositing both diagrams 4.2.8.3 and 4.2.8.4, we get the commutative diagram
L
⊠˜
i
(
Mi ⊗LDi (Di ⊗Oi Li)
)
∼

// ⊠
i
Mi ⊗L⊠
i
Di
L
⊠
i
(Di ⊗Oi Li)
∼

L
⊠˜
i
(Mi ⊗Oi Li)

⊠
i
Mi ⊗L⊠
i
Di
(⊠
i
Di ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li)
∼

L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗Oi Li)
∼
4.1.5.2
// ⊠
i
Mi ⊗⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li,
(4.2.8.5)
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where the top arrow is the composite of the left top horizontal arrow of 4.2.8.3 with top horizontal arrows of
4.2.8.4. We get from the commutativity of 4.2.8.5 that of the right rectangle of the diagram 4.2.8.6 below.
L
⊠
i
f
(m)
i+ (Ei)
// f (m)+ (
L
⊠
i
Ei)
D
′
⊗
⊠˜
i
D′i
L
⊠˜
i
Rfi∗(Mi
L
⊗
Di
(Di ⊗
Oi
Li))
4.2.5.a//
∼

D
′
⊗
⊠˜
i
D′i
Rf∗
L
⊠˜
i
(
Mi
L
⊗
Di
(Di ⊗
Oi
Li)
)
∼

// Rf∗(⊠
i
Mi ⊗
L
⊠
i
Di
L
⊠
i
(Di ⊗
Oi
Li))
∼

∼ 4.2.6.1
OO
D
′
⊗
⊠˜
i
D′i
L
⊠˜
i
Rfi∗(Mi ⊗
Oi
Li)
4.2.5.a // D′ ⊗
⊠˜
i
D′i
Rf∗
L
⊠˜
i
(Mi ⊗
Oi
Li)
∼

Rf∗(⊠
i
Mi ⊗
L
⊠
i
Di
(⊠
i
Di ⊗
⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li))
∼

L
⊠
i
Rfi∗(Mi ⊗
Oi
Li)
4.2.5.b //
∼
OO
Rf∗
L
⊠
i
(Mi ⊗
Oi
Li)
∼ // Rf∗(⊠
i
Mi ⊗
⊠
i
Oi
L
⊠
i
Li).
(4.2.8.6)
The commutativity of the top rectangle is by construction of the top arrow (see 4.2.8.2). The commutativity
of the top square is checked by functoriality. Using the commutativity of the diagram 4.2.5.1, we obtain
the commutativity of the bottom square of 4.2.8.6. Hence, the diagram 4.2.8.6 is commutative. Following
Theorem 4.2.7, the left bottom morphism is an isomorphism. Hence, using the commutativity of the diagram
4.2.8.6, this yields that the top morphism is an isomorphism.
Corollary 4.2.9. Suppose n = 2 and f2 is the identity. For any E1 ∈ Dbqc(D
(m)
X1
), we have the canonical
isomorphism of Dbqc(D
(m)
Y )
pr
′!(m)
1 ◦ f
(m)
1,+ (E1)
∼
−→ f
(m)
+ ◦ pr
!(m)
1 (E1). (4.2.9.1)
Proof. With notation 4.2.1, since pr
(m)!
1 = pr
∗
1 [dimT ], pr
′(m)!
1 = pr
′∗
1 [dim T ], we conclude by using the
composite of the isomorphisms
pr′∗1 ◦ f
(m)
1,+ (E1)
∼
−→ f
(m)
1,+ (E1)
L
⊠ OT
∼
−→
4.2.8
f
(m)
+
(
E1
L
⊠ OT
)
∼
−→ f
(m)
+ (pr
∗
1(E1)). (4.2.9.2)
4.3 Going to formal S-schemes
Let P and Q be two smooth formal schemes over S, p1 : P×S Q → P, p2 : P×S Q → Q be the canonical
projections.
4.3.1. Using the tensor product defined in 2.2.10.1, we get the bifunctor
⊠̂
L
OS
: LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S)× LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
Q/S)→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S) (4.3.1.1)
defined as follows: for any E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
Q/S), we set
E(•)⊠̂LOSF
(•) := p
(•)∗
1 E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P×Q
p
(•)∗
2 F
(•).
As for [Ber02, 4.3.5], this functor induces the following one
⊠̂
L
OS
: LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S)× LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S)→ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S). (4.3.1.2)
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4.3.2. For any E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
Q/S), we have the isomorphism
E(•)⊠̂LOSF
(•) ∼−→ Rlim←−i
(
E
(•)
i ⊠̂
L
OSi
F
(•)
i
)
, (4.3.2.1)
where as usual we set E
(•)
i := D˜
(•)
Pi/Si
⊗L
D˜
(•)
P/S
E(•), and F
(•)
i := D˜
(•)
Pi/Si
⊗L
D˜
(•)
P/S
F(•).
Lemma 4.3.3. The bifunctor 4.3.1.2 induces the exact bifunctor
⊠̂
L
OS
: LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S)× LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S)→ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S).
Proof. Let E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S), F
(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S). Let E := lim−→E
(•), F := lim−→F
(•), where lim−→ is
the equivalence of categories of 1.3.8.1. Choosem0 large enough so that there exists a coherent D˜
(m0)
P/S-module
E (m0) without p-torsion such that D†
P/S,Q⊗D˜(m0)
P/S
E (m0)
∼
−→ E, and a coherent D˜
(m0)
Q/S-module F
(m0) without
p-torsion such thatD†
Q/S,Q⊗D˜(m0)
Q/S
F (m0)
∼
−→ F. For anym ≥ m0, let E (m) and (resp. F (m)) be the quotient
of D˜
(m)
P/S ⊗D˜(m0)
P/S
E (m0) (resp. D˜
(m)
Q/S ⊗D˜(m0)
Q/S
F (m0)) by its torsion part. We get E (•+m0) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S),
F (•+m0) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S) such that lim−→E
(•+m0) ∼−→ E, and lim−→F
(•+m0) ∼−→ F. Hence, we obtain the
isomorphisms E(•)
∼
−→ E (•+m0) and F(•)
∼
−→ F (•+m0). Let r : P×SQ→ S be the structural morphism. If
no confusion is possible, the sheaf r−1OSi will be denoted by OSi . Since E
(m) and F (m) have no p-torsion,
then the canonical morphism p−11 E
(m)
i ⊗
L
OSi
p−12 F
(m)
i → p
−1
1 E
(m)
i ⊗OSi p
−1
2 F
(m)
i is an isomorphism. Since
p−11 E
(m)
i ⊗OSi p
−1
2 F
(m)
i
∼
−→(
p−11 E
(m)
i ⊗p−11 OPi
(p−11 OPi ⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi)
)
⊗(p−11 OPi⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi )
(
(p−11 OPi ⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi)⊗p−12 OQi
p−12 F
(m)
i
)
,
and since the extension (p−11 OPi ⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi)→ OPi×Qi is flat, we get the first isomorphism
p∗1E
(m)⊗̂LOP×Qp
∗
2F
(m) ∼−→ Rlim←−iOPi×Qi ⊗(p−11 OPi⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi )
(p−11 E
(m)
i ⊗OSi p
−1
2 F
(m)
i )
∼
−→ lim←−i OPi×Qi ⊗(p−11 OPi⊗OSi p
−1
2 OQi )
(p−11 E
(m)
i ⊗OSi p
−1
2 F
(m)
i )
∼
−→ p∗1E
(m)⊗̂OP×Qp
∗
2F
(m),
the second isomorphism is checked using Mittag-Leffler.
Corollary 4.3.4. We get the t-exact bifunctor
⊠̂
L
OS
: Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S))×D
b(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S))→ D
b(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S)). (4.3.4.1)
Proposition 4.3.5. 1. Let E(•) ∈ Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S)), F
(•) ∈ Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S)). We get the spec-
tral sequence in LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S) of the form
Hr(E(•))⊠̂LOSH
s(F(•)) =: Er,s2 ⇒ E
n := Hn
(
E(•)⊠̂LOSF
(•)
)
.
In particular, when E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S), this yields H
n
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
F(•)
) ∼
−→ E(•)⊠̂L
OS
Hn(F(•)).
2. Suppose Q affine. Let E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S), F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S). We have H
n
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
F(•)
) ∼
−→
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
Hn(F(•)).
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Proof. The fist statement is a consequence of the t-exactness of the functor 4.3.4.1. Moreover, when
Q is affine, following 1.4.10.2, there exists G(•) ∈ Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S)) such that G
(•) is isomorphic in
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Q/S) to F
(•). We get Hn
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
G(•)
) ∼
−→ E(•)⊠̂L
OS
Hn(G(•)). Beware that we have two dis-
tincts bifunctors 4.3.1.2, 4.3.4.1. Hence, using the commutative diagram 1.3.10.1, we getHn
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
F(•)
) ∼
−→
E(•)⊠̂L
OS
Hn(F(•)).
Proposition 4.3.6. Let u : P′ → P and v : Q′ → Q be two morphisms of smooth formal V-schemes. Let
Z := P×S Q, Z′ := P′ ×S Q′, and w := (u, v) : Z′ → Z be the induced morphism.
1. For any E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
P ) and F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
Q ), with notation 3.1.2, we have in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
Z )
the isomorphism:
Lw∗(•)(E(•)⊠̂LOSF
(•))
∼
−→ Lu∗(•)(E(•))⊠̂LOSLv
∗(•)(F(•)). (4.3.6.1)
2. For any E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
P′ ) and F
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
Q′ ), we have in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
g
D̂
(•)
Z ) the isomorphism:
w
(•)
+ (E
′(•)
⊠̂
L
OS
F′(•))
∼
−→ u
(•)
+ (E
′(•))⊠̂LOSv
(•)
+ (F
′(•)). (4.3.6.2)
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of 4.2.3 and 4.3.2.1. The second one is a consequence of 4.2.8
and 4.3.2.1.
Corollary 4.3.7. We keep notation 4.3.6 and we suppose v is the identity. Let π : Z→ P, and π′ : Z′ → P′
be the projections. Let E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
P′ ). There exists a canonical isomorphism in LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D˜
(•)
Z ) of the
form:
π!(•) ◦ u
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ w
(•)
+ ◦ π
′(•)!(E′(•)). (4.3.7.1)
Proof. This is a consequence of 4.2.9 (or we can deduce it from 4.3.6).
Remark 4.3.8. We will prove later (see 9.2.4) a coherent version of Corollary 4.3.7. In this version, we can
use for instance Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem which allow us to extend geometrically the context.
5 Coherent arithmetic D-modules over a realizable smooth scheme
5.1 Berthelot-Kashiwara’s theorem
Theorem 5.1.1 (Berthelot-Kashiwara). Let u : Z → X be a closed immersion of smooth formal schemes
over S. Let D be a divisor of X such that Z ∩D is a divisor of Z.
The functors u! and u+ induce quasi-inverse equivalences between the category of coherent D
†
X/S(
†D)Q-
modules with support in Z and that of coherent D†Z(
†D ∩ Z)Q-modules. These functors u! and u+ are exact
over these categories.
Proof. We can copy word by word the proof of [Car16b, A.8].
Theorem 5.1.2 (Inductive system version of Berthelot-Kashiwara’s theorem). We keep notation 5.1.1. Set
Y := X \ Z. Let F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
Z/S(D ∩ Z)), E
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S(D)) such that E
(•)|Y
∼
−→ 0 in
LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S(D)).
1. We have the canonical isomorphism in LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
Z/S(D ∩ Z)) of the form:
u!(•) ◦ u
(•)
+ (F
(•))
∼
−→ F(•). (5.1.2.1)
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2. We have u!(•)(E(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
Z/S(D ∩ Z)) and we have the canonical isomorphism :
u
(•)
+ ◦ u
!(•)(E(•))
∼
−→ E(•). (5.1.2.2)
3. The functors u
(•)
+ and u
!(•) induce t-exact quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between
(a) LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
Z/S(D ∩ Z)) (resp. LD−→
0
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
Z/S(D ∩ Z)))
(b) and the subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S(D)) (resp. LD−→
0
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S(D))) of complexes E
(•) so that
E(•)|Y
∼
−→ 0.
Proof. Using Theorem 5.1.1, we can copy the proof of [Car16b, 5.3.7].
5.2 Glueing isomorphisms
Let f, f ′, f ′′ : X → Y be three morphisms of smooth formal schemes over S such that f0 = f ′0 = f
′′
0 . Let
g, g′ : Y→ Z be two morphisms of smooth formal schemes over S such that g0 = g′0. Let TZ be a divisor of
Z such that TY := g
−1
0 (T ) is a divisor of Y and TX := f
−1
0 (TY ) is a divisor of X .
5.2.1. Following [Car09a, 2.1.10] (still valid when k is not supposed to be perfect), we have the canonical
isomorphism of functors LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
Y/S(TY ))→ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
X/S(TX)) of the form
τ
(•)
f,f ′ : f
′!(•)
TY
∼
−→ f
(•)!
TY
.
These isomorphisms satisfy the following formulas τ
(•)
f,f = Id, τ
(•)
f,f ′′ = τ
(•)
f,f ′ ◦ τ
(•)
f ′,f ′′ , τ
(•)
f,f ′ ◦ g
!(•)
TZ
= τ
(•)
g◦f,g◦f ′ and
f
(•)!
TY
◦ τ
(•)
g,g′ = τ
(•)
g◦f,g′◦f (see [Car09a, 2.1.3]).
Proposition 5.2.2. 1. There exists a canonical glueing isomorphism of functors Dbcoh(D
†
Y(
†TY )Q) →
Db(D†X(
†TX)Q) of the form
τf,f ′ : f
′!
TY
∼
−→ f !TY , (5.2.2.1)
such that τf,f = Id, τf,f ′′ = τf,f ′ ◦ τf ′,f ′′ , τf,f ′ ◦ g!TZ = τg◦f,g◦f ′ and f
!
TY
◦ τg,g′ = τg◦f,g′◦f .
2. The diagram of functors LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Y/S(TY ))→ D
b(D†X(
†TX)Q)
lim−→ ◦ f
′!(•)
TY
∼
lim
−→
◦τ
(•)
f,f′
//
∼

lim−→ ◦ f
(•)!
TY
∼

f ′!TY ◦ lim−→
τf,f′◦lim−→// f !TY ◦ lim−→
is commutative up to canonical isomorphism.
Proof. Let F ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
Y(
†TY )Q). Taking inductive limits of the completion of the glueing isomorphisms
[Ber00, 2.1.5], we get the isomorphism τf,f ′ : D
†
X
f′
→Y
(†TY )Q
∼
−→ D†
X
f
→Y
(†TY )Q. It follows from [Ber00, 2.1.5]
that these isomorphisms satisfies the desired properties. Finally, we still denote by τf,f ′ the composition
f ′!TY F = D
†
X
f′
→Y
(†TY )Q ⊗
L
f−10 D
†
Y
(†TY )Q
f−10 F[dX/Y ]
∼
−→
τf,f′⊗
Lid
D
†
X
f
→Y
(†TY )Q ⊗
L
f−10 D
†
Y
(†TY )Q
f−10 F[dX/Y ] = f
!
TY
F.
They also satisfy the desired properties.
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5.2.3. a) For any D†Y(
†TY )Q-module G, we set
f †∗TY (G) := D
†
X
f
→Y
(†TY )Q ⊗f−10 D
†
Y
(†TY )Q
f−10 G.
Similarly to 5.2.2, we construct isomorphisms τf,f ′ : f
′†∗
TY
(G)
∼
−→ f †∗TY (G) functorial in G and such that
such that τf,f = Id, τf,f ′′ = τf,f ′ ◦ τf ′,f ′′ . We have the isomorphism of functors Dbcoh(D
†
Y(
†TY )Q) →
Db(D†X(
†TX)Q) of the form f
!
TY
∼
−→ Lf †∗TY [dX/Y ].
b) Suppose f is finite. Then using [Ber96b, 3.2.4], we check that the canonical morphism
B˜
(m)
X (TX)⊗f−1B˜(m)
Y
(TY )
f−10 D˜
(m)
Y/S(TY )→ D˜
(m)
X
f
→Y
(TY )
is an isomorphism. Hence, so is the canonical morphism
OX(
†TX)Q ⊗f−10 OY(†TY )Q
f−10 D
†
Y(
†TY )Q → D
†
X
f
→Y
(†TY )Q.
Tensoring by Q and taking the inductive limit over the level, this yields the canonical morphism
f∗TY (G) := OX(
†TX)Q ⊗f−10 OY(†TY )Q
f−10 G→ f
†∗
TY
(G)
is an isomorphism. Hence, if F ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
Y(
†TY )Q) has a resolution P by D
†
Y(
†TY )Q-modules which are
OY(
†TY )Q-flat , then we get the isomorphism f
∗
TY
(F′)
∼
−→ Lf †∗TY (F).
Remark 5.2.4. Let F ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
Y(
†TY )Q).
1. Suppose F has a resolution P by flat coherent D†Y(
†T )Q-modules. Via f
!
TY
(F)
∼
−→ f †∗TY (P)[dX/Y ] and
f ′!TY (F)
∼
−→ f ′†∗TY (P)[dX/Y ] (see 5.2.3), the isomorphism τf,f ′ : f
′!
TY
F
∼
−→ f !TY F is the same (up to the
shift [dX/Y ]) than that τf,f ′ : f
′†∗
TY
(P)
∼
−→ f †∗TY (P), which is computed term by term.
2. Suppose F has a resolution P by coherent D†Y(
†T )Q-modules which are OY(
†T )Q-flat and suppose f
and g are finite morphisms. Via f !TY (F)
∼
−→ f∗TY (P)[dX/Y ] and f
′!
TY
(F)
∼
−→ f ′∗TY (P)[dX/Y ] (see 5.2.3),
the isomorphism τf,f ′ : f
′!
TY
F
∼
−→ f !TY F is the same (up to the shift [dX/Y ]) than that τf,f ′ : f
′∗
TY
(P)
∼
−→
f∗TY (P), which is computed term by term.
Proposition 5.2.5. Consider the following diagram of smooth formal schemes over S:
P′′
g // P′
f // P
X′′
u′′
OO
b // X′
u′
OO
a // X,
u
OO (5.2.5.1)
where f , g, a and b are smooth, where u, u′ and u′′ are some closed immersions. We suppose that the
diagram 5.2.5.1 is commutative modulo π. Moreover, let TP be a divisor of P such that TP ′ := f
−1(TP )
(resp. TP ′′ := g
−1(TP ′), TX := u
−1(TP ), TX′ := u
′−1(TP ′) and TX′′ := u
′′−1(TP ′′)) is a divisor of P
′ (resp.
P ′′, X, X ′ and X ′′).
(i) We have the canonical adjunction morphism
u′+ ◦ a
! → f ! ◦ u+ (5.2.5.2)
of functors Dbcoh(D
†
X(
†TX)Q) → Dbcoh(D
†
P′(
†TP ′)Q). If the right square of 5.2.5.1 is cartesian modulo
π then 5.2.5.2 is an isomorphism.
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(ii) Denoting by φ : u′+◦a
! → f !◦u+, (resp. φ′ : u
′′
+◦b
! → g!◦u′+, resp. φ
′′ : u
′′
+◦(a◦b)
! → (f ◦g)!◦u+) the
morphism of adjunction of the right square 5.2.5.1 (resp. the left square, resp. the outline of 5.2.5.1),
then the following diagram
u′′+ ◦ (a ◦ b)
!
∼
//
φ′′
u′′+ ◦ b
! ◦ a!
(g!◦φ)◦(φ′◦a!)
(f ◦ g)! ◦ u+ ∼
// g! ◦ f ! ◦ u+,
is commutative. By abuse of notation, we get the transitivity equality φ′′ = (g! ◦ φ) ◦ (φ′ ◦ a!).
(iii) Let a′ : X′ → X (resp. f ′ : P′ → P) be a morphism whose reduction X ′ → X (resp. P ′ → P) is equal
to that of a (resp. f). Then the following diagram
u′+a
! φ // f ! ◦ u+
u′+a
′! ψ //
u′+(τa,a′ ) ∼
OO
f ′! ◦ u+,
τf,f′u+ ∼
OO
where ψ means the morphism of adjunction of the right square of 5.2.5.1 whose a and f have been
replaced respectively by a′ and f ′, is commutative.
Proof. The check is identical to that of [Car09a, 2.2.2].
5.3 Berthelot-Kashiwara’s theorem for closed immersions of realizable schemes
over S
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let u0 : X → P be a closed immersion of smooth schemes over
S. Let T be a divisor of P such that Z := T ∩X is a divisor of X . We set Y := X \ Z. Let (Pα)α∈Λ be an
open covering of P. We set Pαβ := Pα ∩Pβ, Pαβγ := Pα ∩Pβ ∩Pγ , Xα := X ∩Pα, Xαβ := Xα ∩Xβ and
Xαβγ := Xα ∩Xβ ∩Xγ . We denote by Yα := Xα ∩ Y , Yαβ := Yα ∩ Yβ , Yαβγ := Yα ∩ Yβ ∩ Yγ , Zα := Xα ∩Z,
Zαβ := Zα ∩ Zβ, Zαβγ := Zα ∩ Zβ ∩ Zγ , jα : Yα →֒ Xα, jαβ : Yαβ →֒ Xαβ and jαβγ : Yαβγ →֒ Xαβγ the
canonical open immersions. We suppose that for every α ∈ Λ, Xα is affine, (for instance when the covering
(Pα)α∈Λ is affine). Since P is separated, for any α, β, γ ∈ Λ, Xαβ and Xαβγ are also affine.
For any 3uple (α, β, γ) ∈ Λ3, fix Xα (resp. Xαβ , Xαβγ) some smooth formal S-schemes lifting Xα (resp.
Xαβ , Xαβγ), p
αβ
1 : Xαβ → Xα (resp. p
αβ
2 : Xαβ → Xβ) some flat lifting of Xαβ → Xα (resp. Xαβ → Xβ).
Similarly, for any (α, β, γ) ∈ Λ3, fix some lifting pαβγ12 : Xαβγ → Xαβ , p
αβγ
23 : Xαβγ → Xβγ , p
αβγ
13 :
Xαβγ → Xαγ , p
αβγ
1 : Xαβγ → Xα, p
αβγ
2 : Xαβγ → Xβ, p
αβγ
3 : Xαβγ → Xγ , uα : Xα →֒ Pα, uαβ : Xαβ →֒ Pαβ
and uαβγ : Xαβγ →֒ Pαβγ .
Definition 5.3.1. For any α ∈ Λ, let Eα be a coherent D
†
Xα
(†Zα)Q-module. A glueing data on (Eα)α∈Λ is
the data for any α, β ∈ Λ of a D†Xαβ (
†Zαβ)Q-linear isomorphism
θαβ : p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (Eα),
satisfying the cocycle condition: θαβγ13 = θ
αβγ
12 ◦ θ
αβγ
23 , where θ
αβγ
12 , θ
αβγ
23 and θ
αβγ
13 are the isomorphisms
making commutative the following diagram
pαβγ!12 p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
τ
∼
//
pαβγ!12 (θαβ)∼ 
pαβγ!2 (Eβ)
θαβγ12
pαβγ!12 p
αβ!
1 (Eα)
τ
∼
// pαβγ!1 (Eα),
pαβγ!23 p
βγ!
2 (Eγ)
τ
∼
//
pαβγ!23 (θβγ)∼ 
pαβγ!3 (Eγ)
θαβγ23
pαβγ!23 p
βγ!
1 (Eβ)
τ
∼
// pαβγ!2 (Eβ),
pαβγ!13 p
αγ!
2 (Eγ)
τ
∼
//
pαβγ!13 (θαγ)∼ 
pαβγ!3 (Eγ)
θαβγ13
pαβγ!13 p
αγ!
1 (Eα)
τ
∼
// pαβγ!1 (Eα),
(5.3.1.1)
where τ are the glueing isomorphisms defined in 5.2.2.1.
Definition 5.3.2. We define the category Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) as follows:
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- an object is a family (Eα)α∈Λ of coherentD
†
Xα
(†Zα)Q-modules together with a glueing data (θαβ)α,β∈Λ,
- a morphism ((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ)→ ((E′α)α∈Λ, (θ
′
αβ)α,β∈Λ) is a familly of morphisms fα : Eα → E
′
α
of coherent D†Xα(
†Zα)Q-modules commuting with glueing data, i.e., such that the following diagrams
are commutative :
pαβ!2 (Eβ)
pαβ!2 (fβ) 
θαβ
∼
// pαβ!1 (Eα)
pαβ!1 (fα)
pαβ!2 (E
′
β)
θ′αβ
∼
// pαβ!1 (E
′
α).
(5.3.2.1)
Remark 5.3.3. We can consider the category Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) as the category of arithmetic D-modules
over (Y,P)/V or over (Y,X)/V (we can check that, up to canonical equivalence of categories, this is inde-
pendent of the choice of the closed immersion X →֒ P and of the liftings Xα etc.).
Definition 5.3.4. We denote by Coh(X,P, T/K) the category of coherent D†P(
†T )Q-modules with support
in X . When T is the empty divisor, we simply write Coh(X,P/K).
Lemma 5.3.5 (Construction of u!0). There exists a canonical functor
u!0 : Coh(X,P, T/K)→ Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)
extending the usual functor u!0 when X has a smooth formal S-scheme lifting.
Proof. For any object E ∈ Coh(X,P, T/K), we set Eα := H0u!α(E|Pα). Remark that following 5.1.2, Eα
is a coherent D†Xα(
†Zα)Q-module. Via the isomorphisms of the form τ (5.2.2.1), we obtain the glueing
D
†
Xαβ
(†Zαβ)Q-linear isomorphism θαβ : p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (Eα), satisfying the cocycle condition: θ
αβγ
13 =
θαβγ12 ◦ θ
αβγ
23 .
Lemma 5.3.6. There exists a canonical functor
u0+ : Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)→ Coh(X, P, T/K)
extending the usual functor u0+ when X has a smooth formal S-scheme lifting.
Proof. This functor was constructed in [Car09a, 2.5.4] and was denoted by Recol. Let us recall its construc-
tion. 1) Let (Eα)α∈Λ be a family of coherent D
†
Xα
(†Zα)Q-modules together with a gluing data (θαβ)α,β∈Λ.
Let’s prove that (uα+(Eα))α∈Λ glues via (θαβ)α,β∈Λ to a coherent D
†
P(
†T )Q-module with support in X . Let
φαβ1 (resp. φ
αβ
2 ) be the adjunction morphism (see the definition 5.2.5) of the left (resp. the right) square of
Pαβ // Pα
Xαβ
pαβ1 //
uαβ
OO
Xα,
uα
OO Pαβ
// Pβ
Xαβ
pαβ2 //
uαβ
OO
Xβ .
uβ
OO
(5.3.6.1)
For every α, β ∈ Λ we define the isomorphism ταβ : (uβ+(Eβ))|Pαβ
∼
−→ (uα+(Eα))|Pαβ to be the one
making commutative the following diagram:
uαβ+ ◦ p
αβ!
1 (Eα)
φαβ1 (Eα)
∼
// (uα+(Eα))|Pαβ
uαβ+ ◦ p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
φαβ2 (Eβ)
∼
//
uαβ+(θαβ) ∼
OO
(uβ+(Eβ))|Pαβ .
ταβ
OO
(5.3.6.2)
These isomorphisms ταβ satisfy the glueing condition, and we check that u0+ is indeed a functor (for the
details, see the proof of [Car09a, 2.5.4]).
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Theorem 5.3.7. The functors u!0 and u0+ constructed in respectively 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 are quasi-inverse
equivalences of categories between Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) and Coh(X, P, T/K).
Proof. We check that the isomorphism given by the quasi-inverse equivalences of categories of 5.1.1 are
compatible with the glueing isomorphisms. For the details of the proof, see [Car09a, 2.5.4].
6 Arithmetic D-modules associated with overconvergent isocrystals
on smooth compactification
6.1 Overconvergent isocrystals
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let i : X →֒ P be a closed immersion of smooth schemes over S.
Let j : Y →֒ X be an open immersion.
Notation 6.1.1 (Overconvergent isocrystals). We denote by Isoc†(Y,X,P/K) the category of overcon-
vergent isocrystals on (Y,X,P)/K (see [LS07, 7.1.2]), by MIC(Y,X,P/K) the category of coherent j†OXK -
modules together with an integrable connection, and byMIC†(Y,X,P/K) the full subcategory ofMIC(Y,X,P/K)
of coherent j†OXK -modules together with an overconvergent connection (see [LS07, 7.2.10]). Following [LS07,
7.2.13] the realisation functor E 7→ EP induces an equivalence of categories
realP : Isoc
†(Y,X,P/K) ∼= MIC†(Y,X,P/K). (6.1.1.1)
This realization functor is constructed as follows. Let E ∈ Isoc†(Y,X,P/K). Let q0, q1 : P ×S P →
P be the left and the right projections. This yields the morphisms of frames p0 := (id, id, q0), p1 :=
(id, id, q1) : (Y,X,P×SP)→ (Y,X,P). We denote by EP×SP the realization of E on the frame (Y,X,P×S
P). We get the isomorphisms φp0 : p
∗
0EP
∼
−→ EP×SP and φp1 : p
∗
1EP
∼
−→ EP×SP (see notation [LS07,
7.1.1.(ii)] concerning the isomorphism φ). This yields the isomorphism
ǫ = φ−1p0 ◦ φp1 : p
∗
1EP
∼
−→ p∗0EP, (6.1.1.2)
which corresponds to the overconvergent connection on EP and is called the Taylor isomorphism of EP.
6.1.2. Let f = (a, b, u) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→ (Y,X,P) be a morphism of smooth S-frames (see Definitions [LS07,
3.1.6 and 3.3.5]). This yields a functor
f∗ : Isoc†(Y,X,P/K)→ Isoc†(Y ′, X ′,P′/K).
On the other hand, we have the functor f∗K : MIC
†(Y,X,P/K) → MIC†(Y ′, X ′,P′/K), the pullback by f ,
which is defined for an object EP ∈ MIC
†(Y,X,P/K) by setting
f∗K(EP) := j
′†O]X′[P′ ⊗u−1K j†O]X[P
u−1K EP
∼
−→ j′†D]X′[P′ ⊗u−1K j†D]X[P
u−1K EP, (6.1.2.1)
where uK : ]X
′[P′→]X [P is the morphism of ringed spaces induced by f . When X
′ = u−1(X) and Y ′ =
u−1(Y ), the functor f∗K can simply be denoted by u
∗
K .
The functor realP of 6.1.1.1 commutes with both pullbacks by f : for any E ∈ Isoc
†(Y,X,P/K) we have
the natural isomorphism f∗K ◦ realP(E)
∼
−→ realP′ ◦ f∗(E) which can also be written f∗K(EP)
∼
−→ f∗(E)P′ .
6.1.3. Let f = (a, b, u) and g = (a, b, v) be two morphisms of smooth S-frames of the form (Y ′, X ′,P′) →
(Y,X,P).
1. The morphism (u, v) : P′ → P×SP induce the morphism of frames δu,v = (b, a, (u, v)) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→
(Y,X,P ×S P). We get the morphisms of frames f = p0 ◦ δu,v and g = p1 ◦ δu,v. Let EP ∈
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MIC†(Y,X,P/K). From the isomorphism ǫ : p∗1EP
∼
−→ p∗0EP (see 6.1.1.2), we get the glueing isomor-
phism
ǫu,v := δ
∗
u,v(ǫ) : g
∗EP
∼
−→ f∗EP. (6.1.3.1)
Using the property of the isomorphism φ of [LS07, 7.1.1.(ii)], we have the equality ǫu,v := δ
∗
u,v(ǫ) =
φ−1f ◦ φg. In particular, ǫu,u = id.
2. Let w : P′ → P be a third morphism of formal schemes overS such that we get the morphism of smooth
S-frames h := (b, a, w) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→ (Y,X,P). We have the transitive formula ǫu,w = ǫu, v ◦ ǫv, w.
3. Let f ′ = (a′, b′, u′) and g′ = (a′, b′, v′) be two morphisms of smoothS-frames of the form (Y ′′, X ′′,P′′)→
(Y ′, X ′,P′). We check the formulas ǫu◦u′,v◦u′ = f
′∗
K ◦ ǫu,v and ǫu′,v′ ◦ f
∗
K = ǫu◦u′,u◦v′ .
6.1.4. Let (Pα)α∈Λ be an open covering ofP. We setPαβ := Pα∩Pβ , Pαβγ := Pα∩Pβ∩Pγ , Xα := X∩Pα,
Xαβ := Xα∩Xβ andXαβγ := Xα∩Xβ∩Xγ . We denote by Yα := Xα∩Y , Yαβ := Yα∩Yβ , Yαβγ := Yα∩Yβ∩Yγ .
jα : Yα →֒ Xα, jαβ : Yαβ →֒ Xαβ and jαβγ : Yαβγ →֒ Xαβγ the canonical open immersions. We suppose
that for every α ∈ Λ, Xα is affine, (for instance when the covering (Pα)α∈Λ is affine).
For any 3uple (α, β, γ) ∈ Λ3, fix Xα (resp. Xαβ , Xαβγ) some smooth formal S-schemes lifting Xα (resp.
Xαβ , Xαβγ), p
αβ
1 : Xαβ → Xα (resp. p
αβ
2 : Xαβ → Xβ) some flat lifting of Xαβ → Xα (resp. Xαβ → Xβ).
Similarly, for any (α, β, γ) ∈ Λ3, fix some lifting pαβγ12 : Xαβγ → Xαβ , p
αβγ
23 : Xαβγ → Xβγ , p
αβγ
13 :
Xαβγ → Xαγ , p
αβγ
1 : Xαβγ → Xα, p
αβγ
2 : Xαβγ → Xβ, p
αβγ
3 : Xαβγ → Xγ , uα : Xα →֒ Pα, uαβ : Xαβ →֒ Pαβ
and uαβγ : Xαβγ →֒ Pαβγ .
Definition 6.1.5. With notation 6.1.4, we define the category MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) as follows.
- An object of MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) is a family (Eα)α∈Λ of objects Eα of MIC
†((Yα, Xα,Xα)/K) to-
gether with a glueing data, i.e., a collection of isomorphisms in MIC†((Yαβ , Xαβ ,Xαβ)/K) of the form
ηαβ : p
αβ∗
2K (Eβ)
∼
−→ pαβ∗1K (Eα) satisfying the cocycle condition: η
αβγ
13 = η
αβγ
12 ◦ η
αβγ
23 , where η
αβγ
12 , η
αβγ
23
and ηαβγ13 are defined so that the following diagrams
pαβγ∗12K p
αβ∗
2K (Eβ)
ǫ
∼
//
pαβγ∗12K (ηαβ)∼ 
pαβγ∗2K (Eβ)
ηαβγ12
pαβγ∗12K p
αβ∗
1K (Eα)
ǫ
∼
// pαβγ∗1K (Eα),
pαβγ∗23K p
βγ∗
2K (Eγ)
ǫ
∼
//
pαβγ∗23K (ηβγ )∼ 
pαβγ∗3K (Eγ)
ηαβγ23
pαβγ∗23K p
βγ∗
1K (Eβ)
ǫ
∼
// pαβγ∗2K (Eβ),
pαβγ∗13K p
αγ∗
2K (Eγ)
ǫ
∼
//
pαβγ∗13K (ηαγ)∼ 
pαβγ∗3K (Eγ)
ηαβγ13
pαβγ∗13K p
αγ∗
1K (Eα)
ǫ
∼
// pαβγ∗1K (Eα),
(6.1.5.1)
where the isomorphisms ǫ are those of the form 6.1.3.1, are commutative.
- A morphism f = (fα)α∈Λ : ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ)→ ((E′α)α∈Λ, (η
′
αβ)α,β∈Λ) of MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)
is by definition a familly of morphisms fα : Eα → E′α commuting with glueing data.
Proposition 6.1.6. With notation 6.1.5, there exists a canonical equivalence of categories
u∗0K : MIC
†(Y,X,P/K) ∼= MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K).
Proof. 1) Let φα := (id, id, uα) : (Yα, Xα,Xα)→ (Yα, Xα,Pα) be the proper morphism of frames. We remark
that φα is the composition of the morphism of frames γuα : (Yα, Xα,Xα)→ (Yα, Xα,Xα ×S Pα) induced by
the graph of uα and of p2 : (Yα, Xα,Xα ×S Pα)→ (Yα, Xα,Pα) induced by the second projection. Since p2
is proper and smooth (see Definitions [LS07, 3.3.5 and 3.3.10]), then following Theorem [LS07, 7.1.8] we get
the equivalence of categories p∗2K : MIC
†((Yα, Xα,Pα)/K) ∼= MIC
†((Yα, Xα,Xα ×S Pα)/K). Since γuα has
a retraction (the first projection), then using Corollary [LS07, 7.1.7] we get that γ∗uαK is also an equivalence
of categories. Hence, by composition, so is φ∗αK : MIC
†((Yα, Xα,Pα)/K) ∼= MIC
†((Yα, Xα,Xα)/K).
1’) Let φαβ := (id, id, uαβ) : (Yαβ , Xαβ ,Xαβ) → (Yαβ , Xαβ ,Pαβ) be the morphism of frames. Using
the same arguments than in 1), we get the equivalence of categories φ∗αβK : MIC
†((Yαβ , Xαβ,Pαβ)/K) ∼=
MIC†((Yαβ , Xαβ ,Xαβ)/K).
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2) Let EP ∈MIC
†(Y,X,P/K). Using the properties of the glueing isomorphisms 6.1.3.1, we get canoni-
cally on the object (φ∗αK(EP|]Xα[Pα ))α∈Λ a glueing data making it an object of MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K). The
functoriality is obvious and this yields the canonical functor u∗0K : MIC
†(Y,X,P/K) ∼= MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K).
Since φ∗αK is fully faithful and φ
∗
αβK is faithful, we check easily that the functor u
∗
0K is fully faithful. We
check the essential surjectivity similarly to [Car09a, 2.5.7].
6.2 Quasi-inverse equivalences of categories via sp
∗
and sp∗
Let X be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let Z be a divisor of X and Y the open subset of X complementary
to the support of Z.
Theorem 6.2.1 (Berthelot). 1. The functor sp∗ induces an equivalence of categories between the category
of convergent isocrystals on Y , and the category of D†Y,Q-modules which are OY,Q-coherent. Moreover,
a D†Y,Q-module which is OY,Q-coherent is also D
†
Y,Q-coherent and OY,Q-locally projective of finite type.
2. Let E be a coherent D†Y,Q-module which is OY,Q-locally projective of finite type. We have the following
properties.
(a) For any m ∈ N, there exists a (coherent) D̂
(m)
Y -module
◦
E, coherent over OY together with an
isomorphism of D̂
(m)
Y,Q-modules
◦
EQ
∼
−→ E.
(b) The module E is DY,Q-coherent and for any m ∈ N the canonical homomorphisms
E→ D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗DY,Q E, E→ D
†
Y,Q ⊗D̂(m)
Y,Q
E
are isomorphisms.
Proof. This is [Ber96b, 4.1.4] and [Ber90, 3.1.2 and 3.1.4].
Proposition 6.2.2 (Berthelot). The functor sp∗ induces an exact fully faithful functor from the category
MIC†(Y,X,X/K) to the category of D†X(
†Z)Q-modules. Its essential image consists in D
†
X(
†Z)Q-modules E
such that there exists n0 ∈ N, and a coherent B̂
(n0)
X (Z)Q-module E0 together with an isomorphism
lim−→n≥n0B̂
(n)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
E0
∼
−→ E, (6.2.2.1)
satisfying the following condition: For any m ∈ N, there exists an integer nm ≥ max(nm−1,m) and a
structure of (B̂
(nm)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S)Q-module on B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
E0 such that the homomorphisms
B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
E0 → B̂
(nm+1)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
E0
are (B̂
(nm)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S)Q-linear and the isomorphism 6.2.2.1 is D
†
X(
†Z)Q-linear.
Proof. See [Ber96b, 4.4.5 and 4.4.12].
Lemma 6.2.3. We suppose X affine. Let n ≥ m ≥ 0 be two integers. Let E be a coherent B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S-
module. Then E is B̂
(n)
X (Z)-coherent if and only if Γ(X,E) is a Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-module of finite type.
Proof. Since we have theorem of type A for coherent B̂
(n)
X (Z)-modules, then the B̂
(n)
X (Z)-coherence of E
implies that Γ(X,E) is a Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-module of finite type. Conversely, suppose Γ(X,E) is a Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-
module of finite type. Since we have theorem of type A for coherent B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S-modules, then the
canonical morphism
B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S ⊗Γ(X,B̂(n)
X
(Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S
)
Γ(X,E)→ E
is an isomorphism. Since Γ(X,E) is of finite type over Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S) and over Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z)), then
(taking inverse limits of the isomorphisms of the form [Ber96b, 2.3.5.2] we check that) the canonical morphism
B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗Γ(X,B̂(n)
X
(Z))
Γ(X,E)→
(
B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S
)
⊗
Γ(X,B̂
(n)
X
(Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S
)
Γ(X,E)
is an isomorphism.
Remark 6.2.4. Let E be a coherent B̂
(m0)
X (Z)Q-module. If E|Y is a locally projective OY,Q-module of finite
type, then for m ≥ m0 large enough, B̂
(m)
X (Z)Q⊗B̂(m0)
X
(Z)Q
E is a locally projective B̂
(m)
X (Z)Q-module of finite
type. Indeed, since OX(
†Z)Q → j∗OY,Q is faithfully flat (see [Ber96b, 4.3.10]), then OX(†Z)Q⊗
B̂
(m0)
X
(Z)Q
E is
a projective OX(
†Z)Q-module of finite type. We conclude using Proposition [Ber96b, 3.6.2].
Notation 6.2.5. Let MIC††(X, Z/K) be the category of coherent D†X(
†Z)Q-modules which are OX(
†Z)Q-
coherent. When Z is empty we remove it in the notation. We have the morphism of ringed spaces
sp: (XK , j
†OXK )→ (X,OX(
†Z)Q) induced by the specialization morphism. We get the inverse image functor
sp∗ by setting sp∗(E) := j†OXK ⊗sp−1O˜X,Q sp
−1(E), for any E ∈MIC††(X, Z/K).
In order to prove Berthelot’s Theorem 6.2.8, we need the following unpublished two Berthelot’s Lemmas
which complete Theorem 6.2.1.
Lemma 6.2.6. Let E(m) be a coherent D̂
(m)
Y/S,Q-module. We put for any m
′ ≥ m, E(m
′) := D̂
(m′)
Y/S,Q⊗D̂(m)
Y/S,Q
E(m), and E := D†
Y/S,Q ⊗D̂(m)
Y/S,Q
E(m).
If E is OY,Q-coherent, then for m
′ large enough the canonical homomorphism E(m
′) → E is an isomor-
phism.
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition [Ber96b, 3.6.2] and of 6.2.1.2.
Lemma 6.2.7. Let E be a coherent D†
Y/S,Q-module which is OY,Q-coherent, and
◦
E be a coherent D̂
(m)
Y/S-
module without p-torsion together with a D̂
(m)
Y/S,Q-linear isomorphism of the form E
∼
−→
◦
EQ. Then
◦
E is
OY-coherent, and this is a locally topologically nilpotent D̂
(m)
Y/S-module.
Proof. Since this is local, we can suppose Y affine and that Y/S has local coordinates t1, . . . , td. Let
∂1, . . . , ∂d be the induced derivations. Following 6.2.1, there exists a coherent D̂
(m+1)
Y/S -module F, coherent
over OY together with an isomorphism of D̂
(m+1)
Y/S,Q-modules FQ
∼
−→ E. Using [Ber96b, 3.4.4], we can suppose
F without p-torsion. We get a homomorphism
◦
E→
◦
EQ
∼
−→ FQ. Multiplying this homomorphism by a power
of p, we get the injective D̂
(m)
Y/S-linear homomorphism
◦
E →֒ F. Using 6.2.3 in the case where the divisor is
empty, we get the coherence of
◦
E over OY. Since F is OY-coherent, for r large enough we get p
rF →֒
◦
E →֒ F
whose composition is the canonical inclusion. For any x ∈ Γ(Y,
◦
E), for any k ∈ Nd, we get in Γ(Y,F) the
formula
∂<k>(m)x =
q
(m)
k !
q
(m+1)
k !
∂<k>(m+1)x,
and q
(m)
k !/q
(m+1)
k ! converges p-adically to 0 when |k| → ∞. Hence, we are done.
Theorem 6.2.8 (Berthelot). 1. The functors sp∗ and sp
∗ induce quasi-inverse equivalences of categories
between MIC†(Y,X,X/K) and MIC††(X, Z/K).
2. Let E be a coherent D†X(
†Z)Q-module. Then E ∈ MIC
††(X, Z/K) if and only if E|Y is OY,Q-coherent.
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Proof. Since this Berthelot’s proof is unpublished, let us give it below for the reader.
I) If E is an overconvergent isocrystal on (Y,X,X)/K, then following [Ber96b, 4.4.12], sp∗(E) is D
†
X(
†Z)Q-
coherent. Using 6.2.2.1, we get the OX(
†Z)Q-coherence of sp∗(E), i.e. sp∗(E) ∈MIC
††(X, Z/K). This yields
that the adjunction morphism sp∗sp∗(E)→ E is an isomorphism.
II.1) Let E be a coherent D†X(
†Z)Q-module such that E|Y is OY,Q-coherent. It remains to check that E is
in the essential image of sp∗. For n ≥ m, we set D̂
(m,n)
X/S (Z) := B̂
(n)
X (Z)⊗̂D̂
(m)
X/S, and D̂
(m)
X/S(Z) := D̂
(m,m)
X/S (Z).
For m0 large enough, there exists a coherent D̂
(m0)
X/S(Z)Q-module E
(m0) together with a D†X(
†Z)Q-linear iso-
morphism D†X(
†Z)Q ⊗
D̂
(m0)
X/S
(Z)
E(m0)
∼
−→ E (use [Ber96b, 3.6.2] and the isomorphism lim−→mD̂
(m)
X/S(Z)
∼
−→
D
†
X(
†Z)Q). There exists a coherent D̂
(m0)
X/S(Z)-module G
(m0) without p-torsion together with a D̂
(m0)
X/S(Z)Q-
linear isomorphism G
(m0)
Q
∼
−→ E(m0) (see [Ber96b, 3.4.5]). For any n ≥ m ≥ m0, we put G
(m,n) :=
D̂
(m,n)
X/S (Z) ⊗D̂(m0)
X/S
(Z)
G(m0)/p-torsion, G(m) := G(m,m). Following [Ber96b, 3.4.4], G(m,n) is D̂
(m,n)
X/S (Z)-
coherent. From 6.2.1, we get G
(m,n)
Q |Y
∼
−→ E|Y. From 6.2.7, this yields that G(m,n)|Y is OY-coherent.
II.2) We will now prove that for n large enough G(m,n) is B̂
(n)
X (Z)-coherent. Since this is local, we can
suppose X = Spf A is affine, there exist f ∈ A such that Z = SpecA/(f) and local coordinates t1, . . . , td ∈ A
of X/S. Let ∂1, . . . , ∂d be the induced derivations. Following 6.2.3, we reduce to check that for n large
enough, Γ(X,G(m,n)) is a Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-module of finite type.
PutD
(m)
X/S(Z) := D
(m)
X/S(Z)/πD
(m)
X/S(Z), G
(m) := G(m)/πG(m), and G(m,n) := G(m,n)/πG(m,n). Let x1, . . . , xr ∈
Γ(X,G(m0)) which generate G(m0) as D
(m0)
X/S (Z)-module.
Fix m ≥ m0. From Lemma 6.2.7, G(m)|Y is a nilpotent D
(m)
Y -module. Hence, there exists h ∈ N large
enough so that we get in Γ(Y,G(m)) the relation
∀i = 1, . . . , r, ∀j = 1, . . . , d, ∀l = 1, . . . ,m, (∂
[pl]
j )
h · xi = 0,
where by abuse of notation we still denote by xi (resp. (∂
[pl]
j )
h) the image of xi (resp. (∂
[pl]
j )
h) via the
canonical map Γ(X,G(m0)) → Γ(Y,G(m)) (resp. Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S) → Γ(Y,D
(m)
Y )). Hence, for nm > m large
enough, we get in Γ(X,G(m)) the relation
∀i = 1, . . . , r, ∀j = 1, . . . , d, ∀l = 1, . . . ,m, f
pnm
(∂
[pl]
j )
h · xi = 0.
Fix such nm. Since nm > m, then following [Ber96b, 2.2.6] f
pnm
is in the center of Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S). Let
P =
∏d
j=1
∏m
l=1(∂
[pl]
j )
hjl ∈ Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S) where hjl ∈ N. Since f
pnm
is in the center of Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S), if there
exist j0 and l0 such that hj0l0 ≥ h, then we have in Γ(X,G
(m)) the relation f
pnm
P · xi = 0, for any i.
Let x1, . . . , xr ∈ Γ(X,G(m0)) be some sections lifting respectively x1, . . . , xr. Let P =
∏d
j=1
∏m
l=1(∂
[pl]
j )
hjl ∈
Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S) where hjl ∈ N are such that there exist j0 and l0 satisfying hj0l0 ≥ h. Then, we get in Γ(X,G
(m))
the relation
∀i = 1, . . . , r, fp
nm
P · xi ∈ pΓ(X,G
(m)),
where by abuse of notation we still denote by xi the image of xi via the canonical map Γ(X,G
(m0)) →
Γ(X,G(m)). Let Tnm−1 ∈ B̂
(nm−1)
X (Z) be the element such that f
pnmTnm−1 = p. Since the B̂
(nm−1)
X (Z)-
module G(m,nm−1) has no π-torsion then it has no f -torsion. Hence, for such P , we get in Γ(X,G(m,nm−1)):
∀i = 1, . . . , r, P · xi ∈ Tnm−1Γ(X,G
(m,nm−1)).
Let y1, . . . , ys be the elements of the form
(∏d
j=1
∏m
l=1(∂
[pl]
j )
hjl
)
· xi where hjl ∈ {0, . . . , h− 1} for any j
and l (beware that these elements and their number depend on m). Following [Ber96b, 2.2.5], Γ(X,D
(m)
X/S) is
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generated as Γ(X,OX)-module (for its left or right structure) by the elements of the form
∏d
j=1
∏m
l=1(∂
[pl]
j )
hjl ,
where hjl ∈ N. Since x1, . . . , xr generate G(m0) as D
(m0)
X/S (Z)-module, then for any n ≥ nm−1, Γ(X,G
(m,n)) is
generated as Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-module by pΓ(X,G
(m,n)) and by the elements of the forms
(∏d
j=1
∏m
l=1(∂
[pl]
j )
hjl
)
·
xi where hjl ∈ N. Since Tnm−1 divides p, then we get
∀n ≥ nm − 1, Γ(X,G
(m,n)) =
s∑
i=1
Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z)) · yi + Tnm−1Γ(X,G
(m,n)).
By iteration, this yields
∀n ≥ nm − 1, Γ(X,G
(m,n)) =
s∑
i=1
Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z)) · yi + T
p
nm−1
Γ(X,G(m,n)).
For any n ≥ nm, we have T
p
nm−1
= pp−1Tnm . We get,
∀n ≥ nm, Γ(X,G
(m,n)) =
s∑
i=1
Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z)) · yi + pΓ(X,G
(m,n)).
Since Γ(X,G(m,n)) is p-adically separated and complete, this yields that Γ(X,G(m,n)) is generated as Γ(X, B̂
(n)
X (Z))-
module by y1, . . . , ys.
II.3) We can suppose that the sequence (nm)m is increasing. Set Em := G
(m,nm)
Q . Following II.2), the
D̂
(m,nm)
X/S (Z)Q-module Em is B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q-coherent. Since Em0 |Y
∼
−→ Em|Y is a coherentD
†
Y,Q-module which is
OY,Q-coherent, then it is locally projective of finite type over OY,Q. Hence, with the remark 6.2.4, increasing
m0 is necessary, we can suppose Em0 is a projective B̂
(nm0 )
X (Z)Q-module of finite type.
Following 6.2.2, it is sufficient to check that the canonical homomorphism
B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
Em0 → Em
is an isomorphism for any m ≥ m0. Fix m ≥ m0 and set Bm := Γ(X, B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q), Em := Γ(X,Em),
Em0,m := Γ(X, B̂
(nm)
X (Z)Q ⊗B̂(n0)
X
(Z)Q
Em0). We get the morphism Em0,m → Em of Bm-modules of finite
type.
Following the part II.2) and its notations, Γ(X,G(m,nm)) is generated as Γ(X, B̂
(nm)
X (Z))-module by
y1, . . . , ys. We remark that y1, . . . , ys ∈ Em0 . Hence, the morphism Em0,m → Em is surjective. After
applying Bm → Γ(Y,OY,Q) to the morphism Em0,m → Em, we get an isomorphism. Since Em0,m is a
projective Bm-module of finite type and since Bm → Γ(Y,OY,Q) is injective, we get the injectivity of
Em0,m → Em. We are done.
Proposition 6.2.9. Let E ∈ MIC††(X, Z/K).
1. If X is affine, then Γ(X,E) is a projectif Γ(X,OX(
†Z)Q)-module of finite type.
2. The object E is a locally projective OX(
†Z)Q-module of finite type.
3. We have E = 0 if and only if there exists an open dense subset U of X such that E|U = 0.
Proof. 1) Following 6.2.1, E|Y is a locally projective OY,Q-module of finite type. Suppose X affine. Then
Y is affine and Γ(Y,E) is a projective Γ(Y,OY,Q)-module of finite type. Using theorem of type A concern-
ing coherent OX(
†Z)Q-modules, Γ(Y,OX(
†Z)Q) ⊗Γ(X,OX(†Z)Q) Γ(X,E) → Γ(Y,E) is an isomorphism. Since
Γ(Y,OX(
†Z)Q) = Γ(Y,OY,Q), since Γ(X,OX(
†Z)Q) → Γ(Y,OY,Q) is faithfully flat (this is checked in the
proof of [Ber96b, 4.3.10]), then this implies that Γ(X,E) is a projectif Γ(X,OX(
†Z)Q)-module of finite type.
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2) Since E is a coherent OX(
†Z)Q-module, then using theorem of type A, the second assertion is a
consequence of the first one.
3) Since the third part is local in X, we can suppose X is affine and that E is a direct summand (in
the category of coherent OX(
†Z)Q-modules) of a free OX(
†Z)Q-module L of finite type. Suppose E|U = 0.
Replacing U by a smaller open subset, we reduce to the case where U is a principal open subset (i.e. given
by a global section of X). Since Γ(X,L) → Γ(U,L) is injective, we get Γ(X,E) = 0. Using theorem of type
A, this yields that E = 0. The converse is obvious.
Proposition 6.2.10. We set DX(
†Z)Q := OX,Q(
†Z) ⊗OX,Q DX/S,Q. Let E ∈ MIC
††(X, Z/K). Then E is
DX(
†Z)Q-coherent and the canonical morphism
E→ D†X(
†Z)Q ⊗DX(†Z)Q E (6.2.10.1)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We can copy the proof of [Car05, 2.2.7].
Notation 6.2.11. 1. Similarly to 1.2.1, we denote by M(O
(•)
Y ) the category of O
(•)
Y -modules. We get a
canonical functor cst : M(OY)→M(O
(•)
Y ) defined by F 7→ F
(•) so that F(m) → F(m+1) is the identity
of F. Since this functor is exact, this yields the t-exact functor cst : D(OY) → D(O
(•)
Y ). Similarly
to 1.2.1, we define the notion of ind-isogenies (resp. of lim-ind-isogenies) of M(O
(•)
Y ). Similarly to
1.3.2, we define the category LM−−→Q,coh(O
(•)
Y ). We remark that LM−−→Q,coh(O
(•)
Y ) is the subcategory of
LM−−→Q(O
(•)
Y ) consisting in objects which are locally isomorphic to an object of the form cst(G) where G
is a coherent OY-module (use analogous versions of [Car16b, 2.1.7 and 2.2.2]).
2. Following notation 6.2.5, we denote by MIC††(Y/V) the category of D†
Y/S,Q-modules which are also
OY,Q-coherent. Recall these objects are necessarilyD
†
Y,Q-coherent, and OY,Q-locally projective of finite
type. We denote by MIC(•)(Y/V) the full subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y/S) consisting in objects E
(•)
such that lim−→E
(•) are OY,Q-coherent.
Remark 6.2.12. Let E ∈ MIC††(Y/V). Let D˜ := D†Y,Q or D˜ := D̂
(m)
Y,Q. Let D := DY,Q or D := D̂
(0)
Y,Q. By
using the isomorphisms of 6.2.1.2b, we check that both morphisms E→ D˜⊗DE→ E are isomorphisms. This
yields that the first morphism is in fact D˜-linear. Hence, if F is a D˜-module, then any D-linear morphism
E→ F is necessarily D˜-linear.
Lemma 6.2.13. Let F(m) be a coherent D̂
(m)
Y -module et f : F
(m) → F(m) be a V-linear morphism such that
fQ : F
(m)
Q → F
(m)
Q is equal to p
N id for some N ∈ N. Then, for N ′ ∈ N large enough, we have pN
′
f = pN
′+N id.
Proof. Since X is quasi-compact and F(m) is a coherent D̂
(m)
Y -module, then the p-torsion part of F
(m) is
killed by some power of p. Hence, we are done.
Proposition 6.2.14. Let E ∈ MIC††(Y/V). Let F(0) be a D̂
(0)
Y -module, coherent over OY together with
an isomorphism of D̂
(0)
Y,Q-modules of the form F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ E. For any m ∈ N, let G(m) be the quotient of
D̂
(m)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) by its p-torsion part. The following conditions are satisfies.
1. The module G(m) is OY-coherent.
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2. The first (resp. second) canonical morphism
F(0) → D̂
(m)
Y ⊗D̂(0)
Y
F(0) → G(m)
is an isogeny in the category of D̂
(0)
Y -modules (resp. of coherent D̂
(m)
Y -modules).
3. D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) ∈ MIC(•)(Y/V) and lim−→ (D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0))
∼
−→ E.
Proof. 1) Following 6.2.12, the canonical morphism E→ D̂
(m)
Y,Q⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
E is an isomorphism of D̂
(m)
Y,Q-modules.
The isomorphism F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ E of D̂
(0)
Y,Q-modules induces the last isomorphism of D̂
(m)
Y,Q-modules G
(m)
Q
∼
−→
D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
E. Using 6.2.7, this yields G(m) is OY-coherent.
2) a) Let us denote by α(m) : D̂
(m)
Y ⊗D̂(0)
Y
F(0) → G(m) the canonical epimorphism of coherent D̂
(m)
Y -
modules. Since α(m) is a morphism of coherent D̂
(m)
Y -modules which is an isomorphism after tensoring by
Q, then this is an isogeny in the category of D̂
(m)
Y -modules (use [Ber96b, 3.4.5]).
b) Let ι(m) : F(0) → D̂
(m)
Y ⊗D̂(0)
Y
F(0) be the canonical morphism. It remains to check that ι(m) is an
isogeny. Using 2a) in the case m = 0, we get a morphism β(0) : G(0) → F(0) of coherent D̂
(0)
Y -modules such
that α(0) ◦ β(0) = pN id and β(0) ◦ α(0) = pN id for some integer N . Since the canonical morphism E →
D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
E is an isomorphism, then the canonical morphism G
(0)
Q → D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
G
(0)
Q is an isomorphism.
Since the canonical morphism D̂
(m)
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
G
(0)
Q → G
(m)
Q is an isomorphism, this yields by composition that
the canonical D̂
(0)
Y -linear morphism G
(0) → G(m) is an isomorphism after tensoring by Q. Let us denote
by γ(m) : G(0) → G(m) this morphism and by γ
(m)
Q : G
(0)
Q
∼
−→ G
(m)
Q the induced isomorphism. Since γ
(m)
is D̂
(0)
Y -linear (and then OY-linear), since G
(m) is OY-coherent and G
(0) has no p-torsion, then, for N ′
large enough, pN
′
(γ
(m)
Q )
−1 induces the morphism δ(m) : G(m) → G(0) of D̂
(0)
Y -modules. We get κ
(m) :=
β(0) ◦ δ(m) ◦ α(m) : D̂
(m)
Y ⊗D̂(0)
Y
F(0) → F(0). Using the Lemma 6.2.13, increasing N or N ′ if necessary in
the construction of κ(m), we get ι(m) ◦ κ(m) = pN+N
′
id and κ(m) ◦ ι(m) = pN+N
′
id. Hence, this morphism
ι(m) : F(0) → G(m) is an isogeny in the category of D̂
(0)
Y -modules.
3) Finally lim−→ (D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0))
∼
−→ D†
Y/S,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
,Q
F
(0)
Q . Following the first part, the canonical
morphism F
(0)
Q → D
†
Y/S,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
,Q
F
(0)
Q is an isomorphism. We endow F
(0)
Q with the structure of D
†
Y/S,Q-
module making D†
Y/S,Q-linear the isomorphism F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ E. Following the remark 6.2.12, this yields that the
canonical isomorphism F
(0)
Q → D
†
Y/S,Q⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
,Q
F
(0)
Q is in fact D
†
Y/S,Q-linear. Hence, we get the isomorphism
D
†
Y/S,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
,Q
F
(0)
Q
∼
−→ E of MIC††(Y/V).
Corollary 6.2.15. Let E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q(D̂
(•)
Y/S). The object E
(•) belongs to MIC(•)(Y/V) if and only if the
following condition is satisfied: There exists a D̂
(0)
Y/S-module F
(0), coherent over OY such that D̂
(•)
Y/S⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) is isomorphic in LM−−→Q(D̂
(•)
Y/S) to E
(•) and such that the canonical morphism cst(F(0))→ D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) is an ind-isogeny in M(O
(•)
Y ). Moreover, when E
(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Y/V), we can choose such F(0) without
p-torsion.
Proof. Let E := lim−→E
(•) be the corresponding D†
Y/S,Q-module. If such F
(0) exists, then E is in particular
OY,Q-coherent and then by definition E
(•) ∈MIC(•)(Y/V). Conversely, suppose E(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Y/V). Then
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E is a D†
Y/S,Q-module which is also OY,Q-coherent. Using 6.2.1, there exists a coherent D̂
(0)
Y/S-module F
(0)
without p-torsion, coherent over OY together with an isomorphism of D̂
(0)
Y,Q-modules E
∼
−→ F
(0)
Q . Hence, we
conclude by using 6.2.14.
6.2.16. Let f : Y′ → Y be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. Let E(•) ∈ M(D̂
(•)
Y/S). We set
f
∗(m)
alg (E
(m)) := D̂
(m)
Y′→Y/S⊗f−1D̂(m)
Y/S
f−1E(m). We denote by f
∗(•)
alg (E
(•)) := D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S⊗f−1D̂(•)
Y/S
f−1E(•) the
object of M(D̂
(•)
Y′/S) whose transition morphisms are f
∗(m)
alg (E
(m)) → f
∗(m+1)
alg (E
(m+1)). By left deriving the
functor f
∗(•)
alg , this yields the functor Lf
∗(•)
alg : D
−(D̂
(•)
Y/S) → D
−(D̂
(•)
Y′/S), defined by setting Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) :=
D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S ⊗
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) for any F(•) ∈ D−(D̂
(•)
Y/S). Since it preserves lim-ind-isogenies, this induces
the functor Lf
∗(•)
alg : LD−→
−
Q (D̂
(•)
Y/S)→ LD−→
−
Q (D̂
(•)
Y′/S).
Following notation 3.1.2, we set Lf∗(•)(F(•)) := D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S⊗̂
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•), for any F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
Y/S).
We get the morphism Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) → Lf∗(•)(F(•)) (beware the notation is slightly misleading since Lf∗(•)
is not necessarily the left derived functor of a functor).
Lemma 6.2.17. Let f : Y′ → Y be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. We have the following
properties.
1. Let F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
Y/S). The canonical morphism
O
(•)
Y′ ⊗̂
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) → D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S⊗̂
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•)
is an isomorphism.
2. Let F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y/S). The canonical morphism
Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) := D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S ⊗
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) → D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S⊗̂
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) =: Lf∗(•)(F(•))
is an isomorphism.
3. Let G(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(O
(•)
Y ). Then, the canonical morphism
O
(•)
Y′ ⊗
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1G(•) → O
(•)
Y′ ⊗̂
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1G(•)
is an isomorphism of LD−→
b
Q,coh(O
(•)
Y′ ).
Proof. This is left to the reader and easy (hint : to check 1) use [Ber96b, 2.3.5.2], and the proof of 2) and
3) is identical to that of [Ber02, 3.4.2.2]).
Proposition 6.2.18. Let f : Y′ → Y be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes.
1. Let E ∈ MIC††(Y/V). Then the canonical last morphism
OY′,Q ⊗f−1OY/S,Q f
−1
E
∼
←− OY′,Q ⊗
L
f−1OY/S,Q
f−1E→ D†Y′→Y,Q ⊗
L
f−1D†
Y/S,Q
f−1E
is an isomorphism. Hence, we can set f∗(E) := D†Y′→Y,Q ⊗f−1D†
Y/S,Q
f−1E without ambiguity. We
have also f∗(E) ∈MIC††(Y′/V).
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2. Let F be a D̂
(m)
Y -module, coherent over OY. Then the morphisms
OY′⊗f−1OY/S f
−1F → OY′⊗̂f−1OY/Sf
−1F → D̂
(m)
Y′→Y/S⊗̂f−1D̂(m)
Y/S
f−1F ← D̂
(m)
Y′→Y/S⊗f−1D̂(m)
Y/S
f−1F
are isomorphisms. Hence, we can set f∗(F) := D̂
(m)
Y′→Y/S⊗f−1D̂(m)
Y/S
f−1F without ambiguity. Moreover,
f∗(F) is a D̂
(m)
Y′ -module, coherent over OY′ .
Proof. 1) Following 6.2.15, there exists E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y/S)∩LD−→Q,coh(O
(•)
Y/S) such that lim−→(E
(•))
∼
−→ E.
By applying Lemma 6.2.17, this yields that the canonical morphism
O
(•)
Y′ ⊗
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1E(•) → D̂
(•)
Y′→Y/S ⊗
L
f−1D̂
(•)
Y/S
f−1E(•)
is an isomorphism. By applying the functor lim−→, we get the desired isomorphism. Since f
∗(E) is OY′,Q-
coherent, this yields f∗(E) ∈MIC††(Y′/V).
2) Since F is both D̂
(m)
Y -coherent and OY-coherent, the first and the last morphisms are isomorphisms.
Since the modulo πn+1 reduction of the middle morphism is an isomorphism for any n ∈ N (see [Ber96b,
2.3.5.2]), since this is a morphism of separated complete modules for the p-adic topology, this implies that
the middle morphism is an isomorphism.
Proposition 6.2.19. Let f : Y′ → Y be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. Let F(0) be a D̂
(0)
Y/S-
module, coherent over OY and such that the canonical morphism cst(F
(0)) → D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) =: F(•) is
an ind-isogeny in M(O
(•)
Y ). For any m ∈ N, let G
(m) be the quotient of D̂
(m)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) by its p-torsion
part.
1. The canonical morphism cst(f∗(F(0)))→ D̂
(•)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f∗(F(0)) is an ind-isogeny of M(O
(•)
Y′ ).
2. The canonical morphisms f
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) → f
∗(•)
alg (G
(•)), and D̂
(•)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f∗(F(0)) → f
∗(•)
alg (G
(•)) are
ind-isogenies of M(D̂
(•)
Y′/S).
3. The canonical morphisms Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) → Lf∗(•)(F(•)) and Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) → f
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) are isomor-
phisms of LD−→
b
Q(D̂
(•)
Y′/S).
Proof. 1) Following 6.2.15, F(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Y/V). Set F := lim−→F
(•) ∈MIC††(Y/V). By applying the functor
lim−→ to the canonical morphism cst(F
(0))→ D̂
(•)
Y/S⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) =: F(•), we check that the canonical morphism
F
(0)
Q → D
†
Y,Q ⊗D̂(0)
Y,Q
F
(0)
Q is an isomorphism. Via this isomorphism, we can view F
(0)
Q as an object of
MIC††(Y/V). This yields that f∗(F(0)) is a D̂
(0)
Y′ -module, coherent over OY′ and such that
(
f∗(F(0))
)
Q
∼
−→
f∗(F
(0)
Q ) (see both notation 6.2.18.1 and 6.2.18.2) is an object of MIC
††(Y′/V). Hence, via 6.2.14, we get
the first statement.
2) Since F(•) → G(•) is an ind-isogeny of M(D̂
(•)
Y/S), then f
∗(•)
alg (F
(•)) → f
∗(•)
alg (G
(•)) is an isogeny of
M(D̂
(•)
Y′/S). We have the commutative diagram with canonical morphisms
f∗(F(0)) //
∼

D̂
(m)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f∗(F(0)) //
∼

f∗(G(m))
∼

f
∗(0)
alg (F
(0)) // D̂(m)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f
∗(0)
alg (F
(0)) // f∗(m)alg (G
(m)).
(6.2.19.1)
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Following 6.2.18.2, the vertical arrows are isomorphisms. From the first statement, the left horizontal arrows
are isogenies of OY′-modules. Since F
(0) → G(m) are also isogenies, then the morphisms of the diagram
6.2.19.1 become isomorphisms after tensoring by Q. Since D̂
(m)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f∗(F(0)) → f
∗(m)
alg (G
(m)) is a
morphism of coherent D̂
(m)
Y′/S-modules, this yields the second statement.
3) By using 6.2.17, since F(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(O
(•)
Y ) and F
(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y/S), three arrows of the diagram
Lf
∗(•)
alg (F
(•))
∼ // Lf∗(•)(F(•))
O
(•)
Y′ ⊗
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•)
OO
∼ // O(•)Y′ ⊗̂
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•)
∼
OO
are isomorphisms. Hence so is the forth. It remains to check that the canonical morphism O
(•)
Y′ ⊗
L
f−1O
(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) → O
(•)
Y′ ⊗f−1O(•)
Y/S
f−1F(•) is an isomorphism. Since this is a morphism in LD−→
b
Q,coh(O
(•)
Y′ ), we reduce
to check it after applying the functor lim−→, which is a consequence of the flatness as OY,Q-module of an object
of MIC††(Y/V).
Corollary 6.2.20. Let f : Y′ → Y be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. Let E(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Y/V),
and E := lim−→E
(•) ∈ MIC††(Y/V).
1. Lf∗(•)(E(•)) ∈MIC(•)(Y′/V) (i.e. is isomorphic to such an object) and lim−→Lf
∗(•)(E(•))
∼
−→ f∗(E).
2. Choose a D̂
(0)
Y/S-module F
(0), coherent over OY such that D̂
(•)
Y/S⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) is isomorphic in LM−−→Q(D̂
(•)
Y/S)
to E(•) and such that the canonical morphism cst(F(0)) → D̂
(•)
Y/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y/S
F(0) is an ind-isogeny in
M(O
(•)
Y ). Then Lf
∗(•)(E(•))
∼
−→ D̂
(•)
Y′/S ⊗D̂(0)
Y′/S
f∗(F(0)).
6.3 Commutation of sp
∗
with duality, inverse images and glueing isomorphisms
Let X be a smooth log formal scheme over S. Let Z be a divisor of X , Y be the open subset of X com-
plementary to the support of Z, and j : Y →֒ X the open immersion. Let E ∈ Isoc†(Y,X,X/K). Let
EX ∈ MIC
†(Y,X,X/K) its realization on the frame (Y,X,X) and E := sp∗(EX). We have the equali-
ties Dbcoh(OX(
†Z)Q) = Dparf(OX(
†Z)Q), D
b
coh(DX/S(
†Z)Q) = Dparf(DX/S(
†Z)Q), and D
b
coh(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q) =
Dparf(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q) (this is [NH07]). We get E ∈ Dparf(OX(†Z)Q), E ∈ Dparf(DX/S(
†Z)Q) and E ∈ Dparf(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q).
Notation 6.3.1. For any F ∈ Dbcoh(DX/S(
†Z)Q), we set D
alg
Z (F) = RHomDX/S(†Z)Q(F, DX/S(
†Z)Q ⊗OX
ω−1
X/S)[dX ] and F
∨ = RHomOX(†Z)Q(F, OX,Q(
†Z)). For any G ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q), we set DZ(G) =
RHom
D
†
X/S
(†Z)Q
(G, D†
X/S(
†Z)Q ⊗OX ω
−1
X/S)[dX ].
Proposition 6.3.2. There exists a canonical isomorphism
θ : DalgZ (OX(
†Z)Q)⊗
L
OX(†Z)Q
E∨
∼
−→ DalgZ (E).
Proof. This is [Car05, 2.2.1].
Lemma 6.3.3. (i) OX,Q(
†Z) ∈ Dparf(DX/S(
†Z)Q).
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(ii) We have the canonical isomorphism:
D
alg
Z (OX(
†Z)Q)
∼
−→ OX(
†Z)Q. (6.3.3.1)
Proof. This is [Car09b, 5.20].
Remark 6.3.4. From 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.2, we get the isomorphism E∨
∼
−→ DalgZ (E).
Proposition 6.3.5. We have the isomorphisms
sp∗HomOX,Q(†Z)(E,OX,Q(
†Z))
∼
−→ Homj†OXK (sp
∗E, j†OXK ) (6.3.5.1)
HomOX,Q(†Z)(sp∗E,OX,Q(
†Z))
∼
−→ sp∗(Homj†OXK (E, j
†OXK )). (6.3.5.2)
Proof. This is similar to [Car05, 2.2.7].
6.3.6. Consider the following morphism:
ρ†Z : D
alg
Z (E)→ D
†
X(
†Z)Q ⊗DX(†Z)Q D
alg
Z (E)
∼
−→ DZ(D
†
X(
†Z)Q ⊗DX(†Z)Q E)→ DZ(E).
Since E is locally projective of finite type over OX,Q(
†Z), the morphism HomOX,Q(†Z)(E, OX,Q(
†Z)) →
RHomOX,Q(†Z)(E, OX,Q(
†Z)) = E∨ is an isomorphism. Using 6.3.5.2, this yields E∨ ∈ MIC††(Y,X,X/K).
Since E∨
∼
−→ DalgZ (E) (see 6.3.4), via 6.2.10.1 we check that ρ
†
Z is an isomorphism.
6.3.7. Let θ† : DalgZ (OX(
†Z)Q) ⊗OX(†Z)Q E
∨ ∼−→ DalgZ (E) be the isomorphism making commutative the
following diagram:
D
alg
Z (OX(
†Z)Q)⊗OX(†Z)Q E
∨ θ
∼
//
ρ†Z⊗id∼

D
alg
Z (E)
ρ†Z∼

DZ(OX(
†Z)Q)⊗OX(†Z)Q E
∨ θ
†
∼
// DZ(E)
6.3.8. From 6.3.3.1 and 6.3.6, we get the isomorphism DZ(OX(
†Z)Q)
∼
−→ OX(†Z)Q. Hence, the isomorphism
θ† induces the following one E∨
∼
−→ DZ(E).
Theorem 6.3.9. We have the canonical isomorphism in MIC††(X, Z/K)
sp∗(E
∨)
∼
−→ DZ(E). (6.3.9.1)
Proof. This is straightforward from 6.3.5 and 6.3.8.
6.3.10. Let u : X′ → X be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes such that Z ′ := u−10 (Z) is the support of
a divisor of X ′, and Y′ := X′ \Z ′. This yields the morphism of smooth frames f := (b, a, u) : (Y ′, X ′,X′)→
(Y,X,X). If this do not cause too much confusion, we will simply write u∗K instead of f
∗
K . Let EX ∈
MIC†(Y,X,X/K). Let E ∈ MIC††(X, Z/K) (see Notation 6.2.5). Following Theorem 6.2.8, the functors sp∗
and sp∗ induce quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between MIC†(Y,X,X/K) and MIC††(X, Z/K). We
have the functor u![−dX′/X ] : MIC
††(X, Z/K) → MIC††(X′, Z ′/K) which is compatible with u∗K , i.e. there
exist canonical isomorphisms respectively of MIC††(X ′,X′, Z ′/K) and MIC†(Y ′, X ′,X′/K) of the form
sp∗u
∗
K(EX)
∼
−→ u!sp∗(EX)[−dX′/X ], u
∗
Ksp
∗(E)
∼
−→ sp∗u!(E)[−dX′/X ]. (6.3.10.1)
Moreover, these isomorphisms are transitive with respect to the composition of morphisms (see [Car09a,
2.4.1]).
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Proposition 6.3.11. With the notation 6.3.10, let u′ : X′ → X be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes
such that u′0 = u0. Then, the following diagrams
sp∗u
′∗
K(E)[dX′/X ]
sp∗(ǫu, u′ )
∼
//
∼ 6.3.10.1
sp∗u
∗
K(E)[dX′/X ]
∼ 6.3.10.1
u′!sp∗(E)
τu,u′
∼
// u!sp∗(E),
u′∗Ksp
∗(E)[dX′/X ]
ǫu, u′
∼
//
∼ 6.3.10.1
u∗Ksp
∗(E)[dX′/X ]
∼ 6.3.10.1
sp∗u′!(E)
sp∗(τu,u′)
∼
// u!sp∗(E),
where the glueing isomorphisms ǫu,u′ and τu,u′ are that of 6.1.3.1 and 5.2.2.1, are commutative.
Proof. This follows from the fact that both glueing isomorphisms ǫu,u′ and τu,u′ are built similarly using
some factorization via the closed imbedding (u, u′) : X′ →֒ (X)(n) where (X)(n) is the nth infinitesimal
neighborhood of the diagonal immersion X →֒ X ×S X.
6.4 Construction of the functor sp+
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let u0 : X → P be a closed immersion of smooth schemes over
S. Let T be a divisor of P such that Z := T ∩X is a divisor of X . We set Y := X \Z. Choose (Pα)α∈Λ an
open affine covering of P and let us use the corresponding notation of 5.3 (which are compatible with that
of 6.1.4).
Notation 6.4.1. We denote by MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) the full subcategory of Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) whose
objects ((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) are such that, for all α ∈ Λ, Eα is OXα(
†Zα)Q-coherent.
Lemma 6.4.2. We have the canonical functor sp∗ : MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)→ MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K).
Proof. This is checked in [Car09a, 2.5.9.i)]. Let us at least recall its construction. Let ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ) ∈
MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K). Let θαβ be the isomorphism making commutative the diagram
sp∗p
αβ!
1K (Eα) ∼
6.3.10.1// pαβ!1 sp∗(Eα)
sp∗p
αβ!
2K (Eβ) ∼
6.3.10.1//
sp∗ηαβ ∼
OO
pαβ!2 sp∗(Eβ).
θαβ
OO
(6.4.2.1)
Using 6.3.11, we check that sp∗((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ) := ((sp∗Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) is functorially an object
of MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K).
Lemma 6.4.3. We have the canonical functor sp∗ : MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)→ MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K).
Proof. This is checked in [Car09a, 2.5.9.i)]. The construction is similar to that of 6.4.2.
Proposition 6.4.4. The functors sp∗ and sp
∗ are quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between the cat-
egory MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) and MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K).
Proof. The proof is [Car09a, 2.5.9]. For any object ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ) of MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K), we have
first checked that the adjunction isomorphisms sp∗sp∗(Eα)
∼
−→ Eα commute with glueing data. Similarly, for
any object ((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) ofMIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) the adjunction isomorphisms Eα
∼
−→ sp∗sp
∗(Eα)
commute with glueing data.
Notation 6.4.5. We denote by MIC††(X,P, T/K) the full subcategory of Coh(X,P, T/K) whose objects
E satisfy the following condition: for any affine open formal subscheme P′ of P, for any morphism of formal
schemes v : Y′ →֒ P′ which reduces modulo π to the closed imbedding Y ∩ P ′ →֒ P ′, the sheaf v!(E|P′) is
OY′,Q-coherent. When T is empty, we remove it in the notation. Finally, according to notation 6.2.5, when
X = P , we remove X in the notation.
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6.4.6. The functors u!0 and u0+ constructed in respectively 5.3.5 and 5.3.6 induce quasi-inverse equivalence
of categories between MIC††(X,P, T/K) and MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K), i.e., we have the commutative diagram
MIC††(X,P, T/K) 
 //
∼=u!0

Coh(X,P, T/K)
∼=u!0

MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)

 //
∼= u0+
OO
Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K).
∼= u0+
OO
(6.4.6.1)
Notation 6.4.7. We get the canonical equivalence of categories sp+ : Isoc
†(Y,X,P/K) ∼= MIC††(X,P, T/K)
by composition of the equivalences Isoc†(Y,X,P/K) ∼= MIC†(Y,X,P/K)
∼
−→
u∗0K
MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)
∼
−→
sp∗
MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)
∼
−→
u0+
MIC††(X,P, T/K).
7 Differential coherence of OX(
†Z)Q when Z is a divisor
7.1 Local cohomology with support in a smooth closed subscheme of the con-
stant coefficient
7.1.1. Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let u0 : X →֒ P be a closed immersion of smooth schemes
over S purely of codimension r. Let T be a divisor of P such that Z := T ∩ X is a divisor of X . We set
U := P \ T , Y := X \ Z, v0 : Y → U be the morphism induced by u0. Choose (Pα)α∈Λ an open affine
covering of P and let us use the corresponding notation of 5.3 (which are compatible with that of 6.1.4).
1. Denoting by f := (v0, u0, id) : (Y,X,P)→ (U, P,P) the morphism of frames, we get the inverse image
f∗K = |]X[P : MIC
†(U, P,P/K) → MIC†(Y,X,P/K) (see notation 6.1.2.1). Hence, we get the functor
u∗0K ◦ |]X[P : MIC
†(U, P,P/K)→ MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) (see 6.1.6).
2. Similarly to the construction of u!0 : Coh(X,P, T/K) → Coh((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) of 5.3.5, we can define
the functor u∗0 : MIC
††(P, T/K) → MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K) as follows. Let E ∈ MIC
††(P, T/K), i.e. a
coherent D†P(
†T )Q which is also OP(
†T )Q-coherent. We set Eα := u
∗
α(E|Pα) := H
−ru!α(E|Pα)
∼
−→
u!α(E|Pα)[−r]. Then Eα is a coherent D
†
Xα
(†Zα)Q-module, which is also OXα(
†Zα)Q-coherent. Via
the isomorphisms of the form τ (5.2.2.1), we obtain the glueing D†Xαβ (
†Zαβ)Q-linear isomorphism
θαβ : p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (Eα), satisfying the cocycle condition: θ
αβγ
13 = θ
αβγ
12 ◦ θ
αβγ
23 .
Proposition 7.1.2. With the notation 7.1.1, we have the canonical isomorphism
sp∗ ◦ u
∗
0K ◦ |]X[P
∼
−→ u∗0 ◦ sp∗
of functors MIC†(U, P,P/K)→ MIC††(X,P, T/K).
Proof. Using 6.3.11, we check that glueing data are compatible.
For the reader, let us recall the differential coherence of OP(
†T )Q when T is a strict NCD.
Proposition 7.1.3 (Berthelot). Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let T be a strict NCD of P .
Let x ∈ P . Choose an open affine formal subscheme U of P such that there exist local coordinates t1, . . . , td
satisfying t1, . . . , tr ∈ Γ(U,OU) with r ≤ d, and T ∩ U = V (t1 · · · tr) where t1, . . . , tr is image of t1, . . . , tr in
Γ(U,OU ). We have the exact sequence
(D†
U/S,Q)
d ψ−→ D†
U/S,Q
φ
−→ OU(
†T ∩ U)Q → 0, (7.1.3.1)
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where φ(P ) = P · (1/t1 · · · tr), and ψ is defined by
ψ(P1, . . . , Pd) =
r∑
i=1
Pi∂iti +
d∑
i=r+1
Pi∂i. (7.1.3.2)
Proof. See [Ber90, 4.3.2].
Notation 7.1.4. Before defining local cohomology in the context of quasi-coherent complexes (see 8.2), we
will need to focus on the case of a smooth closed subscheme for the constant coefficient as follows. We will
see via 8.2.2 that both local cohomology are canonically compatible, which justifies using the same notation.
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let X be a smooth closed subscheme of P and jX : P \X → P be
the open immersion. We set (†X)(OP,Q) := Rsp∗j
†
X(OPK ) and RΓ
†
XOP,Q := Rsp∗Γ
†
X(OPK ). By definition,
RΓ†XOP,Q is the local cohomology with support in X of OP,Q. The exact sequence 0 → Γ
†
X(j
†OPK ) →
j†OPK → j
†
X(j
†OPK )→ 0 induces the exact triangle
RΓ†XOP,Q → OP,Q → (
†X)(OP,Q)→ RΓ
†
XOP,Q[1]. (7.1.4.1)
For any integer i ∈ Z, we set H†iX(OP,Q) := H
iRΓ†XOP,Q.
Proposition 7.1.5 (Berthelot). Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let u : X → P be a closed
immersion of smooth schemes over S purely of codimension r.
1. (†X)(OP,Q),RΓ
†
XOP,Q ∈ D
b
coh(D
†
P,Q), and H
†i
X(OP,Q) = 0 for any i 6= r.
2. Let x ∈ P . Choose an open affine formal subscheme U of P containing x such that there exist coordi-
nates t1, . . . , td ∈ Γ(U,OU) such that X ∩U = V (t1, . . . , tr) where r ≤ d and t1, . . . , tr are the image of
t1, . . . , tr in Γ(U,OU). We have the exact sequence
(D†
U/S,Q)
d ψ−→ D†
U/S,Q
φ
−→ H†rX∩U (OU,Q)→ 0, (7.1.5.1)
where φ(P ) = P · (1/t1 · · · tr), and ψ is defined by
ψ(P1, . . . , Pd) =
r∑
i=1
Piti +
d∑
i=r+1
Pi∂i. (7.1.5.2)
Proof. See [Ber90, 4.3.4].
7.1.6. With the notation 7.1.5, suppose, U = P. For i = 1, . . . , r, put Xi := V (ti), and Xi0,...,ik :=
Xi0 ∪ · · · ∪Xik (i.e. V (ti0 · · · tik) = Xi0,...,ik). Then (
†X)(OP,Q) is represented by the complex
d∏
i=1
OP(
†Xi)Q →
∏
i0<i1
OP(
†Xi0i1)Q → · · · → OP(
†X1...r)Q → 0, (7.1.6.1)
whose first term is at degree 0. This yields that RΓ†XOP,Q is represented by the complex
OP,Q →
d∏
i=1
OP(
†Xi)Q →
∏
i0<i1
OP(
†Xi0i1)Q → · · · → OP(
†X1...r)Q → 0, (7.1.6.2)
whose first term is at degree 0. Using 7.1.3, this is how Berthelot checked in [Ber90, 4.3.4] that RΓ†XOP,Q ∈
Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q).
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Corollary 7.1.7. Let u : X →֒ P be a closed immersion of smooth formal schemes over S.
1. We have u!(†X)(OP,Q) = 0, i.e. by applying the functor u
! to the canonical morphism RΓ†XOP,Q →
OP,Q, we get an isomorphism.
2. We have the isomorphisms RΓ†XOP,Q
∼
−→ u+u!(OP,Q)
∼
−→ u+(OX,Q)[dX/P ].
Proof. a) LetY be the open formal subscheme of P complementary toX . First we check that RΓ†XOP,Q|Y =
0. Since this is local, we can suppose with the notation of Proposition 7.1.5 that U = P. In that case,
we compute that the restriction to Y of the map ψ of the exact sequence 7.1.5.1 is surjective. Hence,
H
†r
X (OP,Q)|Y = 0 (or we can also compute the rth cohomological space of the complex 7.1.6.2).
b) Now, let us check that u!(†X)(OP,Q) = 0. Since this local, we can suppose with the notation of
Proposition 7.1.5 that U = P, and we use notation 7.1.6. Using the resolution 7.1.6.1 of (†X)(OP,Q), we
reduce to check Lu∗(†Xi0...ik)(OP,Q) = 0. Let ui : Xi →֒ P be the closed immersion of formal schemes
whose corresponding ideal is generated by ti. If we choose i ∈ {i0, . . . , ik}, then the multiplication by
ti : (
†Xi0...ik)(OP,Q)
ti−→ (†Xi0...ik)(OP,Q) is an isomorphism. Hence, Lu
∗
i (
†Xi0...ik)(OP,Q) = 0. This yields
Lu∗(†Xi0...ik)(OP,Q) = 0.
c) Hence, by applying the functor u! to the exact triangle 7.1.4.1, using part b) of the proof, we get the
isomorphism u!RΓ†XOP,Q
∼
−→ u!OP,Q. Since RΓ
†
XOP,Q has his support in X , we get from Theorem 5.1.1
the first isomorphism RΓ†XOP,Q
∼
−→ u+u!RΓ
†
XOP,Q
∼
−→ u+u!OP,Q.
Corollary 7.1.8. Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let X be a closed smooth k-subvariety of P
purely of codimension r. We have the isomorphism of Coh(X,P/K) of the form
sp+(O]X[P)
∼
−→ H†,rX OP,Q.
Proof. 0) Choose (Pα)α∈Λ an open affine covering of P and let us use the corresponding notation of 5.3
(which are compatible with that of 6.1.4). Choosing a finer covering if necessarily, we can suppose furthermore
that there exist local coordinates tα1, . . . , tαd ∈ Γ(Pα,OP) such that Xα = V (tα1, . . . , tαr).
1) Following 7.1.5, H†,rX OP,Q ∈ Coh(X,P/K) and H
†,r
X OP,Q
∼
−→ RΓ†XOP,Q[r]. By functoriality, we have
the commutative diagram
pαβ!2 u
!
β(RΓ
†
Xβ
OPβ ,Q)[−r]
∼τ

// pαβ!2 u
!
β(OPβ ,Q[−r])
∼τ

pαβ!1 u
!
α(RΓ
†
Xα
OPα,Q[−r]) // p
αβ!
1 u
!
α(OPα,Q[−r]),
where the horizontal morphisms are induced by RΓ†XOP,Q → OP,Q and where the vertical isomorphisms
are the canonical glueing ones (i.e. of the form 5.2.2.1). By applying H0, since the glueing isomorphisms
induced by OP,Q are the identity, we get the commutative diagram
pαβ!2 u
!
β(H
†,r
X OP,Q|Pβ)
∼τ

// OXαβ,Q
pαβ!1 u
!
α(H
†,r
X OP,Q|Pα)
// OXαβ ,Q,
(7.1.8.1)
where we omit indicating H0 to simplify notation. Set E := H†,rX OP,Q ∈ Coh(X,P/K), and Eα :=
H0u!α(E|Pα). We denote by θαβ : p
αβ!
2 (Eβ)
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (Eα), the glueing D
†
Xαβ
(†Zαβ)Q-linear isomorphism
(which is equal to the left one of 7.1.8.1).
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2) For i = 1, . . . , r, put Xαi := V (tαi), and Xαi0,...,ik := Xαi0 ∪ · · · ∪Xαik . Consider the diagram
OPα,Q
//

∏d
i=1 OPα(
†Xi)Q //

∏
i0<i1
OPα(
†Xi0i1)Q //

· · · //

OPα(
†X1...r)Q //

0

OPα,Q
// 0 // 0 // · · · // 0 // 0.
(7.1.8.2)
We denote by F•α the complex of the top of 7.1.8.2 such that F
0
α = OPα,Q. Then, F
•
α[r] is a left reso-
lution of E|Pα by coherent D
†
Pα
(†Tα)Q-modules which are OPα(
†Tα)Q-flat, and the canonical morphism
RΓ†XαOPα,Q → OPα,Q is represented by E|Pα[−r]
∼
←− F•α → OPα,Q, where the first arrow is a quasi-
isomorphism and the second one corresponds to the vertical morphism of complexes of 7.1.8.2. Hence,
using 5.2.3.b), we get the isomorphism E′α
∼
−→ Eα, where E′α := H
ru∗α(F
•
α). Then, we denote by θ
′
αβ :
pαβ!2 (E
′
β)
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (E
′
α), the glueing D
†
Xαβ
(†Zαβ)Q-linear isomorphism making commutative the diagram
pαβ!2 (E
′
β)
∼ //
∼θ′αβ

pαβ!2 (Eβ)
∼θαβ

pαβ!1 (E
′
α)
∼ // pαβ!1 (Eα).
(7.1.8.3)
Since θαβ satisfy the cocycle condition, then so are θ
′
αβ (this is just a matter of writing some commutative
cubes). Hence, u!0(E) is isomorphic to ((E
′
α)α∈Λ, (θ
′
αβ)α,β∈Λ).
3) For any s 6= 0, we have u∗α(F
s
α) = 0. Moreover, E
′
α = u
∗
α(F
0
α) = OXαβ,Q. Hence, by applying the
functor Lu∗α to F
•
α → OPα,Q we get the identity OXα,Q → OXα,Q. This yields that composing 7.1.8.1 with
7.1.8.3, we get a square whose morphisms are the identity of OXαβ,Q. In particular θ
′
αβ is the identity of
OXαβ,Q. By construction of the functor u
∗
0 (see 7.1.1) this means that ((E
′
α)α∈Λ, (θ
′
αβ)α,β∈Λ) = u
∗
0(OP,Q).
4) Using 2) and 3), we get the canonical isomorphism
u!0(H
†,r
X OP,Q)
∼
−→ u∗0(OP,Q)
of MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K). Using 7.1.2 and its notation, since sp∗(OPK ) = OP,Q, then we get sp+(O]X[P) =
u0+sp∗u
∗
0K(O]X[P)
∼
−→
7.1.2
u0+u
∗
0sp∗(OPK ) = u0+u
∗
0(OP,Q)
∼
−→ u0+u
!
0(H
†,r
X OP,Q)
∼
−→
5.3.7
H
†,r
X OP,Q.
7.2 Commutation of sp+ with duality
7.2.1. With notation 6.1.5, let ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ) ∈ MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K). The j
†OXαK -linear dual
of Eα is denoted by E
∨
α := Homj†OXαK (E, j
†OXαK ). Since the j
†O-linear dual commutes with pullbacks,
the inverse of the isomorphism (ηαβ)
∨ is canonically isomorphic to η∗αβ : p
αβ∗
2K ((Eβ)
∨)
∼
−→ pαβ∗1K ((Eα)
∨).
These isomorphisms satisfy the cocycle condition (for more details, see [Car09a, 4.3.1]). Hence, we get the
dual functor (−)∨ : MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) → MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K) defined by ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ)
∨ :=
(((Eα)
∨)α∈Λ, (η
∗
αβ)α,β∈Λ).
Let E ∈ MIC†(Y,X,P/K), and E∨ be its dual. We check the isomorphism
u∗0K(E
∨)
∼
−→ (u∗0K(E))
∨,
i.e. that the isomorphisms coming from the commutation of the dual with the pullbacks are compatible with
glueing data, which is easy.
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7.2.2. Let f : X′ → X be an open immersion of smooth formal schemes over S. Let Z be a divisor of X and
Z ′ := f−1(Z). Let E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
X(
†Z)Q). Following [Car09a, 3.2.8], we define the following isomorphism
ξ : f !D(E)
∼
−→ RHom
D
†
X′
(†Z′)Q
(f !(E), f !d(D
†
X(
†Z)Q ⊗OX ω
−1
X,Q))[dX ]
∼
−→ RHom
D
†
X′
(†Z′)Q
(f !(E), (D†X′ (
†Z ′)Q ⊗OX′ ω
−1
X′/S)t)[dX ]
∼
−→
β
Df !(E), (7.2.2.1)
where β is the transposition isomorphism exchanging both structures of leftD†X′(
†Z ′)Q-modules ofD
†
X′(
†Z ′)Q⊗OX′
ω−1
X′/S.
7.2.3. With notation 5.3, let ((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) ∈MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K). Via the isomorphisms 7.2.2.1,
the inverse of the isomorphism D(θαβ) is canonically isomorphic to θ
∗
αβ : p
αβ!
2 (D(Eβ))
∼
−→ pαβ!1 (D(Eα)).
These isomorphisms satisfy the cocycle condition (for more details, see [Car09a, 4.3.1]). Hence, we get the
dual functor
D : MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)→ MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)
defined by D((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) := ((D(Eα))α∈Λ, (θ
∗
αβ)α,β∈Λ).
7.2.4. With notation 5.3, let ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ) ∈ MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K). Following 6.3.9, we have the
canonical isomorphism sp∗(E
∨
α )
∼
−→ D(sp∗(Eα)) of MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K). These isomorphisms satisfy the
cocycle condition (for more details, see [Car09a, 4.3.1]). Hence, we get the isomorphism
sp∗(((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ)
∨)
∼
−→ D ◦ sp∗((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ).
7.2.5. With notation 5.3, let ((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ) ∈ MIC
††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K). From the relative duality
isomorphism (see 3.3.5), we have the isomorphism uα+ ◦D(Eα)
∼
−→ D ◦uα+(Eα) These isomorphisms satisfy
the cocycle condition (for more details, see [Car09a, 4.3.1]), i.e. we get the commutation isomorphism :
u0+ ◦ D((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ)
∼
−→ D ◦ u0+((Eα)α∈Λ, (θαβ)α,β∈Λ)).
Proposition 7.2.6. We keep notation 6.4. Let E ∈ MIC†(Y,X,P/K), and E∨ be its dual. We have the
functorial canonical isomorphism in E : sp+(E
∨)
∼
−→ D ◦ sp+(E).
Proof. Since sp+ = u0+ ◦ sp∗ ◦ u
∗
0K , the proposition is a consequence of 7.2.1, 7.2.4, and 7.2.5.
7.3 Differential coherence result
Lemma 7.3.1. Let V→ V′ be a finite morphism of complete discrete valuation rings of mixed characteristics
(0, p). We get the finite morphism S′ := Spf V′ → S. Let X be a smooth formal scheme over S, X′ :=
X×S S′, and f : X′ → X be the canonical projection. Let Z be a divisor of X and Z ′ := f−1(Z).
1. The canonical homomorphism D†
X′/S′ (
†Z ′)Q → D
†
X′→X/S′→S(
†Z ′)Q is an isomorphism. The composite
morphism f−1D†
X/S(
†Z)Q → D
†
X′→X/S′→S(
†Z ′)Q
∼
←− D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q is a homomorphism of rings.
Hence, if E is a coherent D†
X/S(
†Z)Q-module, then f
!
Z(E)
∼
−→ D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗f−1D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
f−1E,
where f !Z is the extraordinary inverse image of X
′ → X above S′ → S with overconvergent singularities
along Z, i.e. f !Z is the base change inverse image.
2. Suppose X is affine. Let E be a coherent D†
X/S(
†Z)Q-module. Then the canonical morphisms
V
′ ⊗V Γ(X,E)→ D
†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
Γ(X,E)→ Γ(X′, f !Z(E))
are isomorphisms. Moreover, D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q is a faithfully flat D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q-module for both left or right
structure.
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3. For any D†
X/S(
†Z)Q-module E, the canonical morphisms
f∗(E) := OX′ ⊗f−1OX f
−1E→ OX′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗f−1OX(†Z)Q f
−1E→ D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗f−1D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
f−1E
are isomorphisms.
4. Let φ : E′ → E be a morphism of OX-modules. Then φ is an isomorphism if and only if f∗(φ) is an
isomorphism.
Proof. 1) Let us prove the first assertion. Since this is local, we can suppose X is affine and X has local
coordinates t1, . . . , td over S. They induce local coordinates t
′
1, . . . , t
′
d of X
′/S′. We denote by ∂[k] (resp.
∂′[k]) the corresponding OX,Q basis (resp. OX′,Q basis) of DX/S,Q (resp. DX′/S′,Q). We compute the
canonical homomorphism V′⊗VD
†
X/S(
†Z)Q → D
†
X′→X/S′→S(
†Z ′)Q is an isomorphism. Via this isomorphism,
the morphism D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q → D
†
X′→X/S′→S(
†Z ′)Q corresponds to the morphism D
†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q → V′ ⊗V
D†
X/S(
†Z)Q sending ∂
′[k] to 1 ⊗ ∂[k], which is an isomorphism. Composing the inverse of this isomorphism
of left D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q-modules with the canonical homomorphism of rings D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q → V′ ⊗V D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q
given by P 7→ 1 ⊗ P , we get the homomorphisms D†
X/S(
†Z)Q → D
†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q. We check easily this is a
homomorphism of rings (e.g. see [Ber02, 2.2.2]).
2) a) Since E is a coherent D†
X/S(
†Z)Q-module and f
!
Z(E) is a coherent D
†
X′/S(
†Z ′)Q, then via the
corresponding theorems of type A the canonical morphisms D†
X/S(
†Z)Q ⊗D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
Γ(X,E) → E, and
D
†
X′/S(
†Z ′)Q ⊗D†
X′/S
(†Z′)Q
Γ(X′, f !Z(E)) → f
!
Z(E) are isomorphisms. This yields by associativity of tensor
products that the canonical morphism D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
Γ(X,E)→ Γ(X′, f !Z(E)) is an isomorphism.
b) By associativity of tensor products, to check the first isomorphism, we reduce to the case where
E = D†
X/S(
†Z)Q, which has already been checked. Since the homomorphism V → V′ is faithfully flat (e.g.
use [Bou61, I.3.5, Proposition 9 and III.5.2, Theorem 1]), then D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q is a faithfully flat D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q-
module for both left or right structure.
3) By associativity of tensor products, to check the third statement we reduce to the case where E =
D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q, which is easy.
4) Let us prove the forth assertion. Since V′ is a finite faithfully flat V-algebra, since V and V′ are complete
for the p-adic topology then V′ is a free V-module of finite type (e.g. use [Bou61, II.3.2, Proposition 5]). Let
U be an affine open subset of X and U′ := f−1(U). Then, Γ(U′,OX′) is also a free Γ(U,OX)-module of finite
type, and we can conclude.
Proposition 7.3.2. With notation 7.3.1, let E be a D†
X/S(
†Z)Q-coherent module. Then E is a coherent
D
†
X/S,Q-module if and only if f
!
Z(E) is a coherent D
†
X′/S′,Q-module.
Proof. 1) Using Lemma 7.3.1.3, we check that the canonical morphism
D
†
X′/S′,Q ⊗f−1D†
X/S,Q
f−1E→ D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗f−1D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
f−1E = f !Z(E)
is an isomorphism. If E is also a coherent D†
X/S,Q-module, this implies that f
!
Z(E) is D
†
X′/S′,Q-coherent.
2) Conversely, suppose f !Z(E) is a coherent D
†
X′/S′,Q-module.
a) Since the D†
X/S,Q-coherence of E is local in X, we can suppose X is affine. Using theorem of type A,
this yields that Γ(X′, f !Z(E)) is a D
†
X′/S′,Q-module of finite presentation. Set E := Γ(X,E). Following 7.3.1.2,
this yields that D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q⊗D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
E is a D†
X′/S′,Q-module of finite presentation. Using again 7.3.1.2,
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we get both isomorphism V′ ⊗V D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q
∼
−→ D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q, and V
′ ⊗V D
†
X/S,Q
∼
−→ D†
X′/S′,Q. Hence,
the canonical morphisms V′ ⊗V E → D
†
X′/S′,Q ⊗D†
X/S,Q
E → D†
X′/S′(
†Z ′)Q ⊗D†
X/S
(†Z)Q
E are isomorphisms.
This yields that D†
X′/S′,Q ⊗D†
X/S,Q
E is a D†
X′/S′,Q-module of finite presentation. By full faithfulness of
D†
X/S,Q → D
†
X′/S′,Q, then E is a D
†
X/S,Q-module of finite presentation.
c) Let E∆ := D†
X/S,Q⊗D†
X/S,Q
E. By applying the functor f∗ = OX′⊗f−1OX− to the morphism E
∆ → E,
we get (up to canonical isomorphisms) the homomorphism of coherent D†
X′/S′,Q-modules f
!(E∆)→ f !Z(E).
Since Γ(X′, f !(E∆))
∼
−→ V′ ⊗V Γ(X, E
∆)
∼
−→ V′ ⊗V E and Γ(X
′, f !Z(E))
∼
−→ V′ ⊗V E, then by applying the
functor Γ(X′,−) to f !(E∆)→ f !Z(E), we get an isomorphism. Since X
′ is affine, using the theorem of type A
satisfied by coherentD†
X′/S′,Q-modules, this yields that the morphism f
!(E∆)→ f !Z(E) of coherentD
†
X′/S′,Q-
modules is an isomorphism. Using 7.3.1.4, this implies that the morphism E∆ → E is an isomorphism.
Theorem 7.3.3 (Berthelot). Let X be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let Z be a divisor of X. Then
OX(
†Z)Q is a coherent D
†
X,Q-module.
Proof. We can adapt the proof of Berthelot of [Ber96a] as follows. 0) Using [EGAIV3, 8.8.2, 8.10.5] and
[EGAIV4, 17.7.8], it follows from Theorem [dJ96, 4.1] (this is also explained in [dJ96, 4.5]), that there exists
a finite extension l of k satisfying the following property : for any irreducible component X˜ of X×k l, setting
Z˜ := X˜∩ (Z×k l), there exist a smooth integral l-variety X ′, a projective morphism of l-varieties φ : X ′ → X˜
which is generically finite and étale such that X ′ is quasi-projective and Z ′ := φ−1(Z˜) is a strict normal
crossing divisor of X ′.
1) Using Lemma 7.3.2, we can suppose k = l and X integral.
2) i) There exists a closed immersion of the form u0 : X
′ →֒ PnX whose composition with the projection
PnX → X is φ. Let P := P̂
n
X, f : P → X be the projection. Since f is proper and smooth, we have the
adjoint morphism f+ ◦ f
!(OX,Q) → OX,Q in D
b
coh(D
†
X,Q) (see 3.3.7). Following 7.1.4.1 and 7.1.5, we have in
Dbcoh(D
†
P/S,Q) the morphism RΓ
†
X′(OP,Q)→ OP,Q. Since f
!(OX,Q)
∼
−→ OP,Q[n], then we get the morphism
in Dbcoh(D
†
X,Q)
f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n])→ OX,Q. (7.3.3.1)
ii) In this step, we construct the morphism OX,Q → f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]) as follows: we have
D(RΓ†X′OP,Q[n])
∼
−→
7.1.8
D(sp+(j
†O]X′[P))
∼
−→
7.2.6
sp+((j
†O]X′[P)
∨)
∼
−→ sp+(j
†O]X′[P)
∼
−→
7.1.8
RΓ†X′OP,Q[n].
(7.3.3.2)
This yields
OX,Q
∼
−→
6.3.8
D(OX,Q) −→
7.3.3.1
Df+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n])
∼
−→
3.3.5
f+D(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n])
∼
−→
7.3.3.2
f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]).
iii) The composite morphism OX,Q → f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]) → OX,Q in D
b
coh(D
†
X,Q) is an isomorphism.
Indeed, using the third part of Proposition 6.2.9.3, since this composition is a morphism of the abelian
category MIC††(X/K), we reduce to check that its restriction to an open dense subset is an isomorphism.
Hence, we can suppose that φ : X ′ → X is finite and étale, which is easy.
3) Following the step 2), OX,Q is a direct summand of f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]) in the category D
b
coh(D
†
X/S,Q).
This yields that OX(
†Z)Q is a direct summand of (
†Z)f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]) in the category D
b
coh(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q).
Using 3.2.8, we get inDbcoh(D
†
X/S(
†Z)Q)morphism (
†Z)f+(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n])
∼
−→ fZ,+◦(†f−1(Z))(RΓ
†
X′OP,Q[n]).
Hence, it is sufficient to check that this latter object is D†
X/S,Q-coherent. Since f is proper and since
(†f−1(Z))(RΓ†X′OP,Q[n]) is already known to be D
†
P/S(
†f−1(Z))Q-coherent, using the remark 3.2.2.1, we
reduce to check that (†f−1(Z))(RΓ†X′OP,Q[n]) is D
†
P/S,Q-coherent. Since this is local in P, we can suppose
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P affine. Hence, there exists a morphism u : X′ → P of smooth formal schemes over S which is u0 : X ′ → P
modulo π. We get
(†f−1(Z))(RΓ†X′OP,Q[n])
∼
−→
7.1.7
(†f−1(Z))(u+(OX′,Q))
∼
−→
3.2.8
uf−1(Z),+(OX′(
†φ−1(Z))Q).
Since φ−1(Z) is a strict normal crossing divisor of X ′, then following 7.1.3 OX′(
†φ−1(Z))Q) is D
†
X′/S,Q-
coherent. Hence, using the remark 3.2.2, uf−1(Z),+(OX′(
†φ−1(Z))Q)
∼
−→ u+(OX′(
†φ−1(Z))Q) is D
†
P/S,Q-
coherent.
Corollary 7.3.4. We have B˜
(•)
X (Z) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) ∩ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X (Z)).
Proof. We already know that B˜
(•)
X (Z) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X (Z)). Following 7.3.3, OX(
†Z)Q = lim−→B˜
(•)
X (Z) is a
coherent D†X,Q-module. Using 2.4.2, we can conclude.
We will need later the following proposition.
Proposition 7.3.5. With notation 7.3.2, let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ). Let E
′(•) := V′⊗VE(•). If (†Z ′)(E′(•)) ∈
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′ ), then (
†Z)(E(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ).
Proof. Using 2.4.2, this is a consequence of Lemma 7.3.2.
7.4 Miscellaneous on base changes
The purpose of this subsection is to introduce the notion of perfectifications and special morphisms (see
Definition 7.4.5). For completeness, we add Proposition 7.4.7, which is useless in this paper but which
extends somehow Lemma 7.3.2.
7.4.1. Let k → l be an extension of the field k. Following [Bou06, IX, App, Corollary of Theorem 1] and
its terminology, there exists a “gonflement” V→ W♥ lifting k → l. Following [Bou06, IX, App, Proposition
2 and its Corollary], W♥ is a faithfully flat V-algebra, W♥ is local, noetherian, regular of dimension 1 and
its maximal ideal is generated by a uniformizer of V. Let W be the p-adic completion of W♥. Then W is
faithfully flat V-flat, is local, noetherian, regular of dimension 1 and its maximal ideal is generated by a
uniformizer of V (e.g. see [Bou06, VIII.5, Proposition 1 and its Corollary]). Hence, W is a V-algebra whose
underlying morphism V → W is a morphism of complete discrete valuation rings of unequal characteristics
(0, p) such that mVW = mW.
Remark 7.4.2. With notation 7.4.1, suppose k → l is a separable extension. Then, following the terminology
of [EGAIV1, OIV 19.8.1], W is a V-algebra of Cohen. Following [EGAIV1, OIV .19.8.2.(ii)], such V-algebra
is unique up to (non unique) isomorphism.
Lemma 7.4.3. With notation 7.4.1, if l is algebraic over k then W is integral over V.
Proof. Let x ∈ W, and x its image in W/πW = l. Let V[x] be the sub V-algebra of W generated by x,
and V{x} be the p-adic completion of V[x]. Let k[x] be the sub k-algebra of l generated by x. Since l/k
is algebraic, then k[x] is a finite k-vector space. Since V{x}/πV{x}
∼
−→ k[x] and since V{x} is p-adically
complete, then V{x} is a finite V-algebra. By noetherianity, V[x] is a finite V-algebra, i.e. x is integral over
V.
7.4.4. Let L be the fraction field of W. Then, the homomorphism V → W induces the homomorphism
K → L. If K ′ a finite sub-extension of K in L, then V′, the integral closure of V in K ′, is a complete discrete
valuation such that V′ is a free V module of rank [K ′ : K] (see [Ser68, II.2, Proposition 3]). Conversely,
a complete discrete valuation ring V′ which a finite sub V-algebra of W is the integral closure of V in the
fraction field of V′.
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Definition 7.4.5. With notation 7.4.1, when l is perfect and k → l is algebraic and radicial, we say that
V→W is a “perfectification” of V. A complete discrete valuation ring V′ which a finite sub V-algebra of W
will be called a “special” V-algebra (in W) and the morphism V→ V′ will be called a “special” morphism of
complete discrete valuation rings of unequal characteristics (0, p).
Remark 7.4.6. Suppose V → W is a perfectification. Then, using the description of special V-algebras of
7.4.4, we check that the preordered (by the inclusion) set of special V-algebras in W is directed.
Proposition 7.4.7. With notation 7.4.1, suppose l is algebraic over k. Let T := SpfW → S be the
corresponding morphism of formal p-adic schemes. Let X be a smooth formal scheme over S, Y := X×S T,
and f : Y→ X be the canonical projection. Let ZX be a divisor of X and ZY := f−1(ZX) be the corresponding
divisor of Y .
The homomorphisms D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX)→ f∗D̂
(m)
Y/T(ZY ) and D
†
X/S(
†ZX)Q → f∗D
†
Y/T(
†ZY )Q are right and left
faithfully flat (in the sense of the definition after [Ber96b, Lemma 4.3.8]).
Proof. Following [Ber96b, Lemma 4.3.8], it is sufficient to check that if U is an open affine formal subscheme of
X, the homomorphisms Γ(U, D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX))→ Γ(U, f∗D̂
(m)
Y/T(ZY )) and Γ(U,D
†
X/S(
†ZX)Q)→ Γ(U, f∗D
†
Y/T(
†ZY )Q)
are faithfully flat. Hence, we reduce to the case where X is affine. First, let us check the first statement. Since
D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX)→W⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) is faithfully flat, it is sufficient to prove that W⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX)→ D̂
(m)
Y/T(ZY )
is faithfully flat. We remark W⊗̂VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX)
∼
−→ D̂
(m)
Y/T(ZY ). In other word, we have to check that
W⊗VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) is Zariskian for the p-adic topology. Following [Isa09, 13.9], to check that p(W⊗VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX))
is included in the Jacobson ideal of W⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) it is enough to check that for any P ∈W⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX),
1 − πP is invertible in W ⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX). Let P ∈ W ⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX). Since V → W is integral, there
exists a finite sub V-algebra V′ of W such that P ∈ V′ ⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX). Since V → V
′ is finite, then
V′⊗VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) = V
′⊗̂VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) (e.g. see [Ber96b, 3.2.4]). Hence, 1−πP is invertible in V
′⊗VD̂
(m)
X/S(ZX).
Since, V′ ⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX) ⊂W⊗V D̂
(m)
X/S(ZX), we conclude.
Following [Bou98, I.2, Proposition 2 and III.5, Proposition 9.(b)], we check that a filtrante inductive
limits of faithfully flat homomorphisms of rings is faithfully flat. Hence, D†
X/S(
†ZX)Q → D
†
Y/T(
†ZY )Q is
faithfully flat.
8 Local cohomological functors
8.1 Local cohomological functor with strict support over a divisor
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let T be a divisor of P . We have already defined in 2.2.5 the
localisation functor (†T ) outside T . In this subsection, we define and study the local cohomological functor
with support in T , which we denote by RΓ†T .
Lemma 8.1.1. 1. Let F(•) → E(•) → (†T )(E(•)) → F(•)[1] be a distinguished triangle of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S)
where the second arrow is the canonical morphism. For any divisor T ⊂ T ′, we have the isomorphism
(†T ′)(F(•))
∼
−→ 0 of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S).
2. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) et F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )). We suppose we have in LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) the
isomorphism (†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ 0. Then Hom
LD
−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
)
(E(•),F(•)) = 0.
Proof. Using 2.3.2, this is checked similarly to [Car16b, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3].
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8.1.2. Let Ab be the category of abelian groups. Similarly to [Car16b, 1.4.2], we construct the bifunctor
(which is the standard construction bifunctor of homomorphims of the abelian category LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))):
Hom•
LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(−,−) : K(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
◦ ×K(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))→ K(Ab).
Similarly to [Car16b, 1.4.7], we check that the bifunctor Hom•
LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T ))
(−,−) is right localizable. We
get the bifunctor
RHom
D(LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )))
(−,−) : Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
◦ ×Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))→ D(Ab).
Moreover, we have the isomorphism of bifunctors Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T )))
◦ × Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) → Ab of
the form:
H0(RHom
D(LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )))
(−,−))
∼
−→ Hom
D(LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )))
(−,−). (8.1.2.1)
8.1.3. Let T ⊂ T ′ be a second divisor. Suppose we have the commutative diagram in LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) of the
form
F(•) // E(•) //
φ
(†T )(E(•))
(†T )(φ)
// F(•)[1]
F′(•) // E′(•) // (†T )(E′(•)) // F′(•)[1]
(8.1.3.1)
where middle horizontal morphisms are the canonical ones and where both horizontal triangles are distin-
guished. Modulo the equivalence of categories LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))
∼= Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))) (see 1.2.5.1) which
allows us to see 8.1.3.1 as a diagram of Db(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(T ))), we have
H−1(RHom
D(LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )))
(F(•), (†T )(E′(•))))
∼
−→
8.1.2.1
Hom
D(LM
−−→Q
(D˜
(•)
P/S
(T )))
(F(•), (†T )(E′(•))[−1]) =
8.1.1
0.
Following [BBD82, 1.1.9], this implies there exists a unique morphism F(•) → F′(•) making commutative in
LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) the diagram:
F(•) //
∃!
E(•) //
φ
(†T )(E(•))
(†T )(φ)
// F(•)[1]
∃!
F′(•) // E′(•) // (†T )(E′(•)) // F′(•)[1].
(8.1.3.2)
Similarly to [BBD82, 1.1.10], this implies that the cone of E(•) → (†T )(E(•)) is unique up to canonical
isomorphism. Hence, such a complex F(•) is unique up to canonical isomorphism. We denote it by RΓ†T (E
(•)).
Moreover, the complex RΓ†T (E
(•)) is functorial in E(•).
Definition 8.1.4. With notation 8.1.3, the functor RΓ†T : LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) → LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S) is the “local
cohomological functor with strict support over the divisor T ”. For E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), we denote by
∆T (E
(•)) the canonical exact triangle
RΓ†T (E
(•))→ E(•) → (†T )(E(•))→ RΓ†T (E
(•))[1]. (8.1.4.1)
Lemma 8.1.5. Let T ⊂ T ′ be a second divisor, and E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S). There exists a unique morphism
RΓ†T (E
(•))→ RΓ†T ′(E
(•)) making commutative the following diagram
RΓ†T (E
(•)) //
∃!
E(•) // (†T )(E(•))

// RΓ†T (E
(•))[1]
∃!
RΓ†T ′(E
(•)) // E(•) // (†T ′)(E(•)) // RΓ†T ′(E
(•))[1].
(8.1.5.1)
In other words, RΓ†T (E
(•)) is functorial in T .
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Proof. We can copy [Car16b, 4.1.4.3].
8.1.6 (Commutation with tensor products). Let E(•), F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S). By commutativity and associa-
tivity of tensor products, we have the canonical isomorphisms (†T )(E(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•)
∼
−→ (†T )(E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→
E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
(†T )(F(•)). Hence, there exists a unique isomorphism RΓ†T (E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†T (E
(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•)
(resp. RΓ†T (E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→ E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†T (F
(•))) making commutative the following diagram
RΓ†T (E
(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•) // E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•) // (†T )(E(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•) // RΓ†T (E
(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•)[1]
RΓ†T (E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•)) //
∃!
∃!
OO
E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•) // (†T )(E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
//
∼
OO
RΓ†T (E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))[1]
∃!
∃!
OO
E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†T (F
(•)) // E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•) // E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
(†T )(F(•)) // E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†T (F
(•))[1].
(8.1.6.1)
Theses isomorphisms are functorial in E(•), F(•), T (for the meaning of the functoriality in T , see 8.1.5.1).
8.1.7 (Commutation between local cohomological functors and localization functors). Let T1, T2 be two
divisors of P , E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S).
(a) By commutativity of the tensor product, we have the functorial in T1, T2 and E
(•) canonical isomorphism
(†T2) ◦ (
†T1)(E
(•))
∼
−→ (†T1) ◦ (
†T2)(E
(•)). (8.1.7.1)
(b) There exists a unique isomorphism (†T2) ◦ RΓ
†
T1
(E(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†T1 ◦ (
†T2)(E
(•)) inducing the canonical
morphism of triangles (†T2)(∆T1 (E
(•)))→ ∆T1((
†T2)(E
(•))) (see [Car16b, 4.2.2.2]). This isomorphism is
functorial in T1, T2, E
(•).
(c) Similarly there exists a unique isomorphism RΓ†T2 ◦ RΓ
†
T1
(E(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†T1 ◦ RΓ
†
T2
(E(•)) functorial in T1,
T2, E
(•) and inducing the canonical morphism of triangles ∆T2(RΓ
†
T1
(E(•)))→ RΓ†T1(∆T2 (E
(•))).
8.1.8. The three isomorphisms of 8.1.7 are compatible with that of 8.1.6 (for more precision, see [Car16b,
4.2.3]).
We will need the following Lemmas (e.g. see the construction of 8.2.1 or Proposition 8.3.5) in the next
section.
Lemma 8.1.9. Let D, T be two divisors of P , E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)), U be the open subset of P
complementary to the support of T . The following assertions are equivalent :
1. We have in LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
U/S(D ∩ U)) the isomorphism E
(•)|U
∼
−→ 0.
2. The canonical morphism RΓ†T (E
(•))→ E(•) of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)) is an isomorphism.
3. We have in LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)) the isomorphism (
†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ 0.
Proof. We can copy the proof of [Car16b, 4.3.2].
Lemma 8.1.10. Let T1, . . . , Tr be some divisors of P . Let T be a divisor of P . Then RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦
RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T )) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S).
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Proof. We can copy [Car16b, 4.3.3], i.e. this is an easy consequence by devissage of Theorem 7.3.4.
Corollary 8.1.11. For r ∈ N, let T1, . . . , Tr be some divisors of P (by convention, r = 0 means there is no di-
visors). Let T be a divisor of P . Then there exists a canonical isomorphism Rsp∗
(
Γ†Tr ◦ · · · ◦ Γ
†
T1
(j†TOPK )
)
∼
−→
lim−→RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T )) which are functorial in Ti and T , i.e. making commutative the diagram of
Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q)
Rsp∗
(
Γ†Tr ◦ · · · ◦ Γ
†
T1
(OPK )
)
∼ //

lim−→RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(O
(•)
P )

Rsp∗
(
Γ†Tr ◦ · · · ◦ Γ
†
T1
(j†TOPK )
)
∼ //

lim−→RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T ))

Rsp∗
(
Γ†Tr−1 ◦ · · · ◦ Γ
†
T1
(j†TOPK )
)
∼ // lim−→RΓ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T )),
where the vertical arrows are the canonical ones induced by OPK → j
†
TOPK , O
(•)
P → B˜
(•)
P (T ), Γ
†
Tr
→ id,
RΓ†Tr → id, and where lim−→ is the equivalence of categories lim−→ : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S)
∼= Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q) (see 1.3.8).
Proof. This is checked by induction on r ∈ N. When r = 0, this corresponds to the functorial in T
isomorphism Rsp∗(j
†
TOPK )
∼
−→ OP(†T )Q
∼
−→ lim−→ B˜
(•)
P (T ). Since j
†
Tr
j†TOPK = j
†
Tr∪T
OPK , we get the exact
sequence
0→ Γ†Tr ◦ · · · ◦ Γ
†
T1
(j†TOPK )→ Γ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
TOPK )→ Γ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
Tr∪T
OPK )→ 0. (8.1.11.1)
Hence, by induction hypothesis, we get a unique (using again [BBD82, 1.1.9]) isomorphism making commu-
tative the diagram of Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q):
Rsp∗Γ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
TOPK )
∼ //

lim−→RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T ))

Rsp∗Γ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
TOPK )
∼ //

lim−→RΓ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T ))

Rsp∗Γ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
Tr∪T
OPK )
∼ //

lim−→RΓ
†
Tr−1
◦ · · · ◦ RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (Tr ∪ T ))

Rsp∗Γ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦ Γ†T1(j
†
TOPK )[1]
∼ // lim−→RΓ
†
Tr
◦ · · · ◦RΓ†T1(B˜
(•)
P (T ))[1]
(8.1.11.2)
where the triangle given by the right vertical arrows is distinguished since we have B˜
(•)
P (Tr ∪ T )
∼
−→
(†Tr)(B˜
(•)
P (T )) (use 2.3.2).
8.2 Local cohomological functor with strict support over a closed subvariety
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S.
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Definition 8.2.1. Let X be a (reduced) closed subscheme of P . Similarly to [Car04, 2.2], we define the
local cohomological functor RΓ†X : LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D̂
(•)
P/S) → LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D̂
(•)
P/S) with strict support in X as follows.
Recall P is integral by hypothesis.
1. When X = P , the functor RΓ†X is by definition the identity.
2. Suppose now X 6= P . We can suppose P integral. Following [Car04, 2.2.5] (there was a typo: we need
to add the hypothesis “ P is integral”) (the underlying space of) X is equal to a finite intersection of
(the support of some) divisors of P . Choose some divisors T1, . . . , Tr of P such that X = ∩ri=1Ti. For
E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), the complex RΓ
†
X(E
(•)) := RΓ†Tr ◦ · · · ◦RΓ
†
T1
(E(•)) does not depend canonically
on the choice of the divisors T1, . . . , Tr satisfying X = ∩ri=1Ti. (Indeed, by using 8.1.6, we reduce to
the case E(•) = B̂
(•)
P . Next, using Lemmas 8.1.9 and 8.1.10, it is useless to add divisors containing X .)
Proposition 8.2.2. Let X be a smooth closed subscheme of P . The complex RΓ†XOP,Q := Rsp∗Γ
†
X(OPK )
defined at 7.1.4 is canonically isomorphic to lim−→RΓ
†
X(O
(•)
P ), which confirms the compatibility of our notation.
Proof. By the construction explained in 8.2.1, this is a consequence of 8.1.11.
Proposition 8.2.3. Let X, X ′ be two closed subschemes of P , E(•), F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S).
1. We have the canonical isomorphism functorial in E(•), X, and X ′ :
RΓ†X ◦ RΓ
†
X′(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†X∩X′(E
(•)). (8.2.3.1)
2. We have the canonical isomorphism functorial in E(•), F(•), X, and X ′ :
RΓ†X∩X′(E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†X(E
(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†X′(F
(•)). (8.2.3.2)
Proof. The first statement is obvious by construction of the local cohomological functor with strict support.
We can copy [Car16b, 4.3.6] for the last one.
8.3 Localisation outside a closed subscheme functor
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S.
Definition 8.3.1. Let X be a closed subscheme of P . Using [BBD82, 1.1.10] and Lemma 8.1.1, we check
that the cone of the morphism RΓ†X(E
(•)) → E(•) is unique up to canonical isomorphism (for more details,
see [Car16b, 4.4.3]). We will denote it by (†X)(E(•)). We check that (†X)(E(•)) is functorial in X , and E(•).
We get by construction the distinguished triangle
RΓ†X(E
(•))→ E(•) → (†X)(E(•))→ RΓ†X(E
(•))[1]. (8.3.1.1)
Theorem 8.3.2. Let X,X ′ be two closed subschemes of P . We have (†X ′) ◦RΓ†X(O
(•)
P ) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
P/S).
Proof. By devissage (use 8.3.1.1), this is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 8.1.10.
8.3.3. For a closed subscheme X of P , for E(•), F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S), there exists a canonical isomorphism
(†X)(E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→ E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
(†X)(F(•)), which is moreover functorial in X, E(•), F(•) (for more details
see [Car16b, 4.4.4]).
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8.3.4. LetX,X ′ be two closed subschemes of P , E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D˜
(•)
P/S). There exists a canonical isomorphism
(†X ′) ◦ RΓ†X(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†X ◦ (
†X ′)(E(•)) functorial in X, X ′, E(•).
Similarly to [Car04, 2.2.14], we get the canonical isomorphism
(†X) ◦ (†X ′)(E(•))
∼
−→ (†X ∪X ′)(E(•)), (8.3.4.1)
functorial in X, X ′, E(•). Similarly to [Car04, 2.2.16], we get the Mayer-Vietoris distinguished triangles :
RΓ†X∩X′(E
(•))→ RΓ†X(E
(•))⊕ RΓ†X′(E
(•))→ RΓ†X∪X′(E
(•))→ RΓ†X∩X′(E
(•))[1],
(†X ∩X ′)(E)→ (†X)(E(•))⊕ (†X ′)(E(•))→ (†X ∪X ′)(E(•))→ (†X ∩X ′)(E(•))[1]. (8.3.4.2)
Proposition 8.3.5. Let D be a divisor of P , X be a closed subscheme of P , U be the open subset of P
complementary to the support of X. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). The following assertions are equivalent
:
1. We have in LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
U/S(D ∩ U)) the isomorphism E
(•)|U
∼
−→ 0.
2. The canonical morphism RΓ†X(E
(•))→ E(•) is an isomorphism in LD−→
b
Q(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)).
3. We have in LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)) the isomorphism (
†X)(E(•))
∼
−→ 0.
Proof. Using Lemma 8.1.9, we can copy the proof of [Car16b, 4.4.6].
8.3.6 (Support). Let D be a divisor of P , E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)). The support of E
(•) is by definition
the biggest closed subscheme X of P such that (†X)(E(•))
∼
−→ 0 (one of the equivalent conditions of 8.3.5).
Remark if E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S(D)), then this is equal to the support (for the usual definition) of the
coherent D†P(
†D)Q-module lim−→E
(•), which justifies the terminology.
8.4 Local cohomological functor with strict support over a subvariety
Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S.
8.4.1. Let X , X ′, T , T ′ be closed subschemes of P such that X \T = X ′ \T ′. For any E(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
P ),
we have the canonical isomorphism:
RΓ†X(
†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†X′(
†T ′)(E(•)). (8.4.1.1)
Indeed, RΓ†X(
†T )(E(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†X(
†T )(O
(•)
P )⊗̂
L
O
(•)
P
E(•), and similarly with some primes. Hence, we reduce
to the case E(•) = O
(•)
P . Using 8.3.2, 8.2.3.1, 8.3.4.1, 8.3.5, we get the isomorphism RΓ
†
X(
†T )(O
(•)
P )
∼
−→
RΓ†X∩X′(
†T ∪ T ′)(O
(•)
P ). We conclude by symmetry.
Setting Y := X \ T , we denote by RΓ†Y (E
(•)) one of both complexes of 8.4.1.1.
Proposition 8.4.2. We have RΓ†Y (O
(•)
P ) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S).
Proof. This is a translation of 8.3.2.
8.4.3. Let Y and Y ′ be two subschemes of P . Let E(•),F(•) ∈ LD
−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
P ).
- Using 8.2.3.1, 8.3.4.1, we get the canonical isomorphism functorial in E(•), Y , and Y ′ :
RΓ†Y ◦ RΓ
†
Y ′(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y ∩Y ′(E
(•)). (8.4.3.1)
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- Using 8.2.3.2 and 8.3.3 we get the canonical isomorphism functorial in E(•), F(•), Y , and Y ′ :
RΓ†Y ∩Y ′(E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y (E
(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†Y ′(F
(•)). (8.4.3.2)
- If Y ′ is an open (resp. a closed) subscheme of Y , we have the canonical homomorphism RΓ†Y (E
(•))→
RΓ†Y ′(E
(•)) (resp. RΓ†Y ′(E
(•))→ RΓ†Y (E
(•))). If Y ′ is a closed subscheme of Y , we have the localization
distinguished triangle RΓ†Y ′(E
(•))→ RΓ†Y (E
(•))→ RΓ†Y \Y ′(E
(•))→ +1.
9 Some properties of cohomological functors
9.1 Commutation with local cohomological functors, applications
Theorem 9.1.1. Let f : X′ → X be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. Let Y be a subscheme
of X, Y ′ := f−1(X), E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S) and E
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D̂
(•)
X′/S). We have the functorial in Y
isomorphisms :
f !(•) ◦ RΓ†Y (E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y ′ ◦ f
!(•)(E(•)), (9.1.1.1)
RΓ†Y ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ ◦ RΓ
†
Y ′(E
′(•)). (9.1.1.2)
Proof. 1) Let us check 9.1.1.1. Using 3.2.3.1 and 8.4.3.2, we reduce to the case where Y is the complement
of a divisor T and E(•) = O
(•)
X . The morphism f is the composition of its graph γf : X
′ →֒ X′ × X with the
projection X′ × X → X. Since the case where f is a flat morphism is obvious (use 3.2.1), we reduce to the
case where f is a closed immersion. We conclude by using again 3.2.1 (indeed, either T ∩X ′ is a divisor and
we can use 3.2.1, or T ∩X ′ = X ′ and then the isomorphism 9.1.1.1 is 0
∼
−→ 0).
2) Let us check that 9.1.1.2 is a consequence of 9.1.1.1.
RΓ†Y ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→
8.4.3.2
RΓ†Y (O
(•)
X )⊗̂
L
O
(•)
X
f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→
3.2.6
f
(•)
+ (f
!(•)(RΓ†Y (O
(•)
X ))⊗̂
L
O
(•)
X′
E′(•)))[−dX′/X ]
(9.1.1.3)
Using 9.1.1.1, we get f !(•)(RΓ†Y (O
(•)
X ))[−dX′/X ]
∼
−→ RΓ†Y ′O
(•)
X′ . Hence we are done.
We can extend Corollary 7.1.7 for quasi-coherent complexes :
Corollary 9.1.2. Let u : Z → X be a closed immersion of smooth formal V-schemes. For any E(•) ∈
LD−→
b
Q,qc(
l
D̂
(•)
X/S), we have the isomorphism
RΓ†Z(E
(•))
∼
−→ u
(•)
+ ◦ u
!(•)(E(•)). (9.1.2.1)
Proof. Using 3.2.7 and 8.2.3.2, we reduce to the case where E(•) = O
(•)
X . From Berthelot-Kashiwara’s theorem
5.1.2, since RΓ†Z(O
(•)
X ) is coherent with support in Z (see 8.3.2), we get
u
(•)
+ u
!(•)RΓ†Z(O
(•)
X )
∼
−→ RΓ†Z(O
(•)
X ).
On the other hand,
u!(•)RΓ†Z(O
(•)
X )
∼
−→
9.1.1.1
RΓ†Zu
!(•)(O
(•)
X )
∼
−→ u!(•)(O
(•)
X ).
Hence u
(•)
+ u
!(•)RΓ†Z(O
(•)
X )
∼
−→ u
(•)
+ u
!(•)(O
(•)
X ), and we are done.
Notation 9.1.3. Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let X be a smooth closed subscheme of P . We
denote by MIC(•)(X,P/K) the full subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S) consisting in objects E
(•) with support
in X and such that lim−→(E
(•) ∈ MIC††(X,P/K) where lim−→ : LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S)
∼= Coh(D
†
P,Q) is the equivalence
of categories of 1.3.8.1, and where MIC††(X,P/K) is defined in 6.4.5. When X = P , we remove X in the
notation so that in this case we retrieve Notation 6.2.11.2.
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Proposition 9.1.4. Let P and Q be two smooth formal schemes over S. Let X (resp. Y ) be a smooth
closed subscheme of P (resp. Q). Let E(•) be an object of MIC(•)(X,P/K), and F(•) be an object of
MIC(•)(Y,Q/K). Then E(•)⊠̂L
OS
F(•) ∈MIC(•)(X × Y,P×Q/K).
Proof. Following Lemma 4.3.3, we already know E(•)⊠̂L
OS
F(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P×Q/S). Since the proposition
is local, using 4.3.6, we reduce to the case where X = P and Y = Q. Then this is obvious.
Theorem 9.1.5. Let P be a smooth formal scheme over S. Let X be a smooth closed subscheme of P , and
T be a divisor of X. Let E(•) be an object of MIC(•)(X,P/K). Then (†T )(E(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S).
Proof. 1) Using the inductive system version of Berthelot-Kashiwara’s theorem (see 5.1.2), we reduce to the
case where X = P . In this case, we write X (resp. Z) instead of P (resp. T ) and we will use the notation
of the proof of 7.3.3. Now, following the part 0),1) and 2) of the proof of 7.3.3, modulo the equivalence of
categories 1.3.8 and the compatibility of 8.2.2, the object O
(•)
X is a direct summand of f
(•)
+ (RΓ
†
X′O
(•)
P [n]) in
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X/S). This yields that (
†Z)(E(•)) is a direct summand of
(†Z)
(
E
(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
X
f
(•)
+ (RΓ
†
X′O
(•)
P [n])
)
∼
−→
3.2.6.1
(†Z)f
(•)
+
(
f !(•)(E(•))⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
RΓ†X′O
(•)
P
)
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
X′\Z′f
!(•)(E(•)).
Hence, we reduce to check that RΓ†X′\Z′f
!(•)(E(•)) is an object of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
P/S). Since this is local in P, we
can suppose there exists a closed immersion of smooth V-formal schemes u : X′ →֒ P which reduces modulo
π to X ′ →֒ P . Following 9.1.2.1, RΓ†X′f
!(•)(E(•))
∼
−→ u
(•)
+ ◦ u
!(•) ◦ f !(•)(E(•)). Hence, RΓ†X′\Z′f
!(•)(E(•))
∼
−→
u
(•)
+ ◦ (
†Z ′) ◦u!(•) ◦ f !(•)(E(•)). Following 6.2.20, we get E′(•) := u!(•) ◦ f !(•)(E(•)) ∈ MIC(•)(X′/K). Since u is
proper, then u
(•)
+ preserves the coherence. Hence, we reduce to check that (
†Z ′)(E′(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X′/S).
2) Since this is local, we can suppose X′ is integral and affine. We proceed by induction on the number
of irreducible component of Z ′. Let Z ′1 be one irreducible component of Z
′ and Z ′′ be the union of the other
irreducible components. Let u1 : Z
′
1 →֒ X
′ be a lifting of Z ′1 →֒ X
′, and Z ′2 := Z
′
1 ∩ Z
′′.
RΓ†Z′1
((†Z ′′)E′(•))→ (†Z ′′)(E′(•))→ (†Z ′)(E′(•))→ +1 (9.1.5.1)
Following 6.2.20, we get Lu
∗(•)
1 (E
′(•)) ∈MIC(•)(Z′1/K). Since RΓ
†
Z′1
((†Z ′′)E′(•))
∼
−→ u
(•)
1+◦u
!(•)
1 ((
†Z ′′)E′(•))
∼
−→
u
(•)
1+ ◦ (
†Z ′2)(u
!(•)
1 E
′(•)), by induction hypothesis and preservation of the coherence under u
(•)
1+, this yields
RΓ†Z′1
((†Z ′′)E′(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X′/S). By induction hypothesis (
†Z ′′)(E′(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X′/S). We con-
clude using the exact triangle 9.1.5.1.
Proposition 9.1.6. Consider the following diagram
Y ′
j′ //
b
X ′
u′ //
a
P′
f
Y
j // X
u // P,
(9.1.6.1)
where f is a smooth morphism of smooth formal schemes over S, a is a morphism of smooth S-schemes, u,
u′ are closed immersions, and j, j′ are open immersions. We suppose there exists a divisor T of P such that
Y = X \T and Z := T ∩X is a divisor of X (resp. a divisor T ′ of P ′ such that Y ′ = X ′\T ′ and Z ′ := T ′∩X ′
is a divisor of X ′). We get the morphism of smooth frames θ := (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′) → (Y,X,P). Let
E ∈ MIC†(Y,X,P/K) (see notation 6.1.1). We have the isomorphism in MIC††(X ′,P′, T ′/K) (see notation
6.4.5) :
sp+(θ
∗(E))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y ′f
!sp+(E)[−dX′/X ]. (9.1.6.2)
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Proof. 1) First suppose the squares of the diagram 9.1.6.1 are cartesian. Let (Pα)α∈Λ be an open covering
of P. We fix some liftings and we use notation 5.3. Moreover, we denote by P′α := f
−1(Pα), X
′
α :=
P′α ×Pα Xα, aα : X
′
α → Xα the projection, and similarly for other notations. If ((Eα)α∈Λ, (ηαβ)α,β∈Λ)
is an object of MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K), we get canonically an object of MIC
†(Y ′, (X′α)α∈Λ/K) of the form
((a∗αKEα)α∈Λ, (η
′
αβ)α,β∈Λ). This yields the functor MIC
†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)→ MIC
†(Y ′, (X′α)α∈Λ/K) that we
will denote by a∗K . Similarly, we construct the functor a
∗ : MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)→ MIC
††((X′α)α∈Λ, Z
′/K).
Consider the following diagram.
MIC†(Y,X,P/K)
6.1.6u∗0K

f∗K // MIC†(Y ′, X ′,P′/K)
6.1.6u′∗0K

MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)
a∗K //
6.4.2sp∗

MIC†(Y ′, (X′α)α∈Λ/K)
6.4.2sp∗

MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)
a∗ //
6.4.2 sp∗
OO
6.4.6.1u0+

MIC††((X′α)α∈Λ, Z
′/K)
6.4.2 sp∗
OO
6.4.6.1u′0+

MIC††(X,P, T/K)
6.4.6.1 u!0
OO
f∗ // MIC††(X ′,P′, T ′/K).
6.4.6.1 u′!0
OO
(9.1.6.3)
By transitivity of the inverse image with respect to the composition, the top square is commutative up to
canonical isomorphism. For the same reason, the middle square involving sp∗ is commutative up to canonical
isomorphism. Since sp∗ and sp
∗ are canonically quasi-inverse equivalences of categories, this yields the middle
square involving sp∗ is commutative up to canonical isomorphism. Using similar arguments, we check the
commutativity up to canonical isomorphism of the bottom square.
2) Now suppose f = id and a is a closed immersion and the left square is cartesian. Let (Pα)α∈Λ be
an open covering of P. Then, we fix some liftings (separately) for both u and u′ (for the later case, add
some primes in notation) and we use notation 5.3. Then choose some lifting morphisms aα : X
′
α → Xα, and
similarly for other notations. Consider the following diagram.
MIC†(Y,X,P/K)
6.1.6u∗0K

|]X′[P // MIC†(Y ′, X ′,P/K)
6.1.6u′∗0K

MIC†(Y, (Xα)α∈Λ/K)
a∗K //
6.4.2sp∗

MIC†(Y ′, (X′α)α∈Λ/K)
6.4.2sp∗

MIC††((Xα)α∈Λ, Z/K)
a∗ //
6.4.2 sp∗
OO
6.4.6.1u0+

MIC††((X′α)α∈Λ, Z
′/K)
6.4.2 sp∗
OO
6.4.6.1u′0+

MIC††(X,P, T/K)
6.4.6.1 u!0
OO
RΓ†
X′
[−dX′/X ]// MIC††(X ′,P, T/K).
6.4.6.1 u′!0
OO
(9.1.6.4)
The commutativity up to canonical isomorphism of the top and middle squares of 9.1.6.4 is checked as for
9.1.6.3. It remains to look at the bottom square. Let E ∈MIC††(X,P, T/K). The canonical morphism
u′!α
(
RΓ†X′(E)|Pα
)
[−dX′/X ]→ u
′!
α (E|Pα) [−dX′/X ]
is an isomorphism. Moreover, u′!α (E|Pα) [−dX′/X ]
∼
−→ a!αu
!
α (E|Pα) [−dX′/X ]
∼
−→ a∗α
(
u!α(E|Pα)
)
. These
isomorphisms glue, hence we get the commutativity up to canonical isomorphism of the bottom square.
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3) The case where f = id and a = id is checked similarly. This yields the general case by decomposition
the diagram 9.1.6.1.
Remark 9.1.7. The isomorphism sp+(O]X[P)
∼
−→ H†,rX OP,Q of 7.1.8 can be viewed (modulo the compat-
ibility of Proposition 8.2.2) as a particular case of 9.1.6 (in the case where f = id and for the constant
coefficient). Notice that in order to give a meaning of the isomorphism 9.1.6.2, first we had to construct
the local cohomological functor with support over a closed subscheme (not only for the constant coefficient
as for 7.1.4). Recall also that in order to define our local cohomological functor in its general context, we
do need the coherent theorem 7.3.3. But, the check of this latter theorem only uses the definition of 7.1.4,
which explains why we have given a preliminary different construction of the local cohomological functor in
a very special context.
Corollary 9.1.8. We keep notation 9.1.6. Let E(•) and F(•) be two objects of MIC(•)(X,P/K).
1. RΓ†X′f
!(•)E(•)[−dX′/X ] ∈ MIC
(•)(X ′,P′/K).
2. D(•)(E(•)) ∈MIC(•)(X,P/K).
3. We have the isomorphism D(•)
(
RΓ†X′f
!(•)E(•)[−dX′/X ]
)
∼
−→ RΓ†X′f
!(•)(D(•)E(•))[−dX′/X ].
4. We have E(•)⊗̂L
O
(•)
P
F(•)[−dX/P ] ∈MIC
(•)(X,P/K).
Proof. The fact that RΓ†X′f
!(•)E(•)[−dX′/X ] ∈MIC
(•)(X ′,P′/K) is local in P′. Hence, we can suppose there
exists a closed immersion of smooth V-formal schemes u : X →֒ P (resp. u′ : X′ →֒ P′, resp. a : X′ → X) which
reduces modulo π to u0 (resp. u
′
0, resp. a). Following 9.1.2.1, RΓ
†
X′f
!(•)(E(•))
∼
−→ u
′(•)
+ ◦u
′!(•)◦f !(•)(E(•))
∼
−→
u
′(•)
+ ◦a
!(•)◦u!(•)(E(•)). Since u!(•)(E(•)) ∈MIC(•)(X/K), then La∗(•)◦u!(•)(E(•)) ∈MIC(•)(X′/K) (see 6.2.20).
Since La∗(•) = a!(•)[−dX′/X ], we get the first statement.
The second statement is a consequence of 7.2.6. Using moreover 9.1.6, since the dual functor of a isocrystal
commutes with its inverse image, then we get the third one. The last one is a consequence of 9.1.4 and of
the first statement.
9.2 Base change isomorphism for coherent complexes and realizable morphisms
Definition 9.2.1. Let f : P′ → P be a morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. We say that f is realizable
if there exist an immersion u : P′ →֒ P′′ of smooth formal V-schemes, a proper morphism π : P′′ → P of
smooth formal V-schemes such that f = π ◦ u. When P = Spf V, we say that P′ is a realizable smooth
formal V-scheme. We remark that is P′ is realizable, then any f is a realizable morphism.
Proposition 9.2.2. Let g : X′ → X be a realizable morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. For any E′(•) ∈
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′/V) with proper support over X (i.e., if Z
′ is the support of E′(•) in the sense 8.3.6 then the
composite Z ′ →֒ X ′
g
→ X is proper), the object g+(E′(•)) belongs to LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/V).
Proof. Let Z ′ be the support of E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′/V). By assumption, Z
′ is proper over X via g. Let
u : X′ →֒ X′′ be an immersion of smooth formal V-schemes, and π : X′′ → X be a proper morphism of smooth
formal V-schemes such that g = π ◦ u. Let v : X′ →֒ U′′ be a closed immersion, and j : U′′ →֒ X′′ be an open
immersion such that u = j ◦ v. Since Z ′ is proper over X via g and since π is proper, then Z ′ is proper over
X ′′ via u. Since v is proper, E′′(•) := v
(•)
+ (E
′(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
U′′/V) with proper support over X
′′ via j.
a) We check in this step that Rj∗E
′′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′′/V) (with support in Z
′). Following 1.3.8.3, we
have the equivalence of triangulated categories LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
U′′/V)
∼= Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
U′′/V)). Hence, we reduce
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by devissage to the case where E′′(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
U′′/V). Following [Car16b, 2.4.5], there exists m0 ∈ N
large enough such that E′′(•) is isomorphic in LM−−→Q(D˜
(•)
U′′ ) to a locally finitely presented D˜
(•+m0)
U′′ -module G
(•).
Since E′′(•) is isomorphic to zero on the open complementary to Z ′, then, taking larger m0 is necessary, we
can suppose G(0) is a coherent D˜
(m0)
U′′ -module with support in Z
′ (i.e. G(0) is zero on the open complementary
to Z ′). This yields that G(m) is a coherent D˜
(m+m0)
U′′ -module with support in Z
′. Since Z ′ is closed in X ′′,
a coherent D˜
(m+m0)
U′′ -module with support in Z
′ is acyclic for the functor j∗. Moreover, the functors j∗ and
j∗ induce quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between the category of coherent D˜
(m+m0)
U′′ -modules with
support in Z ′ and that of coherent D˜
(m+m0)
X′′ -modules with support in Z
′. This yields that the canonical
morphism D˜
(•+m0)
X′′ ⊗D˜(m0)
X′′
j∗G
(0) → j∗G
(•) is an isomorphim and that j∗G
(•) is a locally finitely presented
D˜
(•+m0)
X′′ -module with support in Z
′. Moreover, since the functor j∗ is exact over the category of sheaves
with support in Z ′ (because Z ′ is closed in X ′′ and in U ′′), then the canonical morphism j∗G
(•) → Rj∗G(•)
is an isomorphism. Hence, j
(•)
+ E
′′(•) = Rj∗E
′′(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′′/V).
b) Since π is proper, the part a) yields π
(•)
+ j
(•)
+ (E
′′(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/V). By transitivity of the push
forwards, we get the isomorphism g
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ π
(•)
+ j
(•)
+ (E
′′(•)). Hence, we are done.
9.2.3. Let g : X′ → X be an open immersion of smooth formal V-schemes. Let Z ′ be a closed subscheme
of X ′ such that the composite Z ′ →֒ X ′
g
→ X is proper. Then the functors g+ and g
! induce quasi-inverse
equivalences of categories between the subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X′/V) consisting in objects with support
in Z ′ and the subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/V) consisting in objects with support in Z
′. Indeed, from 9.2.2,
such functor g+ = Rg∗ is well defined. This is also obvious for g
! = g∗. We check easily that the canonical
morphism g∗Rg∗ → id is an isomorphism and that the functor g∗ is faithful. Hence, the morphism of functors
id→ Rg∗g∗, defined over the subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/V) consisting in objects with support in Z
′, is an
isomorphism.
Theorem 9.2.4. Let f : X′ → X, g : Y → X be two morphisms of smooth formal V-schemes such that
g is smooth and f is realizable. Set Y′ := X′ ×X Y, f ′ : Y′ → Y, g′ : Y′ → X′ be the canonical projec-
tions. Let E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X′/S) with proper support over X. There exists a canonical isomorphism in
LD−→
b
Q,coh(
l
D̂
(•)
X′/S):
g!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ f
′(•)
+ ◦ g
′(•)!(E′(•)). (9.2.4.1)
Proof. Using 9.2.2 and 3.3.2 we check the complexes of 9.2.4.1 are indeed coherent. The morphism g is
the composite of its graph γ : Y → X × Y with the canonical projection π : X × Y → X. The morphism
g′ is the composite of a morphism γ′ : Y′ → X′ × Y with the canonical projection π′ : X′ × Y → X′. Set
U := X × Y, U′ := X′ × Y, f ′′ = f × idY : U′ → U. Using Theorem 5.1.2, we reduce to check we have a
canonical isomorphism of the form
γ
(•)
+ ◦ g
!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ γ
(•)
+ ◦ f
′(•)
+ ◦ g
′(•)!(E′(•)).
Concerning the left hand side, by transitivity of extraordinary pullbacks we get the canonical isomorphism
γ
(•)
+ ◦ g
!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ γ
(•)
+ ◦ γ
!(•) ◦ π!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)). Concerning the right hand side, by transitivity
of extraordinary pullbacks and of push-forwards and by using 9.1.1.2, 9.1.2.1 we obtain the canonical iso-
morphisms γ
(•)
+ ◦ f
′(•)
+ ◦ g
′(•)!(E′(•))
∼
−→ f
′′(•)
+ ◦ γ
′(•)
+ ◦ γ
′(•)! ◦ π′(•)!(E′(•))
∼
−→ γ
(•)
+ ◦ γ
(•)! ◦ f
′′(•)
+ ◦ π
′(•)!(E′(•)).
Hence, we reduce to check the isomorphism π!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•))
∼
−→ f
′′(•)
+ ◦π
′(•)!(E′(•)), which is already known
following Theorem 4.3.7.
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9.3 Relative duality isomorphism and adjunction for realisable morphisms
Theorem 9.3.1 (Relative duality isomorphism). Let g : P′ → P be a realizable morphism of smooth for-
mal V-schemes. For any E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P′ ) with proper support over P , we have the isomorphism of
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P ) of the form
g+ ◦ D(E
′(•))
∼
−→ D ◦ g+(E
′(•)).
Proof. Let E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(P
′/V) whose supportX ′ is proper over P via g. Let u : P′ →֒ P′′ be an immersion
of smooth formal V-schemes, and π : P′′ → P be a proper morphism of smooth formal V-schemes such that
g = π◦u. Let v : P′ →֒ U′′ be a closed immersion, and j : U′′ →֒ P′′ be an open immersion such that u = j◦v.
From the relative duality isomorphism in the proper case (see [Vir04]), Dv+(E
′(•))
∼
−→ v+D(E′(•)). Set
F′(•) := v+(E
′(•)). Using 9.2.2, we get j+F
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(P
′′/V) and it has his support in X ′. Hence,
Dj+F
′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P′′ ) and has its support in X
′. Hence, Dj+F
′(•) ∼−→ j+j!Dj+F′(•) (use 9.2.3). More-
over, this is obvious that j!Dj+F
′(•) ∼−→ Dj!j+F′(•)
∼
−→ DF′(•). Hence, Dj+F′(•)
∼
−→ j+DF′(•). By com-
position we get Du+(E
′(•))
∼
−→ u+D(E′(•)). Since π is proper, from the relative duality isomorphism in the
proper case (see 3.3.5), we obtain the first isomorphism Dπ+u+(E
′(•))
∼
−→ π+Du+(E
′(•))
∼
−→ π+u+D(E
′(•)).
Hence, we are done.
Corollary 9.3.2. Let g : P′ → P be a realizable morphism of smooth formal V-schemes. Let E′ ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P′,Q)
with proper support over P , and E ∈ Dbcoh(D
†
P,Q). We have the isomorphisms
RHom
D
†
P,Q
(g+(E
′),E)
∼
−→ Rg∗RHomD†
P′,Q
(E′, g!(E)). (9.3.2.1)
RHom
D
†
P,Q
(g+(E
′),E)
∼
−→ RHom
D
†
P′,Q
(E′, g!(E)). (9.3.2.2)
Proof. Using 9.3.1, we can copy word by word the proof of 3.3.6.
10 Stability under Grothendieck’s six operations
10.1 Data of coefficients
Definition 10.1.1. Fix a perfectification V → V♭ of V (see definition 7.4.5). We define the category
DVR(V,V♭) as follows : an object is the data of a complete discrete valued ring W of mixed characteristic
(0, p), together with a perfectification W→ W♭ and two morphisms of local algebras V →W and V♭ → W♭
making commutative the diagram
V♭ // W♭
V //
OO
W.
OO
Such object is simply denoted by (W,W♭). A morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W′♭) is the data of a morphism of
local V-algebras W→W′ and a morphism of local V♭-algebras W♭ →W′♭ making commutative the following
diagram:
W♭ // W′♭
W //
OO
W′.
OO
A special morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W♭) ofDVR(V,V♭) is a morphism such that the underlying morphism
W♭ →W♭ is the identity and such that W→W′ is a special morphism in the sense of 7.4.5.
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When working exclusively with perfect residue fields, we retrieve the definition of [Car18, 1.1.1]. In the
proof of 10.2.26, we will need to consider “fixed” perfectifications which gives a justification to work with
DVR(V,V♭).
10.1.2 (Base change and their commutation with cohomological operations). Let α : (W,W♭)→ (W′,W′♭) be
a morphism of DVR(V,V♭), let X be a smooth formal scheme over W, E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
X ), X
′ := X×Spf (W)
SpfW′, and π : X′ → X be the projection. The base change of E(•) by α is the object π!(E(•)) = π!(•)(E(•))
of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
X′ ) (see [Ber02, 2.2.2]). Similarly to [Ber02, 2.2.2], it will simply be denoted by W
′⊗̂L
W
E(•).
From [Ber02, 2.4.2], push forwards commute with base change. The commutation of base change with
extraordinary pullbacks, local cohomological functors, duals functors (for coherent complexes), and tensor
products is straightforward.
10.1.3. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), and X be a smooth formal W-scheme. If there is no
possible confusion (some confusion might arise if for example we do know that V → W is finite and etale),
for any integer m ∈ N, we denote D̂
(m)
X/Spf (W) (resp. D
†
X/Spf (W),Q) simply by D̂
(m)
X (resp. D
†
XQ). Berthelot
checked the following equivalence of categories (see [Ber02, 4.2.4], or 2.4.5.1):
lim−→ : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
∼= Dbcoh(D
†
XQ). (10.1.3.1)
The category Dbcoh(D
†
XQ) is endowed with its usual t-structure. Via 10.1.3.1, we get a t-structure on
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) whose heart is LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) (see Notation 1.3.2). Recall, following 1.2.6, we have canonical
explicit cohomological functors Hn : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )→ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ). The equivalence of categories 10.1.3.1
commutes with the cohomogical functors Hn (where the cohomogical functors Hn on Dbcoh(D
†
XQ) are the
obvious ones), i.e. lim−→H
n(E(•)) is canonically isomorphic to Hn(lim−→E
(•)).
Last but not least, following 1.3.8 we have the equivalence of categoriesLD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
∼= Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D̂
(•)
X ))
which is also compatible with t-structures, where the t-structure on Dbcoh(LM−−→Q(D̂
(•)
X )) is the canonical one
as the derived category of an abelian category.
Definition 10.1.4. A data of coefficients C over (V,V♭) will be the data for any object (W,W♭) of
DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W of a strictly full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), which
will be denoted by C(X/(W,W♭)), or simply C(X) if there is no ambiguity with the base (W,W♭). If there is
no ambiguity with (V,V♭), we simply say a data of coefficients.
Examples 10.1.5. 1. We define the data of coefficients B∅ as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal scheme X over W, the category B∅(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
whose unique object is O
(•)
X (where O
(•)
X is the constant object O
(m)
X = OX for any m ∈ N with the
identity as transition maps).
2. We will need the larger data of coefficientsBdiv defined as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal scheme X over W, the category Bdiv(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
whose objects are of the form B̂
(•)
X (T ), where T is any divisor of the special fiber of X. From Corollary
7.3.4, we have B̂
(•)
X (T ) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ).
3. We define Bcst as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X
over W, the category Bcst(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) whose objects are of the form
RΓ†Y O
(•)
X , where Y is a subvariety of the special fiber of X and the functor RΓ
†
Y is defined in 8.4.1.
Recall following 8.4.2, theses objects are coherent.
4. We define M∅ (resp. Msncd, resp. Mdiv) as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for
any smooth formal scheme X over W, the category M∅(X) (resp. Msncd(X), resp. Mdiv(X)) is the full
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subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) consisting in objects of the form (
†T )(E(•)), where E(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Z,X/K)
(see notation 9.1.3), with Z is a smooth subvariety of the special fiber of X, and where T is an empty
divisor (resp. a strict normal crossing divisor, resp. a divisor) of Z. Recall that following 9.1.5, these
objects are indeed coherent.
Definition 10.1.6. In order to be precise, let us fix some terminology. Let C andD be two data of coefficients
over (V,V♭).
1. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under pushforwards if for any object (W,W♭) of
DVR(V,V♭), for any realizable morphism g : X′ → X of smooth formal schemes over W, for any object
E′(•) of C(X′) with proper support over X via g, the complex g+(E
′(•)) is an object of C(X).
2. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under extraordinary pullbacks (resp. under smooth
extraordinary pullbacks) if for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any morphism (resp. smooth
morphism) f : Y→ X of smooth formal schemes overW, for any object E(•) of C(X), we have f !(E(•)) ∈
C(Y).
3. We still say that the data of coefficients C satisfies the first property (resp. the second property)
of Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem or satisfies BK ! (resp. BK+) for short if the following property is
satisfied: for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any closed immersion u : Z →֒ X of smooth formal
schemes over W, for any object E(•) of C(X) with support in Z, we have u!(E(•)) ∈ C(Z) (resp. for
any object G(•) of C(Z), we have u+(G
(•)) ∈ C(X)). Remark that BK ! and BK+ hold if and only if
the data of coefficients C satisfies (an analogue of) Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem, which justifies the
terminology.
4. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under base change (resp. special base change)
if for any morphism (W,W♭) → (W′,W′♭) (resp. for any special morphism (W,W♭) → (W′,W♭) of
DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X overW, for any object E(•) of C(X), we haveW′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈
C(X×SpfW SpfW′).
5. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under special descent of the base if, for any object
(W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W, for any object E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ),
if there exists a special morphism (W,W♭) → (W′,W♭) such that W′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ C(X ×SpfW SpfW′),
then E(•) ∈ C(X).
6. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under tensor products (resp. duals) if for any object
(W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W, for any objects E(•) and F(•) of C(X)
we have F(•)⊗̂L
OX
E(•) ∈ C(X) (resp. DX(E(•)) ∈ C(X)).
7. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under local cohomological functors (resp. under
localizations outside a divisor), if for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme
X over W, for any object E(•) of C(X), for any subvariety Y (resp. for any divisor T ) of the special
fiber of X, we have RΓ†Y E
(•) ∈ C(X) (resp. (†T )(E(•)) ∈ C(X)).
8. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under cohomology if, for any object (W,W♭)
of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W, for any object E(•) of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), the
property E(•) is an object of C(X) is equivalent to the fact that, for any integer n, Hn(E(•)) is an object
of C(X).
9. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under shifts if, for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal scheme X over W, for any object E(•) of C(X), for any integer n, E(•)[n] is an
object of C(X).
10. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable by devissages if C is stable by shifts and if for
any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W, for any exact triangle
E
(•)
1 → E
(•)
2 → E
(•)
3 → E
(•)
1 [1] of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), if two objects are in C(X), then so is the third one.
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11. We will say that the data of coefficients C is stable under direct summands if, for any object (W,W♭)
of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W we have the following property: any direct
summand in LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) of an object of C(X) is an object of C(X).
12. We say that C contains D (or D is contained in C) if for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any
smooth formal scheme X over W the category D(X) is a full subcategory of C(X).
13. We say that the data of coefficients C is local if for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth
formal scheme X over W, for any open covering (Xi)i∈I of X, for any object E
(•) of LD−→
b
Q,qc(D̂
(•)
X ), we
have E(•) ∈ ObC(X) if and only if E(•)|Xi ∈ ObC(Xi) for any i ∈ I. For instance, it follows from 1.3.9.2
that the data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,coh is local.
14. We say that the data of coefficients C is quasi-local if for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any
smooth formal scheme X over W, for any open immersion j : Y →֒ X for any object E(•) ∈ C(X), we
have j!(•)E(•) ∈ C(Y).
We finish the subsection with some notation.
10.1.7 (Duality). Let C be a data of coefficients. We define its dual data of coefficients C∨ as follows: for
any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭), for any smooth formal scheme X over W, the category C∨(X) is the
subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) of objects E
(•) such that DX(E
(•)) ∈ C(X).
Notation 10.1.8. Let C be a data of coefficients. We denote by C+ the smallest data of coefficients containing
C and stable under shifts. We define by induction on n ∈ N the data of coefficients ∆n(C) as follows: for
n = 0, we put ∆0(C) = C
+. Suppose ∆n(C) constructed for n ∈ N. For any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal scheme X over W, the category ∆n+1(C)(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
of objects E(•) such that there exists a exact triangle of the form E(•) → F(•) → G(•) → E(•)[1] such that
F(•) and G(•) are objects of ∆n(C)(X). Finally, we put ∆(C) := ∪n∈N∆n(C). The data of coefficients ∆(C)
is the smallest data of coefficients containing C and stable under devissage.
Example 10.1.9. Using the isomorphisms 8.4.3.2, and Theorem 9.1.1, we check that B+cst satisfies BK+,
and is stable under local cohomological functors, extraordinary pull-backs and tensor products.
The following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 10.1.10. Let D be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). If D is stable under pushforwards (resp.
extraordinary pullbacks, resp. smooth extraordinary pullbacks, resp. tensor products, resp. base change,
resp. local cohomological functors, resp. localisation outside a divisor) then so is ∆(D). If D satisfies BK+
(resp. is quasi-local) then so is ∆(D). If D satisfies BK ! and is stable under local cohomological functors
then so is ∆(D).
10.1.11. Beware also that if D is local (resp. stable under cohomology, resp. stable under special descent
of the base, resp. satisfies BK !), then it is not clear that so is ∆(D).
Since the converse of 10.1.10 is not true, let us introduce the following definition.
Definition 10.1.12. Let D be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). Let P be one of the stability property of
10.1.6. We say that D is ∆-stable under P if there exists a data of coefficients D′ over (V,V♭) such that
∆(D′) = ∆(D) and D′ is stable under P .
Lemma 10.1.13. The data of coefficients D is ∆-stable under pushforwards (resp. extraordinary pullbacks,
resp. smooth extraordinary pullbacks, resp. tensor products, resp. base change, resp. local cohomological
functors, resp. localisation outside a divisor) if and only if ∆(D) is stable under pushforwards (resp. extraor-
dinary pullbacks, resp. smooth extraordinary pullbacks, resp. tensor products, resp. base change, resp. local
cohomological functors, resp. localisation outside a divisor). The data of coefficients D satisfies ∆-BK+
(resp. is ∆-quasi local) if and only if ∆(D) satisfies BK+ (is quasi-local).
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Proof. This is a translation of Lemma 10.1.10.
Beware, it is not clear that if D satisfies ∆-BK ! and is ∆-stable under local cohomological functors then
∆(D) satisfies BK !.
10.2 Overcoherence, (over)holonomicity (after any base change) and comple-
ments
Definition 10.2.1. Let C and D be two data of coefficients.
1. We denote by S0(D,C) the data of coefficients defined as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal schemeX overW, the category S0(D,C)(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
of objects E(•) satisfying the following properties :
(⋆) for any smooth morphism f : Y → X of smooth formal W-schemes, for any object F(•) ∈ D(Y),
we have F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !(E(•)) ∈ C(Y).
2. We denote by S(D,C) the data of coefficients defined as follows: for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal schemeX overW, the category S(D,C)(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
of objects E(•) satisfying the following (⋆⋆) property
(⋆⋆) for any morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W′♭) of DVR(V,V♭), we have W′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X×SpfW
SpfW′).
3. Let ♯ be a symbol so that either S♯ = S0 or S♯ = S.
Examples 10.2.2. 1. We denote by LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh = S0(Bdiv, LD−→
b
Q,coh) (see the second example of 10.1.5).
This notion corresponds in the perfect residue fields case to that of overcoherence as defined in [Car16b,
5.4]. We denote by LD−→
b
Q,oc = S(Bdiv, LD−→
b
Q,coh). This notion corresponds in the perfect residue fields
case to that of overcoherence after any base change as defined in [Car16a].
2. We put H0 := S(Bdiv, LD−→
b
Q,coh) and by induction on i ∈ N, we put Hi+1 := Hi ∩ S(Bdiv,H
∨
i ) (see
Notation 10.1.7). The coefficients of Hi are called i-overholonomic after any base change. We get the
data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,h := H∞ := ∩i∈NHi whose objects are called overholonomic after any base
change.
3. Replacing S by S0 in the definition of LD−→
b
Q,h, we get a data of coefficients that we will denote by
LD−→
b
Q,ovhol.
4. Finally, we set LM−−→Q,⋆ := LD−→
b
Q,⋆ ∩ LM−−→Q,coh, for ⋆ ∈ {ovcoh, oc, h, ovhol}.
Remark 10.2.3. 1. Let C be a data of coefficients. The data of coefficients C is stable under smooth
extraordinary inverse image, localizations outside a divisor (resp. under smooth extraordinary in-
verse image, localizations outside a divisor, and base change) if and only if S0(Bdiv,C) = C (resp.
S(Bdiv,C) = C).
2. By construction, we remark that LD−→
b
Q,ovhol is the biggest data of coefficients which contains Bdiv, is
stable by devissage, dual functors and the operation S0(Bdiv,−). Moreover, LD−→
b
Q,h is the biggest data
of coefficients which contains Bdiv, is stable by devissage, dual functors and the operation S(Bdiv,−).
We will need later the following Lemmas.
Lemma 10.2.4. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under devissage.
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1. We have the equality ∆(Bdiv) = ∆(Bcst) (see Notation 10.1.5).
2. The data of coefficients C is stable under local cohomological functors if and only if it is stable under
localizations outside a divisor (see Definitions 10.1.6).
Proof. Both statements are checked by using exact triangles of localisation 8.3.1.1 and Mayer-Vietoris exact
triangles 8.3.4.2.
Lemma 10.2.5. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under local cohomological functors. Then the data
of coefficients C is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks and satisfies BK ! if and only if C is stable
under extraordinary pullbacks.
Proof. Since the converse is obvious, let us check that if C is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks
and satisfies BK ! then C is stable under extraordinary pullbacks. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭),
f : Y → X be a morphism of smooth formal schemes over W, and E(•) be an object of C(X). Since f
is the composition of its graph Y →֒ Y × X followed by the projection Y × X → X which is smooth,
then using the stability under smooth extraordinary pullbacks, we reduce to the case where f is a closed
immersion. From the stability under local cohomological functors, RΓ†Y E
(•) ∈ C(X). Since C satisfies BK !,
then f !RΓ†Y E
(•) ∈ C(Y). We conclude using the isomorphism f !RΓ†Y E
(•) ∼−→ f !(E(•)) (use 9.1.1).
Lemma 10.2.6. Let D be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). If D contains Bdiv, and if D is stable under
tensor products, then D is stable under localizations outside a divisor.
Proof. This is a consequence of the isomorphism 8.4.3.2 (we use the case where E(•) = O
(•)
X ).
Lemma 10.2.7. Let C be a data of coefficients. If the data of coefficients C is local (resp. is stable under
devissages, resp. is stable under direct summands, resp. is stable under special descent of the base, resp.
is stable under pushforwards, resp. is stable under base change, resp. satisfies BK !), then so is C∨ (see
Notation 10.1.7).
Proof. The stability under pushforwards is a consequence of the relative duality isomorphism (see 9.3.1).
Since the other stability properties are straighforward, let us check the last one. Let (W,W♭) be an object
of DVR(V,V♭), u : Z →֒ X be a closed immersion of smooth formal schemes over W, and E(•) be an object of
C∨(X) with support in Z. From Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem (see 5.1.2), there exists G(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Z )
such that u+(G
(•))
∼
−→ E(•). Since DX(E(•)) ∈ C(X) has his support in Z, since BK ! property holds,
we get u!DX(E
(•)) ∈ C(Z). From the relative duality isomorphism, we get DX(E(•))
∼
−→ DXu+(G(•))
∼
−→
u+(DZ(G
(•))). Hence, u!u+(DZ(G
(•))) ∈ C(Z). From Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem (see 5.1.2), we have
u!u+(DZ(G
(•)))
∼
−→ DZ(G(•)). This yields DZ(G(•)) ∈ C(Z). Since u!(E(•))
∼
−→ u!u+(G(•))
∼
−→ G(•), this
implies that u!(E(•)) ∈ C∨(Z).
Lemma 10.2.8. Let C and D be two data of coefficients.
1. If D ⊂ C then D∨ ⊂ C∨.
2. We have the equality ∆(C)∨ = ∆(C∨).
Proof. The first statement is obvious. Moreover, since C ⊂ ∆(C) then C∨ ⊂ ∆(C)∨. From 10.2.7, ∆(C)∨ is
stable under devissage. Hence ∆(C∨) ⊂ ∆(C)∨. By replacing in the inclusion C by C∨, since (C∨)∨ = C, we
get ∆(C) ⊂ ∆(C∨)∨. Hence, ∆(C)∨ ⊂ (∆(C∨)∨)∨ = ∆(C∨).
Lemma 10.2.9. Let C and D be two data of coefficients. With the notation of 10.2.1, we have the following
properties.
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1. With Notation 10.1.5, if D contains B∅ then S♯(D,C) is contained in C. If D contains Bdiv, then
S0(D,C) (resp S(D,C)) is included in LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh (resp. LD−→
b
Q,oc).
2. If C ⊂ C′ and D′ ⊂ D, then S♯(D,C) ⊂ S♯(D′,C′).
3. If either C or D is stable under devissages (resp. shifts), then so is S♯(D,C) and we have the equality
S♯(∆(D),C) = S♯(D,C) (resp. S♯(D
+,C) = S♯(D,C)).
4. Suppose that D is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks, tensor products (resp. and base change),
and that C contains D.
(a) The data of coefficients S0(D,C) contains D (resp. S(D,C) contains D).
(b) If D contains B∅, if either C or D is stable under shifts, then S0(D,C) = S0 (D, S0(D,C)) (resp.
S(D,C) = S (D, S(D,C)) ).
(c) If either C or D is stable under shifts then S0 (S0(D,C), S0(D,C)) (resp. S (S(D,C), S(D,C)) )
contains D.
Proof. The assertions 1), 2), 3), 4.a) and 4.b) are obvious. Let us prove 4)c). Let us suppose moreover C stable
under shifts. Since tensor products and extraordinary inverse images commute with base change, to check
the second part, we reduce to establish the non respective case. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭),
X be a smooth formal scheme over W, and E(•) ∈ D(X). Let f : Y → X be a smooth morphism of smooth
formal W-schemes. Let F(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(Y). We have to check that F(•)⊗̂LOYf
!(E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(Y). Let
g : Z→ Y be a smooth morphism of smooth formal W-schemes, and G(•) ∈ D(Z). We have the isomorphisms
G(•)⊗̂LOZg
!
(
F(•)⊗̂LOYf
!(E(•))
)
∼
−→
3.2.3.1
(
G(•)⊗̂LOZg
!F(•)
)
⊗̂LOZ(f ◦ g)
!(E(•))[−dZ/Y ]
∼
−→
(
G(•)⊗̂LOZ(f ◦ g)
!(E(•))
)
⊗̂LOZg
!F(•)[−dZ/Y ]. (⋆)
Since D is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks and tensor products, then G(•)⊗̂L
OZ
(f ◦ g)!(E(•)) ∈
D(Z). Since F(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(Y), then
(
G(•)⊗̂L
OZ
(f ◦ g)!(E(•))
)
⊗̂L
OZ
g!F(•)[−dZ/Y ] ∈ C(Z). Hence, using (⋆)
we conclude.
Remark 10.2.10. Let C, D be two data of coefficients.
(a) If C is stable under devissages, then using 10.2.9.3 and 10.2.4 we get S♯(Bdiv,C) = S♯(B
+
cst,C).
(b) LetD′ be a data of coefficients such that ∆(D′) = ∆(D). If C is stable under devissages, then S♯(D
′,C) =
S♯(D,C). Hence, in the case of stable properties appearing in Lemma 10.1.13 and when C is stable under
devissages, to study S♯(D,C) it is enough to consider ∆-stable properties instead of stable properties
satisfied by D (e.g. see the beginning of the proof of 10.2.12).
(c) If D is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks, tensor products, and that D contains Bdiv and is
contained in C, if moreover either C or D is stable under shifts, then using 10.2.9 (1, 2 and 4.b), we get
S0(D,C) = S0 (D, S0(Bdiv,C)) = S0 (D, S0(D,C)) . (10.2.10.1)
If moreover D is stable under base change, then
S(D,C) = S (D, S(Bdiv,C)) = S (D, S(D,C)) . (10.2.10.2)
Lemma 10.2.11. Let C and D be two data of coefficients. We have the following properties.
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1. If C is local and if D is quasi-local then S♯(D,C) is local. If C is stable under direct summands, then
so is S♯(D,C).
2. The data of coefficients S0(D,C) (resp. S(D,C)) is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks (resp.
and under base change).
3. If D is stable under local cohomological functors (resp. localizations outside a divisor), then so is
S♯(D,C).
4. Suppose that C is stable under pushforwards and shifts. Suppose that D is stable under extraordinary
pullbacks. Then the data of coefficients S♯(D,C) are stable under pushforwards.
5. Suppose that C is stable under shifts, and satisfies BK !. Moreover, suppose that D satisfies BK+.
Then the data of coefficients S♯(D,C) satisfies BK
!.
Proof. a) Using 1.3.9 (beware that tensor products do not preserve coherence), we check that if C is local
and if D is quasi-local then S♯(D,C) is local. The rest of the assertions 1) and 2) are obvious.
b) Let us check 3). From the commutation of the base change with local cohomological functors, we reduce
to check that S0(D,C) is stable under local cohomological functors (resp. localisations outside a divisor).
Using 8.4.3.2 and the commutation of local cohomological functors with extraordinary inverse images (see
9.1.1), we check the desired properties.
c) Let us check 4). From the commutation of base changes with pushforwards (see 10.1.2), we reduce to
check the stability of S0(D,C) under pushforwards. Let (W,W
♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭). Let g : X′ → X
be a realizable morphism of smooth formal W-schemes. Let E′(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X′) with proper support over
X . We have to check that g+(E
′(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X). Let f : Y→ X be a smooth morphism of smooth formal
W-schemes. Let f ′ : Y ×X X′ → X′, and g′ : Y×X X′ → Y be the structural projections. Let F(•) ∈ D(Y).
We have to check F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !g+(E
′(•)) ∈ C(Y). Using the hypotheses on C and D, via the isomorphisms
F(•)⊗̂LOYf
!g+(E
′(•))
∼
−→
9.2.4.1
F(•)⊗̂LOYg
′
+f
′!(E′(•))
∼
−→
3.2.6.1
g′+
(
g′!(F(•))⊗̂LOYf
′!(E′(•))
)
[−dX′/X ],
we check that F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !g+(E
′(•)) ∈ C(Y).
d) Let us check 5) (we might remark the similarity with the proof of [Car04, 3.1.7]). Since extraordinary
pullbacks commute with base change, we reduce to check that S0(D,C) satisfies BK
!. Let (W,W♭) be
an object of DVR(V,V♭), and u : X →֒ P be a closed immersion of smooth formal schemes over W. Let
E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(P) with support in X. We have to check that u!(E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X). We already know
that u!(E(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) (thanks to Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem 5.1.2). Let f : Y → X be a smooth
morphism of smooth formalW-schemes, and F(•) ∈ D(Y). We have to check F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !(u!E(•)) ∈ C(Y). The
morphism f is the composite of its graph Y →֒ Y×X with the projection Y× X→ X. We denote by v the
composite of Y →֒ Y×X with id×u : Y×X →֒ Y×P. Let g : Y×P→ P be the projection. Set U := Y×P.
Since D satisfies BK+, then v+(F
(•)) ∈ D(U). Since E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(P) and g is smooth, this yields
v+(F
(•))⊗̂L
OU
g!(E(•)) ∈ C(U). Since C satisfies BK !, this implies v!
(
v+(F
(•))⊗̂L
OU
g!(E(•))
)
∈ C(Y). Since
v!
(
v+(F
(•))⊗̂L
OU
g!(E(•))
) ∼
−→ v!v+(F(•))⊗̂LOYv
!g!(E(•))[r] with r an integer (see 3.2.3.1), since v!v+(F
(•))
∼
−→
F(•) (see Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem 5.1.2), since C is stable under shifts, since by transitivity v!g!
∼
−→ f !u!,
we get F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !u!(E(•)) ∈ C(Y).
Proposition 10.2.12. Let C and D be two data of coefficients. We suppose D contains Bdiv, satisfies
∆-BK+, and is ∆-stable under extraordinary pullbacks and tensor products (resp. D contains B∅, satisfies
∆-BK+, and is ∆-stable under extraordinary pullbacks and local cohomological functors). We suppose C is
local, satisfies BK !, is stable under devissages, pushforwards, and direct summands.
In that case, the data of coefficients S0(D,C) (resp. S(D,C)) is local, stable under devissages, direct
summands, local cohomological functors, extraordinary pullbacks, pushforwards (resp. and base change).
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Proof. Let us check the non respective case. Using 10.1.13, ∆(D) satisfies the same properties than D
without the symbol ∆. Following 10.2.9.3, since C is stable under devissage, then S♯(D,C) = S♯(∆(D),C).
Hence, we reduce to the case ∆(D) = D. Using 10.2.11 (except 3), we get S0(D,C) (resp. S(D,C)) is
local, is stable under devissages, direct summands, smooth extraordinary pullbacks (resp. and base change),
pushforwards, satisfies BK !. Using 10.2.6, we check D is stable under localizations outside a divisor. This
yields by 10.2.4.2 that D is stable under under local cohomological functors. Hence, using 10.2.11.3 so is
S♯(D,C). By applying 10.2.5 this yields that S♯(D,C) is stable under extraordinary pullbacks. Similarly, the
respective case is a straightforward consequence of 10.2.5 and 10.2.11.
Corollary 10.2.13. Let i ∈ N∪ {∞}. The data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh (resp. LD−→
b
Q,oc, resp. Hi) contains
Bcst, is local, stable under devissages, direct summands, local cohomological functors, extraordinary pullbacks,
pushforwards (resp. and base change). Moreover, LD−→
b
Q,h is stable under duality.
Proof. For any i ∈ N, since Hi+1 ⊂ Hi∩H∨i , we get the stability under duality of H∞. Using 10.2.10.a, we get
LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh = S0(B
+
cst, LD−→
b
Q,coh) (resp. LD−→
b
Q,oc = S(B
+
cst, LD−→
b
Q,coh), resp. S(Bdiv,H
∨
i ) = S(B
+
cst,H
∨
i )). Since
B+cst satisfies BK+, and is stable under local cohomological functors, extraordinary pullbacks and tensor
products (see 10.1.9), since LD−→
b
Q,coh is local, satisfies BK
!, is stable under devissages, pushforwards, direct
summands then we conclude by applying 10.2.7 and 10.2.12.
Notation 10.2.14. Let C be a data of coefficients. We denote by C0 the data of coefficients defined as
follows. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme over W. Then C0(X) :=
C(X) ∩ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ).
Lemma 10.2.15. Let C be a data of coefficients. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth
formal scheme over W.
1. If C is stable under cohomology, then ∆(C) = ∆(C0).
2. If C is stable under devissages and cohomology, then the category C0(X) is an abelian strictly full
subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) which is stable under extensions.
Proof. 1) Since ∆(C0) ⊂ ∆(C), it remains to check C ⊂ ∆(C0). Let E(•) ∈ C(X). By using some exact
triangles of truncations (for the canonical t-structure on LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) as explained in 10.1.3), we check
E(•) ∈ ∆n(C0)(X) where n is the cardinal of {j ∈ Z ; Hj(E(•)) 6= 0}.
2) Let f : E(•) → F(•) be a morphism of C0(X). By considering the mapping cone of f and by using
the stability properties of C, we check that Ker f and Coker f are objects of C0(X). The stability under
extensions is obvious. Hence, we are done.
Lemma 10.2.16. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under devissages and cohomology and which is local.
Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), T := Spf W, X and Y be two smooth formal schemes over W,
E0(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), E
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), and F
(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y ). Recall exterior tensor products is
defined in 4.3.1.2.
1. The following properties are equivalent
(a) for any n ∈ Z, E0(•)⊠̂L
OT
Hn(F(•)) ∈ C0(X) ;
(b) E0(•)⊠̂L
OT
F(•) ∈ C(X).
2. If for any n ∈ Z we have E(•)⊠̂L
OT
Hn(F(•)) ∈ C(X), then E(•)⊠̂L
OT
F(•) ∈ C(X).
Proof. Since this is local, we can suppose X affine. The first statement is an obvious consequence of 4.3.5.2.
Following 1.4.10.2, there exists G(•) ∈ Db(LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Y/S)) such that G
(•) is isomorphic in LD−→
b
Q,coh(D˜
(•)
Y/S) to
F(•). Following 4.3.5.1, we get the spectral sequence in LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X×Y/S) of the formH
r(E(•))⊠̂L
OT
Hs(G(•)) =:
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Er,s2 ⇒ E
n := Hn
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OT
G(•)
)
. Since C0(X×Y) is an abelian strictly full subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D˜
(•)
X×Y/S)
closed under extensions (see 10.2.15.2), since Hr(E(•))⊠̂L
OT
Hs(G(•)) ∈ C0(X×Y), then Hn
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OT
G(•)
)
∈
C0(X×Y). Using 1.3.10.1, this yields, Hn
(
E(•)⊠̂L
OT
F(•)
)
∈ C0(X×Y).
Proposition 10.2.17. Let C be a data of coefficients. Suppose that C is stable under cohomology, and
devissage. Then S♯(B
+
cst,C) is stable under devissages and cohomology.
Proof. Following 10.2.10, S♯(B
+
cst,C) = S♯(Bdiv,C). Since localizations outside a divisor and the functor
f (•)∗ when f is any smooth morphism are t-exact (for the canonical t-structure of LD−→
b
Q,coh), then this is
straightforward.
Corollary 10.2.18. The data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh, and LD−→
b
Q,oc are stable under cohomology.
Proposition 10.2.19. Let C and D be two data of coefficients. Suppose that D is stable under cohomology,
smooth extraordinary pullbacks, and that C is local and stable under cohomology, devissage, extraordinary
pullbacks. Then S♯(D,C) is stable under devissages and cohomology.
Proof. 1) We prove the case where ♯ = 0. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal
scheme over W, E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ). Let f : Y→ X be a smooth morphism of smooth formal W-schemes,
F(•) ∈ D(Y).
a) Suppose that E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X). Since D is stable under cohomology and smooth extraordinary
pullbacks, then Hr(F(•))⊠̂L
W
f !(E(•)) ∈ C(Y ×SpfW Y), for any r ∈ Z. Since C is stable under cohomology
and devissage, then using 10.2.16.1, we get Hr(F(•))⊠̂L
W
Hs(f !(•)(E(•))) ∈ C0(Y ×Spf W Y), for any r, s ∈
Z. Hence, since Hs(f !(•)(E(•)))
∼
−→ f∗(•)Hs−dY (E(•)), using 10.2.16.1, we get F(•)⊠̂L
W
f∗(•)Hs(E(•)) ∈
C(Y ×SpfW Y), for any s ∈ Z. Since C is stable under extraordinary pullbacks and shifts, this yields
F(•)⊗̂L
OY
f∗(•)Hs(E(•)))
∼
−→ Lδ∗(•)(F(•)⊠̂L
W
f∗(•)Hs(E(•))) ∈ C(Y), where δ : Y →֒ Y×SpfWY is the diagonal
immersion. Hence, Hs(E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X), for any s ∈ Z.
b ) Conversely, suppose Hs(E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X), for any s ∈ Z. Then F(•)⊠̂LWf
∗(•)Hs(E(•)) ∈ C(Y×Spf W
Y). Using 10.2.16.2, this yields F(•)⊠̂L
W
f !(•)(E(•)) ∈ C(Y×SpfW Y). Hence, F(•)⊗̂LOYf
!(•)(E(•)) ∈ C(Y).
2) For any morphism (W,W♭)→ (W˜, W˜♭) of DVR(V,V♭), set X˜ := X×SpfWSpf W˜, and E˜(•) := W˜⊗̂LWE
(•).
The property E(•) ∈ S(D,C)(X) is equivalent to the property E˜(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜) (for any such morphism
(W,W♭) → (W˜, W˜♭)). The property E˜(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜) is equivalent from the first part to Hn(E˜(•)) ∈
S0(D,C)(X˜) for any n ∈ Z. Since the cohomology commutes with base change, this latter property is
equivalent to W˜⊗̂L
W
Hn(E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜) for any n ∈ Z, i.e. Hn(E) ∈ S(D,C)(X˜) for any n ∈ Z.
10.2.20. Let (W,W♭) be an object ofDVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme overW, E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ).
Following 3.1.7, we have the dual functor D(•) : LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/S) → LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/S). Similarly to [Car11a,
2.8], we say that E(•) is holonomic if for any i 6= 0, Hi(D(•)(E(•))) = 0. We denote by LM−−→Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S) the
strictly subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/S) of holonomic D̂
(•)
X -modules. By copying [Car11a, 2.14], we check
LM−−→Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S) is in fact a Serre subcategory of LM−−→Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/S).
We denote by LD−→
b
Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S) the strictly full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X/S) consisting in complexes
E(•) such that HnE(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S) for any n ∈ Z. This yields the t-exact equivalence of categories
D(•) : LD−→
b
Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S)
∼= LD−→
b
Q,hol(D̂
(•)
X/S). Copying word by word the proof of [Car16a, 3.3.5], we check that
LM−−→Q,oc ⊂ LM−−→Q,hol. This yields
LD−→
b
Q,oc ⊂ LD−→
b
Q,hol. (10.2.20.1)
Lemma 10.2.21. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under cohomology and included in LD−→
b
Q,oc. Then C
∨
is stable under cohomology.
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Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of 10.2.20.1.
Corollary 10.2.22. Let i ∈ N ∪ {∞}. The data of coefficients Hi is stable under cohomology.
10.2.23. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under devissages and cohomology. Let (W,W♭) be an object
of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme over W. Recall that following 10.1.3 we have a canonical
t-structure on LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ). We get a canonical t-structure on C(X/W) whose heart is C
0(X/W) and so
that the t-structure of C(X/W) is induced by that of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ), i.e. the truncation functors are the
same and C≥n(X/W) := LD−→
≥n
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) ∩ C(X/W), C
≤n(X/W) := LD−→
≤n
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ) ∩ C(X/W).
For instance, using 10.2.18 and 10.2.22, we get for ⋆ ∈ {ovcoh, oc, h, hol} a canonical t-structure on LD−→
b
Q,⋆.
The heart of LD−→
b
Q,⋆ is LM−−→
b
Q,⋆.
Proposition 10.2.24. Let C be a data of coefficients. Suppose that C is stable under special descent of the
base. Then so is S♯(Bdiv,C).
Proof. Since the case where ♯ = 0 is similar and easier, let us treat the other case. Let (W,W♭) be an object
of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme over W, E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ). We suppose that there exists
a special morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W♭) such that W′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ S(Bdiv,C)(X×Spf W SpfW′). Let us check
that E(•) ∈ S(Bdiv,C)(X).
Let (W,W♭) → (W˜, W˜♭) be a morphism of DVR(V,V♭). Set X˜ := X ×SpfW Spf W˜. We have to
check E˜(•) := W˜⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜). Let f : Y˜ → X˜ be a smooth morphism of smooth formal W˜-
schemes, Z˜ be a divisor of Y˜ . Let W˜′ be the integral closure of the ring im(W′ → W˜♭). We get the spe-
cial morphism (W˜, W˜♭) → (W˜′, W˜♭). This yields W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
E˜(•)
∼
−→ W˜′⊗̂L
W′
(W′⊗̂L
W
E(•)) ∈ S0(Bdiv,C)(X˜′),
where X˜′ := X ×SpfW Spf W˜′. Hence, W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
(
B˜
(•)
Y˜
(Z˜)⊗̂L
O
Y˜
f !(•)(E˜(•))
)
∈ C(Y˜ ×
Spf W˜
Spf W˜′). Since
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(Y˜), using 7.3.5, this yields B˜
(•)
Y˜
(Z˜)⊗̂L
O
Y˜
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(Y˜). Since C is stable
under special descent of the base, we are done.
Corollary 10.2.25. The data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,coh, LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh, and LD−→
b
Q,oc are stable under special descent
of the base.
Proposition 10.2.26. Let C and D be two data of coefficients. Suppose that D is stable under smooth
extraordinary pullbacks and special base change, and that C is included in LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh and is stable under
shifts, and special descent of the base. Then S(D,C) is stable under special descent of the base.
Proof. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme overW, E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X ).
We suppose that there exists a special morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W♭) such thatW′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ S(D,C)(X×SpfW
SpfW′). Let us check that E(•) ∈ S(D,C)(X).
Let (W,W♭) → (W˜, W˜♭) be a morphism of DVR(V,V♭). Set X˜ := X ×SpfW Spf W˜. We have to check
E˜(•) := W˜⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜).
Let W˜′ be the integral closure of the ring im(W′ → W˜♭). We get the special morphism (W˜, W˜♭) →
(W˜′, W˜♭). This yields W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
E˜(•)
∼
−→ W˜′⊗̂L
W′
(W′⊗̂L
W
E(•)) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜
′), where X˜′ := X×SpfW Spf W˜
′. Let
f : Y˜ → X˜ be a smooth morphism of smooth formal W˜-schemes, F˜(•) ∈ D(Y˜). Then F˜(•)⊠̂L
W˜
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
Y˜×
Spf W˜
Y˜
). Since D is stable under smooth extraordinary pullbacks and special base change,
since base changes commute with (exterior) tensor products and extraordinary pullbacks, since W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
E˜(•) ∈
S0(D,C)(X˜
′), and since C is stable under shifts, then W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
(
F˜(•)⊠̂L
W˜
f !(•)(E˜(•))
)
∈ C(Spf W˜′×
Spf W˜
Y˜×
Spf W˜
Y˜). Since C is stable under special descent of the base, this yields F˜(•)⊠̂L
W˜
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈ C(Y˜ ×
Spf W˜
Y˜).
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Since C is included in LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh, since F˜
(•)⊗̂L
W˜
f !(•)(E˜(•)) and δ!(•)
(
F˜(•)⊠̂L
W˜
f !(•)(E˜(•))
)
are isomorphic up
to a shift, then this implies F˜(•)⊗̂L
O
Y˜
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(Y˜). Since W˜
′⊗̂L
W˜
E˜(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜′), then
W˜′⊗̂L
W˜
(
F˜(•)⊗̂L
O
Y˜
f !(•)(E˜(•))
)
∈ C(Y˜ ×
W˜
W˜′). Since C is closed under special descent of the base, we get
F˜(•)⊗̂L
OY
f !(•)(E˜(•)) ∈ C(Y˜) i.e., E˜(•) ∈ S0(D,C)(X˜).
Definition 10.2.27. Let C and D be two data of coefficients.
1. We denote by⊠0(D,C) the data of coefficients defined as follows: for any object (W,W
♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal schemeX overW, the category⊠0(D,C)(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
consisting in objects E(•) satisfying the following property :
(⋆) for any smooth formal W-scheme Y, for any object F(•) ∈ D(Y), we have E(•)⊠̂L
OSpf W
F(•) ∈
C(X×SpfW Y).
2. We denote by ⊠(D,C) the data of coefficients defined as follows: for any object (W,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭),
for any smooth formal schemeX overW, the category⊠(D,C)(X) is the full subcategory of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
X )
consisting in objects E(•) satisfying the following property :
(⋆⋆) for any morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W′♭) of DVR(V,V♭), W′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ ⊠0(D,C)(X×SpfW SpfW′).
3. Let ♯ be a symbol so that either ⊠♯ = ⊠0 or ⊠♯ = ⊠.
Lemma 10.2.28. Let C and D be two data of coefficients.
1. If D contains B∅, then ⊠♯(D,C) is contained in C.
2. If C ⊂ C′ and D′ ⊂ D, then ⊠♯(D,C) ⊂ ⊠♯(D′,C′).
3. If C is stable under devissage then so is ⊠♯(D,C). Moreover, ⊠♯(D,C) = ⊠♯(∆(D),C).
4. The data ⊠(D,C) is stable under base change. Moreover, if D is stable under special base change and
C is stable under special descent of the base, then ⊠♯(D,C) is stable under special descent of the base.
5. If C is stable under pushforwards (resp. satisfies BK !, resp. is local, resp. is stable under direct
summands), then so is ⊠♯(D,C).
6. If C is local and is stable under devissages and cohomology, and if D is stable under cohomology, then
⊠♯(D,C) is stable under cohomology.
Proof. The first forth statements are obvious. The non respective case and the first respective case of the
fifth one is a consequence of 4.3.6. The other cases are obvious. It remains to check the sixth one. Following
10.2.15.1, since D is stable under cohomology, then ∆(D) = ∆(D0). Hence, from the third part of our
lemma, we get ⊠♯(D,C) = ⊠♯(D
0,C). Then, we conclude by using 10.2.16.1.
10.3 Constructions of stable data of coefficients
Definition 10.3.1. Let D be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). We say that D is almost stable under dual
functors if the following property holds: for any data of coefficients C over (V,V♭) which is stable under
special descent of the base, devissages, direct summands and pushforwards, if D ⊂ C then D∨ ⊂ C. Remark
from the biduality isomorphism that the inclusion D∨ ⊂ C is equivalent to the following one D ⊂ C∨.
Lemma 10.3.2. Let D be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). The data D is almost stable under dual functors
if and only if ∆(D) is almost stable under dual functors.
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Proof. This is a consequence of 10.2.8.
Lemma 10.3.3. With notation 10.1.5, we have the equalities M∨∅ = M∅, (∆(M∅))
∨ = ∆(M∅) and
∆(Msncd) = ∆(M∅).
Proof. The first equality is a consequence of 7.2.6. The second one follows from 10.2.8. It remains to check
the inclusion Msncd ⊂ ∆(M∅). Let (W,W
♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), X be a smooth formal scheme
over W, Z be a smooth subvariety of the special fiber of X, T be a strict normal crossing divisor of Z, and
E(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Z,X/K). We have to prove that (†T )(E(•)) ∈ ∆(M∅)(X). We proceed by induction on the
dimension of T and next the number of irreducible components of T . Let T1 be one irreducible component
of T and T ′ be the union of the other irreducible components. We have the localisation triangle
(†T ′ ∩ T1)RΓ
†
T1
(E(•))→ (†T ′)(E(•))→ (†T )(E(•))→ +1 (10.3.3.1)
Following 9.1.8, we have RΓ†T1(E
(•))[1] ∈ MIC(•)(T1,X/K). Hence, since T ′ ∩ T1 is a strict normal crossing
divisor of T1, by induction hypothesis we get (
†T ′ ∩ T1)RΓ
†
T1
(E(•)) ∈ ∆(M∅)(X). By induction hypothesis,
we have also (†T ′)(E(•)) ∈ ∆(M∅)(X). Hence, by devissage, we get (
†T )(E(•)) ∈ ∆(M∅)(X).
Proposition 10.3.4. The data of coefficients Bdiv, Mdiv, and Bcst are almost stable under duality.
Proof. I) Since ∆(Bcst) = ∆(Bdiv) (see 10.2.4.1) and using 10.3.2, since the case Bdiv is checked similarly,
we reduce to prove the almost dual stability of Mdiv.
II) Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Mdiv, and which is stable under special
descent of the base, devissages, direct summands and pushforwards. Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭),
X be a smooth formal scheme over W, Z be a smooth subvariety of the special fiber of X, T be a divisor of
Z, and E(•) ∈ MIC(•)(Z,X/K). We have to check that (†T )(E(•)) ∈ C∨(X).
0) Let l be the residue field of W. Since C is stable under special descent of the base, then similarly to the
part 0),1) of the proof of 7.3.3, we can suppose Z integral and that there exist a smooth integral l-variety Z ′,
a projective generically finite and étale morphism of l-varieties φ : Z ′ → Z such that Z ′ is quasi-projective
and T ′ := φ−1(T ) is a strict normal crossing divisor of Z ′. Hence, there exists a closed immersion of the
form u : Z ′ →֒ PnZ whose composition with the projection P
n
Z → Z is φ. Let X
′ := P̂nX, f : X
′ → X be the
projection.
1) By adjunction (use 3.3.7 and 10.1.3.1), we get the morphism f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(E(•))→ E(•).
1’) We construct E(•) → f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(E(•)) as follows: we get the morphism f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(D(•)E(•))→
D(•)E(•) by adjunction. This yields by duality E(•)
∼
−→ D(•)D(•)E(•) → D(•)f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(D(•)E(•))
∼
−→
3.3.5.1
f
(•)
+ D
(•)RΓ†Z′f
!(•)(D(•)E(•)). Following 9.1.8, we have the following isomorphism D(•)
(
RΓ†Z′f
!(•)E(•)
)
∼
−→
RΓ†Z′f
!(•)(D(•)E(•)), and we are done.
2) Composing both morphisms of 1) and 1’), we get an isomorphism (same reason than for the proof
of 7.3.3). In particular, E(•) is a direct summand of f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(E(•)). Hence, (†T )(E(•)) is a direct
summand of (†T )f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Z′f
!(•)(E(•)) Using the commutation of localisation functor with pushforwards, this
yields (†T )(E(•)) is a direct summand of f
(•)
+ (
†T ′)RΓ†Z′f
!(•)(E(•)).
3) Since E′(•) := RΓ†Z′f
!(•)(E(•)) ∈ MIC(•)(Z ′,X′/K) (use 9.1.8), then (†T ′)(E′(•)) ∈ Msncd(X′). Since C
contains Msncd and is stable under devissages, then using 10.3.3 we get Msncd ⊂ C∨. Hence, (†T ′)(E′(•)) ∈
C∨(X′). Since C is stable under direct summands and pushforwards, we are done.
Notation 10.3.5. Let C,D be two data of coefficients. We put T0(D,C) := S(D,C). By induction on i ∈ N,
we set Ui(D,C) := Ti(D,C)∩Ti(D,C)∨, T˜i(D,C) := S(D, Ui(D,C)) and Ti+1(D,C) := S(T˜i(D,C), T˜i(D,C)).
We put T (D,C) := ∩i∈NTi(D,C).
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Theorem 10.3.6. Let Bdiv ⊂ D ⊂ C be two data of coefficients. We suppose
a) The data D is stable under cohomology, smooth extraordinary pullbacks and special base change ;
b) The data ∆(D) satisfies BK+, is stable under extraordinary pullbacks, base change, tensor products and
is almost stable under dual functors ;
c) The data C satisfies BK !, is local and stable under devissages, direct summands, pushforwards, cohomology
and special descent of the base.
Then, the data of coefficients T (D,C) (see Definition 10.3.5) is included in C, contains D, is local, stable
by devissages, direct summands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, base
change, tensor products, duals, cohomology and special descent of the base.
Proof. I) First, we check by induction on i ∈ N that the data of coefficients Ti(D,C) contains D, is contained
in C, is local, stable under devissages, direct summands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, ex-
traordinary pullbacks, base change, cohomology and special descent of the base (which implies such stability
properties for T (D,C)).
a) Let us verify that T0(D,C) satisfies these properties. Using 10.2.9.3, we get from 10.2.9.1 (resp.
10.2.9.4) that T0(D,C) is included in C (resp. contains D). Using 10.1.9 and (the non respective case of)
10.2.12, we check that S(D,C) and S(B+cst,C) are both local, stable under devissages, direct summands,
local cohomological functors, extraordinary pullbacks, pushforwards and base change. Following 10.2.17 and
10.2.24, S(B+cst,C) is also stable under cohomology and special descent of the base. Hence, since S(B
+
cst,C) ⊂
LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh, (see 10.2.9.1) by applying 10.2.26, this yields that S
(
D, S(B+cst,C)
)
is stable under special descent
of the base. Moreover, it follows from 10.2.19 that S
(
D, S(B+cst,C)
)
is also stable under cohomology. With
the remark 10.2.10, we get the equalities S(D,C) = S(∆(D),C) = S
(
∆(D), S(B+cst,C)
)
= S
(
D, S(B+cst,C)
)
.
Hence, we are done.
b) Suppose that this is true for Ti(D,C) for some i ∈ N.
i) Since D is almost stable under duals, then Ui(D,C) contains D. Since ∆(D) is stable by tensor
products, extraordinary pullbacks, and base change then, using 10.2.9.4 (where C is replaced by Ui(D,C)
which is stable under devissable), this implies that D is contained in T˜i(D,C) and Ti+1(D,C). Using 10.2.9.1,
we get that T˜i(D,C) and Ti+1(D,C) are included in C.
ii) From Lemma 10.2.7, Ui(D,C) satisfies BK
!, is local, stable under pushforwards, under devissages, di-
rect summands, base change and special descent of the base. It follows from 10.2.9.1 that Ti(D,C) is included
in LD−→
b
Q,oc. Using 10.2.21, this yields that Ui(D,C) is stable under cohomology. Hence, by applying the step
I)a) in the case where C is replaced by Ui(D,C), we get that T˜i(D,C) is local, stable under devissages, direct
summands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, base change, cohomology
and special descent of the base.
Using (the respective case of) 10.2.12, this yields that Ti+1(D,C) is local, stable under devissages, direct
summands, local cohomological functors, extraordinary pullbacks, pushforwards and base change. By ap-
plying 10.2.19 (resp. 10.2.26), we check moreover that Ti+1(D,C) is stable under cohomology (resp. special
descent of the base).
II) From 10.2.9.1, Ti+1(D,C) is contained in T˜i(D,C) and T˜i(D,C) is contained in Ti(D,C) ∩ Ti(D,C)∨.
Hence, by construction, the tensor product of two objects of Ti+1(D,C) is an object of Ti(D,C) and the dual
of an object of Ti+1(D,C) is an object of Ti(D,C).
Example 10.3.7. We can choose D = B+div and C = LD−→
b
Q,coh.
Lemma 10.3.8. Let C be a data of coefficients which contains Mdiv and is stable under shifts. We have the
inclusions :
1. The data M+div is stable under base change, smooth extraordinary pullbacks and tensor products.
2. Mdiv ⊂ S(Bdiv,C).
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3. Mdiv ⊂ ⊠ (⊠(Mdiv,C),⊠(Mdiv,C)).
Proof. The first statement is a consequence of 9.1.8. The other ones are easy consequences of the first
statement.
Notation 10.3.9. We put T0 := S(Bdiv, LD−→
b
Q,coh). By induction on i ∈ N, we set Ui := Ti ∩ T
∨
i , U˜ i :=
⊠(⊠(Mdiv, Ui),⊠(Mdiv, Ui)), and Ti+1 := S(Bdiv, U˜ i). We put T := ∩i∈NTi.
Theorem 10.3.10. The data of coefficients T contains Mdiv, is local, stable by devissages, direct summands,
local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, base change, tensor products, duals,
cohomology and special descent of the base.
Proof. I) We prove by induction on i that Ti contains Mdiv, is local, stable under devissages, direct sum-
mands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, base change, cohomology and
special descent of the base.
a) For T0 = LD−→
b
Q,oc, this comes from the step I)a) of the proof of 10.3.6, and of 10.3.8.2.
b) Suppose that this is true for Ti for some i ∈ N.
i) Since Mdiv is almost stable under duality (see 10.3.4), then Ui contains Mdiv. Hence, using 10.3.8, U˜ i
contains Mdiv.
ii) Similarly to the first part of the step I)b)ii) of the proof of 10.3.6, we check that Ui satisfies BK
!,
is local, stable under pushforwards, under devissages, direct summands, base change, special descent of the
base, and under cohomology. Hence, following 10.2.28, we check that so is ⊠(Mdiv, Ui) and then so is U˜ i.
Hence, using the step I)a) of the proof of 10.3.6, we get that Ti+1 satisfied the desired properties.
II) Using first 10.2.9.1, and next 10.2.28.1 we get the inclusions Ti+1 ⊂ U˜ i ⊂ ⊠(Mdiv, Ui) ⊂ Ui ⊂ Ti.
Hence, by construction, the external tensor product of two objects of Ti+1 is an object of Ti and the dual of
an object of Ti+1 is an object of Ti.
11 Formalism of Grothendieck six operations for arithmeticD-modules
over couples
Let (W,W♭) be an object of DVR(V,V♭), and l be its residue field.
11.1 Data of coefficients over frames
Definition 11.1.1. 1. We define the category of frames over W as follows. A frame (Y,X,P) over W
means that P is a realizable smooth formal scheme over W, X is a closed subscheme of the special
fiber P of P and Y is an open subscheme of X . Let (Y ′, X ′,P′) and (Y,X,P) be two frames over
W. A morphism θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′) → (Y,X,P) of frames over W is the data of a morphism
f : P′ → P of realizable smooth formal schemes over W, a morphism a : X ′ → X of l-schemes, and a
morphism b : Y ′ → Y of l-schemes inducing the commutative diagram
Y ′
b


 // X ′
a


 // P′
f

Y

 // X 
 // P.
If there is no ambiguity with W, we simply say frame or morphism of frames.
2. A morphism θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′) → (Y,X,P) of frames over W is said to be complete (resp.
strictly complete) if a is proper (resp. f and a are proper).
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Definition 11.1.2. 1. We define the category of couples overW as follow. A couple (Y,X) overW means
the two first data of a frame over W of the form (Y,X,P). A frame of the form (Y,X,P) is said to
be enclosing (Y,X). A morphism of couples u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′) → (Y,X) over W is the data of a
morphism of l-schemes of the form a : X ′ → X such that a(Y ′) ⊂ Y and b : Y ′ → Y is the induced
morphism.
2. A morphism of couples u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′)→ (Y,X) over W is said to be complete if a is proper.
Remark 11.1.3. 1. Let u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′)→ (Y,X) be a complete morphism of couples over W. Then
there exists a strictly complete morphism of frames over W of the form θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′) →
(Y,X,P). Indeed, by definition, there exist some frames overW of the form (Y ′, X ′,P′′) and (Y,X,P).
There exists an immersion P′′ →֒ Q′′ with Q′′ a proper and smooth formal W-scheme. Hence, put
P′ := Q′′ × P and let f : P′ → P be the projection. Since a is proper, X →֒ P is proper, and f is
proper, then the immersion X ′ →֒ P′ is also proper.
2. Let u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′) → (Y,X) be a morphism of couples over W. Similarly, we check that there
exists a morphism of frames over W of the form θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→ (Y,X,P).
Notation 11.1.4. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭). Let (Y,X,P) be a frame over W. We denote
by C(Y,P/W) the full subcategory of C(P) of objects E such that there exists an isomorphism of the form
E
∼
−→ RΓ†Y (E). We remark that C(Y,P/W) only depend on the immersion Y →֒ P which explains the
notation. We might choose X equal to the closure of Y in P .
Notation 11.1.5. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under devissages and cohomology. Let (Y,X,P) be
a frame over W. Choose U an open set of P such that Y is closed in U.
1. Similarly to [AC18, 1.2.1-5] , we define a canonical t-structure on C(Y,P/W) as follows. We denote
by C≤n(Y,P/W) (resp. C≥n(Y,P/W)) the full subcategory of C(Y,P/W) of complexes E such that
E|U ∈ C≤n(Y,U/W) := C(Y,U/W)∩C≤n(U/W) (resp. E|U ∈ C≥n(Y,U/W) := C(Y,U/W)∩C≥n(U/W)),
where the t-structure on C(U/W) is the canonical one (see 10.2.23). The heart of this t-structure will
be denoted by C0(Y,P/W). Finally, we denote by Hit the ith space of cohomology with respect to this
canonical t-structure.
2. Suppose Y is smooth. Then, we denote by Cisoc(Y,P/W) (resp. C
≥n
isoc(Y,P/W), resp. C
≤n
isoc(Y,P/W),
resp. C0isoc(Y,P/W)) the full subcategory of (resp. C
≥n(Y,P/W), resp. C≤n(Y,P/W), resp. C0(Y,P/W))
consisting in complexes E(•) such that Hi(E(•)|U) ∈ MIC(•)(Y,U/K). We refer “ isoc” as isocrystals.
The reason is that when we work over perfect fields, we have the equivalence of categories of [Car11b,
5.4.6.1] (since we use Shiho’s work on proper descent, this is not clear if we can extend it without this
perfectness condition). In this paper, we avoid trying to check such equivalence of categories (other
than the easier case where the partial compactification is smooth).
Remark 11.1.6. Let C be a data of coefficients stable under devissages and cohomology. Let P be a smooth
formal W-scheme, Y be a subscheme of P , Z be a closed subscheme of Y , and Y ′ := Y \ Z.
1. We get the t-exact functor (†Z) : C(Y,P/W)→ C(Y ′,P/W). Beware the functor (†Z) : C(Y,P/W)→
C(Y,P/W) is not always t-exact.
2. We say that Z locally comes from a divisor of P if locally in P , there exists a divisor T of P such
that Z = Y ∩ T (this is equivalent to saying that locally in P , the ideal defining Z →֒ Y is generated
by one element). In that case, we get the t-exact functor (†Z) : C(Y,P/W) → C(Y,P/W). Indeed,
by construction of our t-structures, we can suppose Y is closed in P (and then we reduce to the case
where the t-structure on C(Y,P/W) is induced by the standard t-structure of LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P )). Since
the property is local, we can suppose there exists a divisor T such that Z = T ∩Y . Then both functors
(†Z) and (†T ) of C(Y,P/W)→ C(Y,P/W) are isomorphic. Since (†T ) is exact, we are done.
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Remark 11.1.7. Let (W,W♭)→ (W′,W♭) be a special morphism of DVR(V,V♭). Let P be a smooth formal
W-scheme, P♭ := P×Spf WSpfW♭ be the induced smooth formalW♭-scheme. Let E(•),F(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P ).
1. E(•) = 0 if and only if W′⊗̂L
W
E(•) = 0.
2. A morphism f : E(•) → F(•) is an isomorphism, if and only if W′⊗̂Wf is an isomorphism.
3. Let l♭ be the residue field of W♭. Let Y be a reduced l-subscheme of P . Let Y ♭ := Y ×Spec l Spec l♭,
and Y˜ ♭ := Y ♭red := (Y ×Spec l Spec l
♭)red be the corresponding reduced subscheme of P
♭. Let l′ be a
finite (radicial) extension of l included in l♭. We put Y ′ := Y ×Spec l Spec (l′).
(a) By using [EGAIV3, 8.7.2], [EGAIV3, 8.8.2.(ii)] and [EGAIV3, 8.10.5.(v)], for l′ large enough, there
exist a reduced l′-variety Y˜ ′ satisfying Y˜ ♭
∼
−→ Y˜ ′×Spec (l′) Spec (l
♭). For l′ large enough, it follows
from [EGAIV3, 8.8.2.(i)] that there exists a morphism Y˜ ′ → Y ′ inducing the closed immersion
Y˜ ♭ →֒ Y ♭. By using [EGAIV3, 8.10.5], for l′ large enough, we can suppose that Y˜ ′ → Y ′ is a
surjective closed immersion. Since Y˜ ′ is reduced, this yields Y˜ ′ = Y ′red, for l
′ large enough.
(b) Hence, by using [EGAIV4, 17.7.8], we check that if Y ♭red is smooth (resp. étale) over l
♭, then so is
Y ′red over l
′ for l′ large enough.
(c) Hence, if Y is of dimension 0, then Y ′red is a finite and étale l
′-variety for l′ large enough. Indeed,
since l♭ is perfect and since Y ♭red is a reduced l
♭-scheme of finite type of dimension 0, then Y ♭red is
a finite and étale l♭-scheme. We conclude using the previous remark.
11.1.8 (Devissage in isocrystals). Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) stable under devissages, coho-
mology, local cohomological functors, extraordinary pull back and base change. Let (W,W♭) be an object
of DVR(V,V♭), let (Y,X,P) be a frame over W. Let E(•) ∈ C(Y,P/W). Using 11.1.7.3 and its notations,
since l♭ is perfect, there exists an open dense l♭-smooth subscheme Y˜ ♭0 of Y
♭
red. Using similar arguments than
11.1.7.3b, this yields there exist l′ a finite (radicial) extension of l included in l♭, and an open dense smooth
subscheme Y ′0 of (Y ×Spec l Spec l
′)red such that Y˜
♭
0
∼
−→ Y ′0 ×Spec (l′) Spec (l
♭). With 7.4.4, increasing l′ if
necessary, we can suppose there exists a special morphism (W,W♭)→ (W′,W♭) of DVR(V,V♭) such that the
residue field of W′ is l′. Hence, shrinking Y ′0 if necessary, using Theorem [Car11a, 3.4] (which is still valid
without the hypothesis on the perfectness of the residue fields) we getW′⊗̂L
W
E(•) ∈ Cisoc(Y ′0 ,P×SpfWSpfW
′).
By devissage, this yields that there exists a special morphism (W,W♭) → (W′,W♭) such that, denoting by
P′ := P×SpfW SpfW′, Y ′ := (Y ×SpfW SpfW′)red and E′(•) := W′⊗̂LWE
(•), there exists a smooth stratifica-
tion (Y ′i )i=0,...,r of Y
′ in P ′ (see Definition [AC18, 2.2.1]) such that we have RΓ†Y ′i
(E′(•)) ∈ Cisoc(Y ′i ,P
′) for
any i = 0, . . . , r.
11.2 Formalism of Grothendieck six operations over couples
Theorem 11.2.1 (Independence). Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Bdiv, which
is stable under devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, and under local cohomological functors.
Let θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→ (Y,X,P) be a morphism of frames over W such that a and b are proper.
1. For any E(•) ∈ C(Y,P/W), for any E′(•) ∈ C(Y ′,P′/W) (recall notation 11.1.4, we have
HomC(Y,P/W)(f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)),E(•))
∼
−→ HomC(Y ′,P′/W)(E
′(•),RΓ†Y ′f
!(•)(E(•))).
2. Suppose that Y ′ = Y and b is the identity, and that C is stable under cohomology. Then, for any
E(•) ∈ C0(Y,P/W), for any E′(•) ∈ C0(Y,P′/W), for any n ∈ Z \ {0}, we have
Hnt RΓ
†
Y f
!(•)(E(•)) = 0, Hnt f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)) = 0.
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3. Suppose that Y ′ = Y and b is the identity. For any E(•) ∈ C(Y,P/W), for any E′(•) ∈ C(Y,P′/W), the
adjunction morphisms RΓ†Y f
!(•)f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)) → E′(•) and f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
Y f
!(•)(E(•)) → E(•) are isomorphisms.
In particular, the functors RΓ†Y f
!(•) and f
(•)
+ induce quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between
C(Y,P/W) and C(Y,P′/W).
Proof. I) Let us check the first statement. Replacing X and X ′ by the closure of Y in P and Y ′ in P ′, we
can suppose Y is dense in X and Y ′ is dense in X ′. Let E(•) ∈ C(Y,P/W), and E′(•) ∈ C(Y ′,P′/W). Since
a is proper, using 9.3.2.2, the stability of C under extraodinary pullbacks, and the equivalence of categories
1.3.8, we get the bijection
Hom
LD
−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P
)
(f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)),E(•))
∼
−→ Hom
LD
−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P′
)
(E′(•), f !(•)(E(•))).
Since a and b are proper, then the open immersion Y ′ ⊂ a−1(Y ) is proper. Since Y ′ is dense in X ′, then
Y ′ = a−1(Y ). Hence, the functors RΓ†X′f
!(•) and RΓ†Y ′f
!(•) (resp. f
(•)
+ and RΓ
†
Y f
(•)
+ ) are isomorphic over
C(Y,P/W) (resp. C(Y ′,P′/W)). Hence, the functor RΓ†X′f
!(•) (resp. f
(•)
+ ) induces RΓ
†
X′f
!(•) : C(Y,P/W)→
C(Y ′,P′/W) (resp. f
(•)
+ : C(Y
′,P′/W) → C(Y,P/W)). Since C(Y ′,P′/W) is a strictly full subcategory of
LD−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P′ ), we conclude using the equality
Hom
LD
−→
b
Q,coh(D̂
(•)
P′
)
(E′(•), f !(•)(E(•))) = HomC(Y ′,P′/W)(E
′(•),RΓ†X′f
!(•)(E(•))).
II) Now let us check at the same time the last two statements. Using the stability properties that C sat-
isfies, we check that the functors f
(•)
+ : C(Y,P
′/W)→ C(Y,P/W) and RΓ†Y f
!(•) : C(Y,P/W)→ C(Y,P′/W)
are well defined. Since C is included in LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh, we reduce to check the case where C = LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh.
We proceed similarly to [Car04, 3.2.6]: Choose U (resp. U′) an open set of P (resp. P′) such that Y
is closed in U (resp. Y is closed in U′), and such that f(U′) ⊂ U. The functor |U : LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W) →
LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,U/W) is t-exact, and the same with some primes. Moreover, for any E
(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W)
(or E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W)), the property E
(•) = 0 is equivalent to E(•)|U = 0. Hence, we can suppose
U = P and U′ = P′, i.e. Y →֒ P and Y →֒ P ′ are closed immersions.
1) Using notation 11.1.7.3, suppose that Y ′red is smooth over l
′ for l′ large enough. Then, using 11.1.7.1
and 11.1.7.2, we reduce to the case where l′ = l, i.e. Y is smooth. Since the theorem is local, we can suppose
there exists a smooth formal scheme Y which is a lifting of Y . Hence, this is an obvious consequence of
Berthelot-Kashiwara theorem 5.1.2.
2) Let us go back to the general case. We proceed by induction on the dimension of Y . When dimY = 0,
then using 11.1.7.3c, this is a consequence of the step 1).
Now, suppose dimY ≥ 1 and the theorem valid when Y is replaced by a variety of inferior dimension.
Since l♭ is perfect, since the theorem is local in P, we can suppose P integral and affine, and there exists T ♭
a (reduced) divisor of P ♭ such that, putting Z♭ := Y ♭red ∩ T
♭, we have Y ♭red \ Z
♭ is a smooth l♭-variety, and
dimZ♭ < dimY ♭red.
By using [EGAIV3, 8.7.2], [EGAIV3, 8.8.2.(ii)] and [EGAIV3, 8.10.5.(v)], for l′ large enough, there exist
a reduced closed l′-subvariety Tl′ of Pl′ := P ×Spec l Spec (l′) satisfying T ♭
∼
−→ Tl′ ×Spec (l′) Spec (l
♭). Since
dimTl′ = dim T
♭ = dimP ♭− 1 = dimPl′ − 1, using [EGAIV3, 8.4.2], then Tl′ is a divisor of Pl′ . Then, using
11.1.7.1 and 11.1.7.2, we reduce to the case where l′ = l, i.e. we can suppose there exists a divisor T of P
such that, putting Z := T ∩ Y , we have Y \ Z is a smooth l-variety, and dimZ < dimY .
3) We check in this step that for any E′(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W), for any integer r 6= 0, Hrf
(•)
+ (E
′(•)) = 0.
The localisation triangle in Z of E′(•) induces the exact sequence in LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W):
0→ H†,0Z (E
′(•))→ E′(•) → (†Z)(E′(•))→ H†,1Z (E
′(•))→ 0. (11.2.1.1)
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Since Z locally comes from a divisor of P ′, then the functor (†Z) : LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W)→ LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W)
is exact (see 11.1.6.2). Let F′(•) be the kernel of the epimorphism (†Z)(E′(•)) → H†,1Z (E
′(•)). We get the
exact sequence in LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W)
0→ F′(•) → (†Z)(E′(•))→ H†,1Z (E
′(•))→ 0.
By applying the functor f
(•)
+ to this latter exact sequence, we get a long exact sequence. We have (
†Z)(E′(•)) ∈
LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y \ Z,P
′/W) and H†,1Z (E
′(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Z,P
′/W). Hence, following the step 1), using the
induction hypothesis, using the long exact sequence, we check that for any integer r 6∈ {0, 1}, we have
Hr(f
(•)
+ )(F
′(•)) = 0. Moreover, H1(f
(•)
+ )(F
′(•)) = 0 if and only if the morphism s : H0(f
(•)
+ )((
†Z)(E′(•))) →
H0(f
(•)
+ )(H
†,1
Z (E
′(•))) is an epimorphism. We split the check of this latter property in the following two steps
a) and b).
3.a) In this step, we check that the morphism s′ := H0(RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•))(s) is an epimorphism. Since
(†Z)(E′(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y \ Z,P
′/W), since the functors RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•) and RΓ†Y \Z ◦ f
!(•) are canonically
isomorphic over LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y \ Z,P/W) then following the step 1), the canonical morphism
(†Z)(E′(•))→ H0(RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•)) ◦H0(f
(•)
+ )((
†Z)(E′(•)))
is an isomorphism. Since H†,1Z (E
′(•)) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Z,P
′/W), since the functors RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•) and RΓ†Z ◦ f
!(•)
are canonically isomorphic over LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Z,P/W) then by induction hypothesis the canonical morphism
H
†,1
Z (E
′(•))→ H0(RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•)) ◦H0(f
(•)
+ )(H
†,1
Z (E
′(•)))
is an isomorphism. Since (†Z)(E′(•))→ H†,1Z (E
′(•)) is an epimorphism, this yields that so is s′.
3.b) Let us check that s is an epimorphism. Let F(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W) be the image of s, and i
be the canonical monomorphism F(•) →֒ H0(f
(•)
+ )(H
†,1
Z (E
′(•))). Since H0(f
(•)
+ )(H
†,1
Z (E
′(•))) has his support
in Z, then i is in fact a monomorphism of LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Z,P/W). Using the induction hypothesis, since the
functors RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•) and RΓ†Z ◦ f
!(•) are canonically isomorphic over LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Z,P/W) this yields that
i′ := H0(RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•))(i) is a monomorphism. Since s′ is an epimorphism, then so is i′. Hence, the morphism
i′ is an isomorphism. Using the induction hypothesis, this implies that i is an isomorphism. This yields that
s is an epimorphism.
3.c) Hence, we have checked that for any integer r 6= 0, we have Hr(f
(•)
+ )(F
′(•)) = 0. From 11.2.1.1, we
get the exact sequence 0 → H†,0Z (E
′(•)) → E′(•) → F′(•) → 0. By applying the functor f
(•)
+ to this latter
sequence, we get a long exact sequence. Looking at this later one, we remark that the property “for any
r 6= 0, Hr(f
(•)
+ )(F
′(•)) = 0 and Hr(f
(•)
+ )(H
†,0
Z (E
′(•))) = 0”, implies that "for any r 6= 0, Hr(f
(•)
+ )(E
′(•)) = 0".
4) Similarly to the step 3), we check that for any r 6= 0, for any E(•) ∈ LM−−→Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W), we have
Hr(RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•))(E(•)) = 0. Hence, we omit writing H0.
5) It remains to check the last statement of the theorem. Let E(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P/W). Using the
localisation triangle with respect to Z, to check that the morphism f
(•)
+ ◦ RΓ
†
Y ◦ f
!(•)(E(•)) → E(•) is
an isomorphism, we reduce to check we get an isomorphism after applying RΓ†Z and (
†Z). Using 9.1.1
and 8.4.3.1, after applying RΓ†Z , we get a morphism canonically isomorphic to the canonical morphism
f
(•)
+ ◦ RΓ
†
Z ◦ f
!(•)(RΓ†ZE
(•))→ RΓ†ZE
(•). By induction hypothesis, this latter is an isomorphism. Moreover,
after applying (†Z), we get the morphism f
(•)
+ ◦ RΓ
†
Y \Z ◦ f
!(•)(RΓ†Y \ZE
(•)) → RΓ†Y \ZE
(•), which is an
isomorphism following the step 1).
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We proceed similarly to check that the canonical morphism E′(•) → RΓ†Y ◦ f
!(•) ◦ f
(•)
+ (E
′(•)) is an isomor-
phism for any E′(•) ∈ LD−→
b
Q,ovcoh(Y,P
′/W).
Corollary 11.2.2. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Bdiv, which is stable under
devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, and local cohomological functors. Let Y := (Y,X) be a
couple over W.
1. Choose a frame of the form (Y,X,P). The category C(Y,P/W) does not depend, up to a canonical
equivalence of categories, on the choice of the frame (Y,X,P) over W enclosing (Y,X). Hence, we
can simply write C(Y/W) instead of C(Y,P/W) without ambiguity (up to canonical equivalence of
categories).
2. If moreover C is stable under cohomology, then we get a canonical t-structure on C(Y/W).
Proof. Let (Y,X,P) and (Y,X,P′) be two frames over W enclosing (Y,X). The closed immersions X →֒ P
and X →֒ P′ induce X →֒ P × P′. Denoting by π1 : P × P′ → P and π2 : P × P′ → P′ the structural
projections, we get two morphisms of frames over W of the form (id, id, π1) : (Y,X,P × P
′) → (Y,X,P)
and (id, id, π2) : (Y,X,P×P′) → (Y,X,P′). From 11.2.1, the functors π
(•)
2+RΓ
†
Y π
!(•)
1 and π
(•)
1+RΓ
†
Y π
!(•)
2 are
canonically quasi-inverse equivalences of categories between C(Y,P/W) and C(Y,P′/W). When C is stable
under cohomology then these equivalences are t-exact. Hence we are done.
Lemma 11.2.3. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Bdiv, which is stable under
devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, local cohomological functors, and duals. Let Y := (Y,X)
be a couple over W. Choose a frame of the form (Y,X,P). The functor RΓ†Y DP : C(Y,P/W)→ C(Y,P/W)
does not depend, up to a canonical isomorphisms of 11.2.2 (more precisely, we have the commutative diagram
11.2.3.1 up to canonical isomorphisms), on the choice of the frame enclosing (Y,X). Hence, we will denote
by DY : C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W) the functor RΓ
†
Y DP.
Proof. As in the beginning of the proof, 11.2.2, let (Y,X,P1) and (Y,X,P2) be two frames overW enclosing
(Y,X). Let π1 : P1×P2 → P1 and π2 : P1×P2 → P2 be the structural projections. We have to check that
the diagram
C(Y,P1/W)
RΓ†Y π
!(•)
1
∼= //
RΓ†Y DP1

C(Y,P1 ×P2/W)
π
(•)
2+
∼= //
RΓ†Y DP1×P2

C(Y,P2/W)
RΓ†Y DP2

C(Y,P1/W)
RΓ†Y π
!(•)
1
∼=
// C(Y,P1 ×P2/W)
π
(•)
2+
∼=
// C(Y,P2/W)
(11.2.3.1)
is commutative, up to canonical isomorphisms. Let E(•) ∈ C(Y,P1 × P2/W). From 9.3.1, we have the
isomorphism DP2π
(•)
2+(E
(•))
∼
−→ π
(•)
2+DP1×P2(E
(•)). Hence, by applying the functor RΓ†Y to this isomorphism,
we get the first one RΓ†Y DP2π
(•)
2+(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y π
(•)
2+DP1×P2(E
(•))
∼
−→
9.1.1
π
(•)
2+RΓ
†
π−12 (Y )
DP1×P2(E
(•)). Since
P1 is a realizable smooth formal scheme over W, then we check that the immersion Y →֒ π
−1
2 (Y ) is in fact a
closed immersion. This yields Y = Y ∩ π−12 (Y ), where Y is the closure of Y in P1×P2. Since DP1×P2(E
(•))
has in support in Y , then RΓ†
π−12 (Y )
DP1×P2(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†
π−12 (Y )
RΓ†
Y
DP1×P2(E
(•))
∼
−→ RΓ†Y DP1×P2(E
(•)).
Hence, we have checked the commutativity, up to commutative isomorphisms, of the right square of 11.2.3.1.
From 11.2.1, π
(•)
1+ is canonically a quasi-inverse of the equivalence of categories RΓ
†
Y π
!(•)
1 : C(Y,P1×P2/W)
∼=
C(Y,P1/W) (we means that we have canonical isomorphisms π
(•)
1+RΓ
†
Y π
!(•)
1
∼
−→ id and id
∼
−→ RΓ†Y π
!(•)
1 π
(•)
1+ ).
Hence, we get the commutativity, up to canonical isomorphism, of the left square of 11.2.3.1.
Lemma 11.2.4. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Bdiv, which is stable under de-
vissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, and local cohomological functors. Let u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′)→
(Y,X) be a morphism of couples over W. Put Y := (Y,X) and Y′ := (Y ′, X ′). Let us choose a morphism of
frames θ = (b, a, f) : (Y ′, X ′,P′)→ (Y,X,P) over W enclosing u.
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1. The functor θ!(•) := RΓ†Y ′ ◦ f
!(•) : C(Y,P/W)→ C(Y ′,P′/W) does not depend on the choice of such θ
enclosing u (up to canonical equivalences of categories). Hence, it will be denoted by u! : C(Y/W) →
C(Y′/W).
2. Suppose that u is complete, i.e. that a : X ′ → X is proper. The functor θ+ := f
(•)
+ : C(Y
′,P′/W) →
C(Y,P/W) does not depend on the choice of such θ enclosing u (up to canonical equivalences of cate-
gories). Hence, it will be denoted by u+ : C(Y
′/W)→ C(Y/W).
Proof. To check the first assertion, we proceed as in the proof of 11.2.3 (use also the commutation of
local cohomological functors with extraordinary inverse images given in 9.1.1). Let us check that the func-
tor f
(•)
+ : C(Y
′,P′/W) → C(Y,P/W) is well defined. Let E(•) ∈ C(Y ′,P′/W). Since a is proper, then
f
(•)
+ (E
(•)) ∈ C(P). We compute RΓ†Y f
(•)
+ (E
(•))
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ RΓ
†
f−1Y (E
(•)). Since Y ′ is included in f−1Y and
E(•) ∈ C(Y ′,P′/W), then RΓ†f−1Y (E
(•))
∼
−→ E(•). Hence, RΓ†Y f
(•)
+ (E
(•))
∼
−→ f
(•)
+ (E
(•)), which implies that
f
(•)
+ (E
(•)) ∈ C(Y,P/W). To check that the functor does not depend on the choice of θ enclosing u, we
proceed as in the proof of 11.2.3.
Lemma 11.2.5. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains Bdiv, which is stable under
devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, and tensor products. Let Y := (Y,X) be a couple over
W. Choose a frame of the form (Y,X,P). The bifunctor −⊗̂L
OP
− [− dimP ] : C(Y,P/W) × C(Y,P/W) →
C(Y,P/W) does not depend, up to the canonical equivalences of categories of 11.2.2, on the choice of the
frame enclosing (Y,X). It will be denoted by ⊗˜Y : C(Y/W)× C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W).
Proof. From Lemmas 10.2.4.2 and 10.2.6, the data of coefficients C is also stable under local cohomological
functors. From 3.2.3.1 (resp. 8.4.3.2), extraordinary inverse images (resp. local cohomological functors)
commute with tensor products (up to a shift). Proceeding as in the proof of 11.2.3 with its notation,
RΓ†Y π
!(•)
1 and RΓ
†
Y π
!(•)
2 commute with tensor products and then so are π
(•)
1+ and π
(•)
2+ .
11.2.6 (Formalism of Grothendieck six operations). Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains
Bdiv, which is stable under devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, duals, and tensor products.
To sum-up the above Lemmas we can define a formalism of Grothendieck six operations on couples as follows.
Let u = (b, a) : (Y ′, X ′)→ (Y,X) be a morphism of couples over W. Put Y := (Y,X) and Y′ := (Y ′, X ′).
1. We have the dual functor DY : C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W) (see 11.2.3).
2. We have the extraordinary pullback u! : C(Y/W) → C(Y′/W) (see 11.2.4). We get the pullbacks
u+ := DY′ ◦ u! ◦ DY.
3. Suppose that u is complete. Then, we have the functor u+ : C(Y
′/W) → C(Y/W) (see 11.2.4). We
denote by u! := DY ◦ u+ ◦ DY′ , the extraordinary pushforward by u.
4. We have the tensor product −⊗˜Y− : C(Y/W)× C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W) (see 11.2.5)
Examples 11.2.7. 1. We recall the data of coefficients LD−→
b
Q,ovhol and LD−→
b
Q,h are defined respectively in
10.2.2.2 and 10.2.2.3. Using Lemmas 10.2.5 and 10.2.11 (and 10.2.10), they are stable under local
cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, and duals. Hence, with the notation
11.2.2, using Lemmas 11.2.4, 11.2.5, and 11.2.3, for any frame (Y,X,P) over W, we get the categories
of the forms LD−→
b
Q,h(Y,P/W), LD−→
b
Q,h(Y/W), LD−→
b
Q,ovhol(Y,P/W) or LD−→
b
Q,ovhol(Y/W) endowed with five
of Grothendieck cohomological operations (the tensor product is a priori missing).
2. Following theorem 10.3.10, there exist a data of coefficients T which contains Mdiv, is local, stable
by devissages, direct summands, local cohomological functors, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks,
base change, tensor products, duals, cohomology and special descent of the base. Hence, for any frame
(Y,X,P) over W, we get the triangulated category T (Y,P/W) or T (Y/W), endowed with a t-structure
and a formalism of Grothendieck six operations.
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11.3 Formalism of Grothendieck six operations over realizable varieties
Definition 11.3.1 (Proper compactification). 1. A frame (Y,X,P) over W is said to be proper if P is
proper. The category of proper frames over W is the full subcategory of the category of frames over
W whose objects are proper frames over W.
2. The category of proper couples over W is the full subcategory of the category of couples over W whose
objects (Y,X) are such that X is proper. We remark that if (Y,X) is a proper couple over W then
there exists a proper frame over W of the form (Y,X,P).
3. A realizable variety over W is a l-scheme Y such that there exists a proper frame over W of the form
(Y,X,P). For such frame (Y,X,P), we say that the proper frame (Y,X,P) encloses Y or that the
proper couple (Y,X) encloses Y .
11.3.2 (Formalism of Grothendieck six operations). Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭) which contains
Bdiv, which is stable under devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, duals, and tensor products.
Similarly to Lemma 11.2.2, we check using Theorem 11.2.1 that the category C(Y,P/W) (resp. C(Y,X/W))
does not depend, up to a canonical equivalence of categories, on the choice of the proper frame (Y,X,P)
(resp. the proper couple (Y,X)) over W enclosing Y . Hence, we simply denote it by C(Y/W). As for 11.2.6,
we can define a formalism of Grothendieck six operations on realizable varieties as follows. Let u : Y ′ → Y
be a morphism of realizable varieties over W.
1. We have the dual functor DY : C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W) (see 11.2.3).
2. We have the extraordinary pullback u! : C(Y/W) → C(Y ′/W) (see 11.2.4). We get the pullbacks
u+ := DY ′ ◦ u! ◦ DY .
3. We have the functor u+ : C(Y
′/W) → C(Y/W) (see 11.2.4). We denote by u! := DY ◦ u+ ◦ DY ′ , the
extraordinary pushforward by u.
4. We have the tensor product −⊗˜Y− : C(Y/W)× C(Y/W)→ C(Y/W) (see 11.2.5)
11.4 Constructible t-structure
For completeness, we introduce the notion of constructibility. Let C be a data of coefficients over (V,V♭)
which contains Bdiv, which is stable under devissages, pushforwards, extraordinary pullbacks, duals, tensor
products, and cohomology.
11.4.1 (Constructible t-structure). Let Y := (Y,X) be a couple. Choose a frame (Y,X,P). If Y ′ → Y
is an immersion, then we denote by iY ′ : (Y
′, X ′,P) → (Y,X,P) the induced morphism where X ′ is the
closure of Y ′ in X . We define on C(Y/W) the constructible t-structure as follows. An object E ∈ C(Y/W)
belongs to Cc,≥0(Y/W) (resp. Cc,≤0(Y/W)) if there exists a special morphism (W,W♭) → (W′,W♭) such
that, denoting by P′ := P ×Spf W SpfW′, Y ′ := (Y ×Spf W SpfW′)red and E′(•) := W′⊗̂LWE
(•), there exists
a smooth stratification (see Definition [AC18, 2.2.1]) (Y ′i )i=1,...,r of Y
′ such that for any i, the complex
i+Y ′i
(E′(•))[dY ′i ] (see notation 11.2.6) belongs to C
≥0
isoc
(Y ′i ,P
′/W) (resp. C≤0
isoc
(Y ′i ,P
′/W)).
Proposition 11.4.2. Let Y := (Y,X) be a couple.
1. Let E′(•) → E→ E′′(•) → E′(•)[1] be an exact triangle in C(Y/W). If E′(•) and E′′(•)are in Cc,≥0(Y/W)
(resp. Cc,≤0(Y/W)) then so is E.
2. Suppose that Y is smooth. Let E ∈ Cisoc(Y/W). Then E ∈ Cc,≥0(Y/W) (resp. E ∈ Cc,≤0(Y/W)) if and
only if E ∈ C≥dX
isoc
(Y/W) (resp. E ∈ C≤dX
isoc
(Y/W)).
Proof. This is left to the reader.
Remark 11.4.3. When k is perfect, we retrieve the constructibility as defined for overholonomic complexes
in [Car18, 2.4] or that of T. Abe.
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